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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Pulsed plasma enhanced and hot filament chemical vapor deposition have produced 
fluorocarbon films with the potential use as low dielectric constant interconnect materials in 
microelectronic circuits.  Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy was 
demonstrated as a valuable film characterization tool to understand structure-property-
processing fundamentals, quantifying film bonding environments and tracing structural 
instabilities.  Thermal lability in fluorocarbon films was attributed to terminal end groups 
and low molecular weight molecules.  High temperature thermal stability was achieved by 
minimizing such labile sources through a clean deposition of high molecular weight chains 
of poly(tetrafluoroethylene).  Poly(tetrafluoroethylene) film porosity was introduced and 
controlled through the competition between nucleation and growth of film.  Porous 
poly(tetrafluoroethylene) films were further integrated into a bridge layer and air gap 
dielectric interconnect scheme.  With fluorocarbon materials deposited through such 
chemical vapor deposition methods, dielectric constants ranging from 2.1 to below 1.5 were 
conceivably attainable, thus potentially satisfying dielectric interconnect requirements to 
beyond the 0.1 µm technology node. 
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Figure 6.2 AFM images of HFPO HFCVD films (a) without OH and (b) with OH.  Grains are more extended in films 
without OH while grains are spherical in films with OH. 
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Figure 6.3 Plot of grain aspect ratio, defined as the ratio of grain length to width, against inverse of film 
deposition rate.  Elongated grains result from a slow deposition regime.  This is explained as a 
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low deposition rate regimes.  A similar trend is observed with OH content with film deposition rate 
i.e., a slow deposition results in films with less OH. 
Figure 6.4 FTIR spectra of gas phase effluent during HFPO HFCVD with (a) unheated filament and (b) heated 
filament.  Under no pyrolysis, only HFPO is observed.  Upon pyrolysis, the expected TFAcF product is 
present; TFE is also present from CF2 recombination; while unreated HFPO makes up the remainder of 
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Figure 7.1 Plot of time derivative of reflected interferometry signal intensity vs. temperature for a thermally labile 
HFPO HFCVD film annealed ex situ in an ITS apparatus.  Onset temperatures to thermal decomposition 
occur at 150 and 300 ºC.  The former is attributed to decomposition of peroxy radicals while the latter 
is attributed to decomposition of COOH. 
Figure 7.2 Plot of time derivative of reflected interferometry signal intensity vs. temperature for a thermally 
stable HFPO HFCVD film annealed ex situ in an ITS apparatus.  Film is thermally stable up to 400 ºC. 
Figure 7.3 FTIR spectra of a thermally labile HFPO HFCVD film (a) prior to and (b) subsequent to annealing in an 
ITS apparatus.  The as-deposited film contains extraneous OH and C=O groups which are lost upon 
annealing. 
Figure 7.4 FTIR spectra of a thermally stable HFPO HFCVD film (a) prior to and (b) subsequent to annealing in an 
ITS apparatus.  The film remains structurally unchanged after annealing. 
Figure 7.5 Optical micrograph of an as-deposited HFPO HFCVD film.  No surface features are discernable.  At 
100× magnification. 
Figure 7.6 Optical micrograph of an HFPO HFCVD film quenched after 1 h in situ isothermal anneal at 325 ºC.  
The observed crystalline spherulites are attributed to recrystallization near the melting point of bulk 
PTFE prior to quenching.  At (a) 40×, (b) 100×, and (c) 100× magnifications, showing a sample grain, 
the grain edge and the grain center. 
Figure 7.7 Optical micrograph of an HFPO HFCVD film quenched after 1 h in situ isothermal anneal at 400 ºC.  No 
surface features are discernable and its similarity with the as-deposited film suggests no significant 
crystalline growth.  This is attributed to a lack of recrystallization at the higher annealing temperature 
and the subsequent rapid cooling.  At  100× magnification. 
Figure 7.8 FTIR spectra of HFPO HFCVD films (a) as-deposited, (b) quenched from 1 h anneal at 325 ºC, and (c) 
quenched from 1 h anneal at 400 ºC.  The film quenched from the 325 ºC anneal shows significantly 
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Figure 8.1 VASE measurements of (a) Ψ and (b) ∆ at incident angles of 65º (), 70º(), 75º (), and their 
respective model fits (─); (c) resulting n(λ) and k(λ) from the model.  The measured and fitted data are 
from HFPO HFCVD film sample AR3. 
Figure 8.2 FTIR spectra of HFPO HFCVD samples (a) OH1, (b) OH2, and (c) OH3.  The OH series represents films 
with decreasing amount of OH. 
Figure 8.3 FTIR spectra of HFPO HFCVD samples (a) AR1, (b) AR2, and (c) AR3.  The AR series represents films 
with low or negligible OH content. 
Figure 8.4 AFM images of HFPO HFCVD samples (a) OH1, (b) OH2, and (c) OH3.  The OH series represents films 
with similar grain aspect ratios, with grains being more or less spherical. 
Figure 8.5 AFM images of HFPO HFCVD samples (a) AR1, (b) AR2, and (c) AR3.  The AR series represents films 
with increasing grain aspect ratios, changing from spherical to rod-like grains. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Motivation 
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1.1 ULSI Interconnect Technology _____________________________ 
The semiconductor industry currently faces a formidable challenge to develop new 
interconnect material technologies for future generations of ultra-large scale integration 
(ULSI).  As the industry strives to miniaturize the size of silicon-based transistors and its 
associated interconnect wiring in accordance with Moore’s law, which basically states that 
the number of transistors per ULSI chip should roughly double every 18 to 24 months, the 
industry runs into a severe obstacle if interconnect material technology remains unchanged.  
The obstacle is referred to, in industry jargon, as the interconnect or RC delay, which is the 
delay in sending an electrical signal between transistors.  Figure 1.1 shows that this delay 
eclipses the gate delay, which is the delay in switching the transistor between its ‘on’ and 
‘off’ states, when feature sizes shrink below 1 µm.1  As hinted, there are two factors that 
contribute to this delay - the resistance of the metal wire and the capacitance of the 
dielectric between adjacent wires.  In order to mitigate this adversity, there is a dire need to 
replace aluminum and silicon dioxide with lower resistivity and lower dielectric constant (κ) 
 
Figure 1.1 Device delay vs. feature size.  Interconnect or RC delay will severely limit device 
performance as feature size continues to diminish.  Adapted from ref. 1. 
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materials as future metal and dielectric interconnects.  For dielectrics, apart from 
addressing the interconnect delay issue, the move to lower κ materials offers additional 
advantages, including lower device power consumption, less crosstalk noise and 
conceivably less metallization levels and less processing cycles. 
Copper has recently been introduced as the next generation metal, since it has a 
lower resistivity compared to aluminum.2,3  There are great challenges associated with 
going to copper, specifically with the need for copper electroplating and the need for a 
damascene integration approach using metal fill instead of traditional metal etch methods.  
However, copper is generally accepted as the metal interconnect solution.  With low κ 
materials, the breadth of choices makes the decision to replace oxide (κ ~ 3.8-4.2) more 
difficult.4,5  This difficulty is augmented by the lengthy list of property - chemical, 
electrical, mechanical and thermal - requirements for successful integration, which 
unfortunately are not satisfied completely by any one material currently under investigation.  
However, the transition to new low κ materials is inevitable. 
Semiconductor industry associations worldwide have laid down their projections on 
how this transition should take place, in terms of the effective κ required for each 
technology node.  Figure 1.2 is adapted from the 1999 International Technology Roadmap 
for Semiconductors (ITRS) compiled by International SEMATECH, specifically looking at the 
 
Figure 1.2 1999 ITRS predictions for microprocessor low κ dielectric material technology.  
The reduction in κ necessitates a significant material change from the current non-porous 
silicon dioxide.  Adapted from ref. 6. 
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low κ requirements for microprocessors.6  At the current 0.18 µm node, the dielectric of 
choice remains an oxide with some addition of fluorine (κ ~ 3.5-4.0).  However, the 
roadmap predicts an approximate decrease in κ of 1.0 for each successive node thereafter.  
Further, sub-0.1 µm nodes require κ to be 1.5 or less.  This places significant yet 
fundamental challenges in developing these low κ materials, of which this thesis research 
aims to highlight and more importantly to propose an engineering solution to this problem. 
 
 
 
1.2 Low κ Material Options and Strategies _____________________ 
Figure 1.3 summarizes an extensive but not exhaustive list of low κ materials 
currently pursued or commercialized.  Because of the appealing scientific issues and the 
potential economic return involved, it is not surprising that there has been an intense effort 
into this area of research from academics, commercial tool and material suppliers, and chip 
manufacturers.  Currently, carbon doped oxides (amorphous SiCOH) are promoted highly as 
a viable next generation low κ option.  As Figure 1.3 demonstrates, the plethora of options 
and research demands a more scientific and engineering approach to study this problem. 
Thus, to infuse a rational methodology, it is necessary to identify strategies that 
would enable an optimized solution.  The κ of a material is defined as the ratio of the 
material permittivity to the permittivity of vacuum.  It is a measure of the relative amount of 
polarization induced by an electric field and has three components - electronic, orientation 
and ionic – i.e., from induced dipoles, permanent dipoles and ionic charges.  To minimize 
these effects, from a molecular design perspective, atoms with low polarizability are 
desired.  Fluorine is the most electronegative atom with a tightly bound electron cloud that 
resists distortion and hence is a natural choice to incorporate into the molecular structure 
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of low κ materials.  Carbon is also a better choice compared with silicon for similar reasons.  
Thus, it would be logical to transition from an inorganic silicon dioxide to an organic 
fluorocarbon.  As such, poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE; (CF2)n; Teflon®) has a κ ~ 2.1, one of 
the lowest reported for a non-porous bulk material.7 
However, in order to satisfy low κ requirements at and beyond the 0.1 µm node 
(Figure 1.2) with κ reaching well below 2.0 (termed herein as ultra-low κ), it is necessary to 
introduce porosity into the material since there is currently no dense material known that 
could be classified as ultra-low κ.  Because vacuum or air represents the physical lower limit 
to κ at ~ 1.0,8 introducing voids would lower the effective κ of the material.  As a result, 
porous materials are being evaluated as potential low κ candidates, although most of the 
effort have concentrated on using inorganic oxide or organic hybrids as the structural 
 
Figure 1.3 Current low κ options being pursued or commercialized.  The wide range of 
possibilities and the lack of complete integration properties makes the transition to lower κ 
materials more difficult. 
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framework (Figure 1.3).  The disadvantage in starting with an oxide is that a substantial 
amount of porosity is required to lower κ.  Figure 1.4 plots the relationship between 
effective κ and porosity as predicted by the linear,9 Rayleigh,10 and Looyenga11 models - 
assuming a volume average of pores, a cubic lattice of uniform spherical pores or a mixed 
composition of spherical pores, respectively - for oxide, carbon doped oxide and 
fluorocarbon as the starting dense material.  Clearly, to reach an equivalent effective κ, 
fluorocarbon materials would entail significantly less porosity. 
An even more aggressive low κ methodology would be to do away with the dense 
material completely and have air as the dielectric.  Preliminary studies have demonstrated a 
proof of concept, although the approach so far has been to replace the intralevel dielectric, 
that between metal wires on the same metal level, with air to form air gaps, while still 
maintaining a porous12 or non-porous13 material as the interlevel dielectric, that between 
metal wires on adjacent metal levels, as bridge layers. 
 
Figure 1.4 Effective dielectric constant vs. porosity.  For silicon dioxide, carbon doped 
oxide and fluorocarbon starting materials as predicted by the linear, Rayleigh and Looyenga 
models.  Fluorocarbons require relatively less porosity to achieve an equivalent effective κ.   
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It is therefore the intent of this thesis to evaluate the possibility of not only 
producing a low κ fluorocarbon material similar to PTFE but also to explore the possibility of 
introducing porosity and forming air gaps. 
 
 
 
1.3 Chemical Vapor Deposition _______________________________ 
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has been chosen as the deposition process of 
choice to form these low and ultra-low κ fluorocarbon dielectrics.  Unlike spin coating, the 
alternative deposition method, CVD is believed to incur less penalties with respect to the 
environment, safety and health (ESH).14  Being an enclosed process, there are no issues with 
exposure to volatile organic compounds or solvents, nor costs associated with rinse water 
usage which are all inherent in a spin on process.  Being a vacuum process, it also reduces 
the quantity of precursors or reactants used.  Further, CVD is compatible with current 
semiconductor manufacturing process tools.  The only major issue is the emissions from 
 
Figure 1.5  Schematic diagram of PPECVD reactor.  Plasma breakdown of precursor is 
achieved by two capacitively coupled electrodes, with RF energy being introduced to the top 
electrode.  Pulsing the plasma allows selectivity of neutral radicals over ions and electrons. 
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the CVD chamber exhaust to the environment.15  This thesis looks at two novel CVD 
techniques - pulsed plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PPECVD) and hot filament 
chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) - to deposit fluorocarbon films. 
Figure 1.5 shows a schematic diagram of the PPECVD reactor.  PPECVD introduces a 
pulsed modulation to the plasma typical of a continuous PECVD process, with cycling 
between a plasma discharge for a certain on-time and then having the plasma extinguished 
for a certain off-time.  The plasma is generated in this case by using radiofrequency (RF) 
energy to breakdown the precursor gas into ions, excited neutrals and electrons.  Pulsing 
the plasma provides control over the extent of precursor fragmentation by varying the duty 
cycle, defined as the ratio of on-time to total cycle time.  It also provides a selectivity of 
neutrals over ions and electrons during the off-time, since the former are considered more 
benign deposition species while the latter are often known to contribute to film damage.  
Plasma film deposition has often been coined as a plasma polymerization process, albeit 
somewhat misleading since deposition chemistries are often much more complex. 
Figure 1.6 shows a schematic diagram of the HFCVD reactor and the accompanying 
filament setup.  In this case, an array of resistively heated wires initiate thermal 
 
Figure 1.6 Schematic diagram of HFCVD reactor.  An array of resistively heated filaments 
allows thermal breakdown of precursor into specific radicals for polymerization. 
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decomposition of the precursor gas to form depositing species.  As opposed to 
conventional thermal CVD, HFCVD permits independent control over the filament 
temperature for gas breakdown and the substrate temperature for film deposition.  This 
enables adsorption limiting reactions and opens up a wider range of possible deposition 
chemistries.  Because precursor fragmentation gives rise only to specific radicals, HFCVD 
can be said to approach a true radical polymerization process. 
 
 
 
1.4 Structure-Property-Processing ____________________________ 
To further instill a rational approach in studying this problem, it is important to 
understand the structure-property-processing relationships involved in producing these 
low κ CVD fluorocarbon films, which would enable process development for designing film 
architectures with the correct properties for low κ integration.  Figure 1.7 depicts this 
 
Figure 1.7 Structure-property-processing relationship of low κ fluorocarbon materials.  
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intimate inter-relationship and highlights in particular the novel use of solid-state nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy in thin film characterization.  This thesis, in part, 
details the development of this technique in elucidating fluorocarbon film structure and 
stability.  The Appendix gives a summary of the standard operating procedure for 
performing such characterization.  Figure 1.7 also highlights one important property 
requirement, film thermal stability to 400 ºC, which is often a suspect in fluorocarbon films 
and a major concern since any evolution of reactive F atoms due to film instability would be 
detrimental to the whole integration process.  Thus, this thesis also places an emphasis on 
assessing the thermal stability of derivative films. 
 
 
 
1.5 Thesis Framework ________________________________________ 
This thesis is divided into two major components - the study of PPECVD 
fluorocarbon films followed by the study of HFCVD fluorocarbon films - and  is structured 
into nine main technical chapters.  
CHAPTER TWO reports one of the very first demonstrations of two-dimensional 
solid-state NMR techniques to analyze plasma fluorocarbon films.  Conventional speed 
magic angle spinning (MAS) in one dimension shows limited resolution. 
CHAPTER THREE reports the utility of high resolution, high speed MAS NMR 
techniques in characterizing the structure and thermal stability of PPECVD fluorocarbon 
films from hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO) precursor. 
CHAPTER FOUR reports the extension of developed NMR techniques to the study of 
PPECVD fluorocarbon films from hydrofluorocarbon – 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134) 
and difluoromethane (HFC-32) - precursors. 
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CHAPTER FIVE reports the culmination of NMR work in the study of PPECVD 
fluorocarbon films.  In particular, quantitation data of fluorocarbon environments are 
presented.  Also, sources of thermal instability in PPECVD films are identified as an 
excessive concentration of terminal groups and a lack of high molecular weight (MW) 
chains, all atypical of bulk PTFE and attributed to excessive precursor fragmentation.  This 
prompted the need to confine precursor fragmentation to a specific pathway that would 
lead to polymerization to form PTFE.  Hence, HFCVD was explored. 
CHAPTER SIX reports the structure and morphology of HFCVD fluorocarbon films 
from HFPO precursor using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), and represents one of the first reports on depositing thin films by CVD 
which are spectroscopically identical to PTFE. 
CHAPTER SEVEN reports the thermal stability of HFCVD fluorocarbon films from 
HFPO precursor using interferometry for thermal stability (ITS) and isothermal annealing, 
and demonstrates the stability of films with structures akin to PTFE. 
CHAPTER EIGHT reports the optical properties of HFCVD fluorocarbon films from 
HFPO precursor using variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE), and identifies the 
ability to introduce and control porosity in thin PTFE films. 
CHAPTER NINE reports the first demonstration of forming air gaps and porous PTFE 
bridge layers simultaneously by HFCVD from HFPO precursor, and represents the most 
aggressive low κ solution, with a predicted effective κ of less than 1.5.  This chapter, unlike 
all other chapters, is presented as a concise communication. 
CHAPTER TEN reports a theoretical study using quantum mechanical density 
functional theory (DFT) to investigate the thermochemistry of HFPO HFCVD reactions in the 
gas phase, and identifies key reaction pathways that favor PTFE polymerization.  This report 
also serves to show the increasing power and utility of theoretical methods in designing 
molecules, in evaluating reaction thermodynamics and kinetics, and in predicting structural 
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geometries and bond energies.  A balance between experiment and theory would ideally 
minimize the time to converge to a solution for any research problem. 
Each chapter described above starts with a brief introduction to the motivation 
behind each specific sub-scope as well as a literature survey of the work relevant to that 
particular focus.  As such, this present chapter has refrained from providing any extensive 
literature survey beyond that necessary to motivate the overall goal of this thesis.  The 
technical chapters then describe the experimental methods employed, before going into the 
results and discussion, and finally ending with conclusions.  Each of these chapters have 
been formatted as a technical journal paper so that they can be read as a separate entity 
without a lack of continuity, although each chapter builds into the next for continuity to the 
overall thesis.  Following the nine technical chapters, the thesis concludes with a summary 
and thoughts on possible future directions stemming from the work already accomplished 
herein. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Structural Correlation Study of Pulsed 
Plasma-Polymerized Fluorocarbon Solids 
by Two-Dimensional Wide-Line Separation 
NMR Spectroscopy 
Lau, K. K. S. and Gleason K. K. J. Chem. Phys. B 101, 6839 (1997). 
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Abstract 
Two-dimensional wide-line separation (WISE) NMR spectroscopy has been applied to obtain structural correlation 
in fluorocarbon films deposited via a pulsed plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition.  Films from two pulsed 
deposition conditions, 10/20 and 10/400 ms on/off times, were analyzed in detail.  One-dimensional 19F and 13C 
NMR results agreed well with prior studies of these films using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, which showed 
greater CF2 fractions with decreasing pulsed deposition duty cycle.  13C CPMAS studies, in addition, distinguished 
between unsaturated and saturated fluorocarbon species in these films.  However, 19F–13C WISE allowed further 
differentiation of fluorocarbon moieties by the difference in nearest neighbor connectivity.  The 10/20 film showed 
a prevalence of at least two inequivalent CF3 species.  A weak presence of unsaturated =CF- species was also 
detected.  No specific CF2 moiety was resolved which was attributed to significant chemical shift dispersion and 
heterogeneity in CF2 bonding environment.  In contrast, the 10/400 film displayed an increased proportion of CF2 
species, predominantly as -CF2CF2- and CF3CF2- groups, and less CF3 termination, indicative of a structure 
approaching that of poly(tetrafluoroethylene).  These observations support the hypothesis of a less aggressive 
deposition environment, inducing less crosslinks and unsaturation and promoting linear chain propagation, with a 
longer pulse off-time during deposition.  Spinning sideband patterns in the 19F dimension of NMR spectra did not 
severely hinder spectral interpretation but instead offered a means of revealing motional differences in the 
fluorocarbon moieties. 
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2.1 Introduction _____________________________________________ 
Plasma polymerization of fluorocarbon thin films1-3 has been a subject of intense 
interest which is largely motivated by the desire to produce films having composition and 
properties that mimic those of bulk Teflon®.  Such properties as low coefficient of friction, 
low dielectric constant, good thermal stability, excellent chemical resistance and durability 
offer great potential for this material to be adopted in a diverse array of applications such 
as biopassivation coatings4,5 and low κ interlayer dielectric for integrated circuits.6,7  
However, Teflon® is extremely difficult to process into thin films using typical polymer 
processing methods because of its high melt viscosity and poor solubility.8  Thus, the ability 
to use plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) as a solventless technique to 
produce films with properties approaching that of Teflon® with the added control over film 
thickness is extremely attractive. 
Traditionally, PECVD uses a continuous radiofrequency (RF) wave to excite the 
precursor gases.  The resulting plasma contains ions, radicals, excited species and neutrals 
from which solid coatings are deposited.  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of 
fluorocarbon films deposited in this manner showed they contain not only CF2 species, but a 
significant amount of CF, CF3 and quaternary carbon moieties.  The CF and quaternary 
carbons suggest a high degree of crosslinking within the films.9  This is attributed to the 
complex precursor decomposition reactions taking place within the plasma coupled with ion 
bombardment of the growing film.10  The difficulty in controlling plasma chemistry and 
resulting film composition also reflects one of the main disadvantage of PECVD as a 
synthesis technique. 
Greater compositional control can be achieved by pulsing the applied RF power, 
hence generating the plasma for only a short time interval (on-time) within each pulse 
cycle.11,12  Pulsing reduces both excessive gas phase precursor fragmentation and ion 
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bombardment of the film surface.  Since the ions are relatively short-lived, the remaining 
longer-lived radicals and neutrals, which remain after the glow discharge is extinguished, 
continue to contribute to film growth during the off-time.13  XPS studies revealed a 
significantly larger fraction of CF2 groups can be incorporated into pulsed PECVD films and 
the proportion of CF2 species can be manipulated by changing the duty cycle (ratio of the 
on-time to the total cycle period).11-13  This has generated interest in our laboratory to 
study the viability of using pulsed PECVD for biopassivation and interlayer dielectric 
coatings.13-15 
Potentially, solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy can advance 
the understanding of the complex nature of plasma polymers.  Specifically, NMR provides 
details on the connectivity of the network i.e., next nearest neighbors, information which is 
not obtainable by XPS.  Previous 19F NMR studies of fluorocarbon films deposited by 
continuous PECVD gave limited spectral resolution even with 12.5 kHz magic angle spinning 
(MAS).16  This was attributed to the heterogeneity of structural environments created by the 
complex plasma deposition mechanisms which in turn gave rise to chemical shift 
dispersion.  Trapped radicals and dangling bonds within the films may also cause 
appreciable line broadening effects through interactions of unpaired electrons with fluorine 
nuclei.  19F NMR has also been used to study the effect of a fluorocarbon plasma on 
diamond powders.17  High resolution in fluorine spectra can often be limited by large 
chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) and strong homonuclear dipolar couplings.  Efforts in 
narrowing 19F linewidths through multiple pulse sequences18,19 or high speed MAS20 or in 
combination, combined rotation and multiple pulse spectroscopy (CRAMPS),16 have been 
made but they often place excessive demands on spectrometer conditions and hardware, 
and furthermore, not all the broadening effects may be entirely eliminated. 
13C cross polarization with magic angle spinning (CPMAS) studies of plasma-
polymerized fluorocarbon films show a different perspective in spectral resolution 
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limitation.21,22  Isotropic chemical shifts of different fluorocarbon species, particularly CF2 
and CF3 groups, are bundled close together causing pronounced overlapping of individual 
peaks.  This is further aggravated by chemical shift dispersion characteristic of these films 
and heteronuclear dipolar coupling effects between fluorine and carbon nuclei.  However, 
13C spectra of these films were able to distinguish fluorocarbon groups with saturated and 
unsaturated bonds.  Thus, to date, neither 19F or 13C one-dimensional (1D) solid-state NMR 
studies have been able to provide much more structural information than is already 
obtainable from XPS results. 
Two-dimensional (2D) NMR spectroscopy offers a viable route for more definite 
structural correlation to be made in solids.  Heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) methods 
are well documented23-25 and have been generously employed in the study of polymers26 
and polymer blends,27,28 although most of the systems investigated were hydrocarbon 
polymers.  A majority of HETCOR techniques require precise multiple pulse sequences 
during the evolution and mixing periods.  Recently, attention has been given to a 
heteronuclear 2D experiment, wide-line separation spectroscopy (WISE), first suggested by 
Zumbulyadis.29  This experiment is a 2D offshoot of the cross polarization-dipolar 
decoupling technique commonly used in 1D 13C studies of solids.  The only modification 
involves placing a t1 evolution period between the initial 90º excitation pulse and the 
subsequent spin lock period.  WISE experiments have so far focused on detecting motional 
heterogeneity in polymeric materials.30-33  The wider spread of chemical shift in the carbon 
dimension compared to the proton dimension allows the separation of proton sites with 
limited motion and having broad CSA patterns from fast motion sites with isotropically 
narrowed peaks. 
In this paper, we demonstrate the application of 2D 19F-13C WISE spectroscopy to 
fluorocarbon solids, in particular to thin films deposited using the novel pulsed PECVD 
technique, in an attempt to obtain more substantial structural correlation of fluorocarbon 
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moieties than is possible from corresponding 1D 19F or 13C spectra.  An interesting contrast 
to the typical 1H–13C WISE experiments is that the wider isotropic chemical shift span in the 
fluorine dimension is taken advantage of to resolve out the closely spaced carbon shifts.  
Because isotropic chemical shift dispersion is inherent in plasma-polymerized films, a 2D 
heteronuclear experiment, like WISE, is particularly useful in enabling more concrete 
spectral assignments.  The ease in implementing the WISE experiment with fewer demands 
on spectrometer conditions and with comparable sensitivity to that of normal CPMAS 
experiments also makes this 2D method a more attractive one for the study of plasma-
polymerized films where sample size is usually a constraining factor. 
 
 
 
2.2 Experimental Methods ____________________________________ 
Fluorocarbon films were deposited onto 4" diameter silicon wafers by a pulsed 
radiofrequency (13.56 MHz) plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) technique 
using hexafluoropropylene oxide (C3F6O) (PCR Incorporated) as the precursor material.  
Details of the deposition method and reaction conditions are described elsewhere.15  Each 
film was scraped off from the substrate using a razor blade and ground to a fine powder for 
subsequent NMR analysis. 
Static broadline 19F NMR spectra were obtained for ~20 mg samples from 5 µm thick 
films deposited at pulse cycles of 10/20, 10/50, 10/200 and 10/400 ms on/ms off times.  
Data acquisition was performed on a homebuilt solids probe and spectrometer17 at a 19F 
Larmor frequency of 280.8 MHz.  90º pulse time and recycle delay were set at 2 µs and 2 s 
respectively.  Dwell time was 2 µs, corresponding to a spectral window of ±250 kHz.  Static 
spectra were acquired for a dispersion-polymerized powder of poly(tetrafluoroethylene) 
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(PTFE) (Dupont; 98% crystallinity) and for one of its oligomers, perfluoroeicosane (C20F42) 
(Aldrich), as model compounds for comparison purposes.  Both were used as received. 
Static spectra from the pulsed plasma-polymerized films revealed the greatest 
lineshape differences between the 10/20 and 10/400 samples (see Section 2.3).  Previous 
XPS studies have also shown significant differences in CFx composition between the 10/20 
and 10/400 films (Table 2.1).34  Thus, further NMR characterization concentrated on 
samples from these two extreme pulse conditions as well as the model compounds.  In 
order to increase the sensitivity and signal-to-noise of the these experiments, larger 
sample sizes of ~0.50 g representing 50 µm thick films, were prepared for the 10/20 and 
10/400 pulse cycles. 
The experiments were performed on a homebuilt spectrometer at a 19F Larmor 
frequency of 254.0 MHz using a Doty 7 mm double resonance magic angle spinning (MAS) 
probe having negligible fluorine and carbon backgrounds.  The spinning speed was 
maintained at 5 kHz.  Direct fluorine observation was made with a 3.6 µs 90º pulse and a 
dwell time of 2 µs.  An attempt was also made to increase resolution through the use of the 
SPEDA (single pulse excitation and delayed acquisition) technique.35-37  Delay times before 
acquisition varied depending on the resolution that could be obtained.  Experiments 
involving cross polarization from fluorine to carbon were done using contact times between 
750 µs and 3 ms that maximized the overall intensity of the spectra.  Decoupling field 
Table 2.1 Composition of 10/20 and 10/400 films as determined by XPS.34 
% CFx species 10/20 10/400 
CF3 19 15 
CF2 39 65 
CF 23 10 
C-CF 19 10 
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strength during acquisition exceeded 70 kHz in all cases.  19F and 13C 90º pulse widths were 
both 3.6 µs.  Dwell time and pulse delay were set at 20 µs and 5 s respectively. 
Two-dimensional WISE experiments30 were performed using the pulse sequence in 
Figure 2.1 on the 10/20 and 10/400 samples, PTFE powder and perfluoroeicosane.  
Quadrature detection was achieved in the ω1 dimension by shifting the phase of the 
excitation pulse in the fluorine channel by 90º.  Hypercomplex data sets were generated 
with 256 complex data points and 20 µs dwell time in the t2 dimension for t1 increments 
ranging between 64 and 128 and a t1 dwell time of 4 µs.  Zero filling was applied before 
Fourier transformation of both dimensions and exponential broadening of 50-250 Hz was 
required in the t2 dimension. 
All NMR spectra were obtained at room temperature and were appropriately 
referenced to CFCl3 for fluorine chemical shifts and TMS for carbon chemical shifts. 
 
 
 
2.3 Results and Discussion ___________________________________ 
Surface morphology.  Differences in macroscopic surface texture of as-deposited 
pulsed PECVD fluorocarbon films already offer an insight into the structural modifications 
 
Figure 2.1 Pulse sequence for two-dimensional WISE NMR spectroscopy experiment. 
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brought about by changing the duty cycle of RF pulsing during deposition.  For the thicker 
(~50 µm) films, deposition at the 10/20 pulsing condition produced a brittle film in which 
severe crazing is observed.  The 10/400 film, however, gave a smooth and continuous 
surface coverage and free-standing films can be peeled off.  These observations agree well 
with the greater flexibility seen in fluorocarbon coatings of wire loops deposited at 
increased pulse off-times.14  The decrease in film brittleness with a decrease in duty cycle 
is attributed to a reduced constraining of the crosslinked network inherent in plasma-
polymerized films. 
1D 19F NMR characterization.  Figure 2.2 shows the 19F broadline NMR spectra of 
PTFE and pulsed PECVD films.  For PTFE, while the homonuclear 19F dipolar broadening 
effect38 is large, the appearance of an asymmetric lineshape suggests a comparable 
anisotropy effect from the -CF2CF2- CSA having a width of ~137 ppm.18  Perfluoroeicosane, 
in addition, shows a feature at -83 ppm arising from a significant presence of CF3 end 
groups.  With a strong fluorine CSA effect and a larger isotropic chemical shift range, even 
static spectra are able to reveal changes in the fluorine environment of pulsed PECVD films 
with changes in pulsing conditions during deposition.  The 10/20 sample gives a dominant 
feature centered at -65 ppm and a smaller one at -200 ppm.  On increasing the off-time 
while keeping the pulse on-time at 10 ms, spectra of the resulting films show the 
appearance of a third peak at -128 ppm whose position corresponds closely to the major 
resonant feature in PTFE.  Less noticeable but still perceptible is a gradual upfield shift of 
the feature from -65 ppm for the 10/20 film to -75 ppm for the 10/400 film.  Because 
spectral differences observed between the 10/20 and 10/400 films are the greatest, further 
NMR experiments and their corresponding results discussed hereafter have concentrated on 
samples deposited from these two extreme pulsing conditions. 
In an attempt to improve spectral resolution, MAS spectra were acquired (Figure 2.3).  
Significant sideband patterns are seen for PTFE and perfluoroeicosane.  Both show a 
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Figure 2.2 19F static NMR spectra of (a) PTFE (64 transients, 2048 points), (b) 
perfluoroeicosane (8 transients, 2048 points), and fluorocarbon films deposited under 
pulsing conditions of (c) 10/20, (d) 10/50, (e) 10/200, and (f) 10/400 ms on-/ms off-times 
(1024 transients, 2048 points). 
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Figure 2.3 19F MAS NMR spectra of (a) PTFE (4 transients, 1024 points), (b) 
perfluoroeicosane (4 transients, 1024 points), (c) 10/20 film (16 transients, 512 points), 
and (d) 10/400 film (16 transients, 512 points).  Spinning speed at 5 kHz. 
 
dominant resonant peak at -123 ppm, which is where the isotropic shift for -CF2CF2- 
groups is located (Table 2.2).  The latter also shows another relatively intense peak at -83 
ppm which cannot be assigned solely as a refocused sideband but being close to the 
CF3CF2- resonance can be a result of an overlap of a -CF2CF2- sideband with the isotropic 
CF3CF2- resonance.  The appearance of spinning sideband patterns at a relatively low 
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spinning speed of 5 kHz supports the idea of an appreciable fluorine CSA effect comparable 
to the dipolar coupling effect.  The MAS spectra of 10/20 and 10/400 samples offer no 
significant resolution enhancement over corresponding static spectra with residual broad 
components which have not been averaged by MAS.  Thus, SPEDA35,36 was attempted as a 
way to remove these broad features. 
There is still a debate about the precise origin of linewidth narrowing and the 
validity of spectral assignments in the SPEDA experiment.  The memory effect seems to play 
an important role in spin relaxation37 and it has been suggested that the acquisition delay 
filters out the immobile components within the solid, allowing the remaining small fraction 
of species undergoing isotropic motion to be detected.39  It has also been proposed that 
the broad signal acquired without delay is composed of numerous overlapping peaks 
representing a range of transition frequencies and SPEDA simply removes most of these 
Table 2.2 19F isotropic chemical shift data for various fluorocarbon groups. 
CFx species 19F chemical shift 
σiso,F (ppm from CFCl3) 
-CF2CF3  -83 a 
-CF(CF3)2  -75 c 
-C(CF3)3  -60 a 
-CF2CF2-  -123 a 
-CF2CF3  -128 a 
=CF2  or  branched CF2  -100 to -120 b,c 
-CF<  -170 to -190 c 
a Harris, R. K. and Jackson, P. Chem. Rev. 91, 1427 (1991). 
b Dec, S. F., Wind, R. A. and Maciel, G. E. Macromolecules 20, 2754 (1987). 
c Katoh, E., Sugimoto, H., Kita, Y. and Ando, I. J. Mol. Struct. 355, 21(1995). 
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peaks.40  Thus, it is uncertain whether SPEDA yields true isotropic shifts and since SPEDA 
does not eliminate spinning sidebands this further complicates spectral interpretation.  
Hence, we did not attempt any spectral assignment.  However, a qualitative comparison of 
spectral peaks to 19F chemical shift ranges of various fluorocarbon groups reported in 
literature (Table 2.2) is still insightful. 
Figure 2.4 shows the SPEDA results.  PTFE gives its characteristic sideband pattern 
though at a much lower sensitivity.  Perfluoroeicosane offers a more interesting spectrum 
with peaks not only at –CF2CF2- and CF3CF2- positions but also a peak (-129 ppm) near the 
CF3CF2- resonance.  The 10/20 SPEDA spectrum gives two peaks at -65 ppm and -85 ppm 
which lie within the CF3 chemical shift range, suggesting the existence of distinct CF3 
groups differentiated by different nearest neighbors to them.  The smaller peak at -177 
ppm may be from CF species.  In contrast, the corresponding 10/400 spectrum shows a 
sharply reduced downfield peak (-65 ppm) intensity with an increase in intensity of the -85 
ppm resonance which implies a particular CF3 species may preferentially be formed as the 
pulse deposition off-time is increased.  There is also the emergence of a peak at -127 ppm 
close to CF2 resonance shifts.  The features discussed so far in both the 10/20 and 10/400 
spectra are believed to be isotropic resonances because their positions did not change when 
we conducted the experiments at a lower spinning speed of 3.5-3.8 kHz (spectra not 
shown).  However, although SPEDA provides considerable linewidth narrowing, it fails to 
capture all the isotropic resonances that would be expected from these films if we were to 
compare these results with corresponding XPS data (Table 2.1).  We can only surmise these 
discrepancies arise perhaps from the sensitivity degradation inherent in SPEDA; or the 
breadth of the CSA together with limited quantities of these unresolved fluorocarbon 
moieties may spread the signal out and lower the intensities to unobservable levels; or the 
unresolved species reside predominantly within the relatively immobile component of the 
solid which may presumably have been filtered out by SPEDA. 
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Figure 2.4 19F SPEDA NMR spectra of (a) PTFE (256 transients, 1024 points, 1 ms delay), 
(b) perfluoroeicosane (256 transients, 1024 points, 800 µs delay), (c) 10/20 film (256 
transients, 512 points, 200 µs delay), and  (d) 10/400 film (1024 transients, 512 points, 
600 µs delay).  Spinning speed at 5 kHz.  
 
1D 13C NMR characterization.  Figure 2.5 shows the spectra of 13C nuclei cross 
polarized from 19F nuclei of the 10/20 and 10/400 samples.  Unlike its fluorine 
counterparts, 13C environments of fluorocarbon species display relatively weak chemical 
shift anisotropies which are spun out at a modest 5 kHz spinning speed.  Unfortunately, 
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high resolution spectra are still precluded because the 13C isotropic chemical shift range of 
fluorocarbon groups is not as extended as in hydrocarbons and furthermore chemical shift 
dispersion due to sample disorder contributes to additional line broadening.  However, 
spectral differences in films deposited at different pulsing conditions are nevertheless 
noticeable. 
The 10/20 spectrum (Figure 2.5a) is similar to the one obtained by Kaplan and Dilks 
for a fluorocarbon film deposited using a continuous plasma and a tetrafluoroethylene gas 
source.21  A variety of carbon species, both saturated and unsaturated, are observed and 
can be coarsely assigned based on published chemical shifts (Table 2.3).  On increasing the 
deposition off-time (Figure 2.5b), unsaturation (>120 ppm) in the film is dramatically 
reduced as are quaternary carbon sites at 70 ppm.  However, unlike their corresponding 19F 
SPEDA spectra, the 10/400 13C CPMAS spectrum reveals the lingering presence of CF 
species (~100 ppm) while the 10/20 spectrum shows a noticeable presence of CF2 species.  
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Figure 2.5 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of (a) 10/20 film (1024 transients, 512 points, 1 ms 
mixing) and (b) 10/400 film (1024 transients, 512 points, 750 µs mixing).  Spinning speed 
at 5 kHz. 
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Although standard CPMAS spectra do not yield quantitation of each species, a 
relative comparison of the 10/20 and 10/400 spectra is permissible.  Thus, the increase in 
the amount of CF2 moieties with the simultaneous decrease in CF and quaternary carbon 
fractions with a longer deposition off-time indicate a less crosslinked and less disordered 
film being formed on increasing the off-time during pulsed deposition. 
Cross polarization kinetics also suggest the 10/400 film contains more fluorinated 
fluorocarbon groups compared to the 10/20 film.  Contact times used to maximize the 
overall intensity of the 10/20 and 10/400 CPMAS spectra were 1 ms and 750 µs 
respectively.  Different fluorocarbon moieties have different cross polarization rates, with 
less fluorinated species requiring a longer time for polarization transfer by virtue of having 
less C-F bonds.  Thus, it is reasonable to say that the longer mixing time for the 10/20 
sample implies more CF groups or alternatively less CF2 and CF3 groups are present 
compared to the 10/400 sample.  Because the 10/20 film contains a significant CF3 
fraction, as evidenced by both XPS and 13C CPMAS results, it is more likely that the 
difference in contact times is due to more CF2 and less CF groups seen in the 10/400 film. 
Table 2.3 13C isotropic chemical shift data for various fluorocarbon groups. 
CFx species 13C chemical shift a 
σiso,C (ppm from TMS) 
-C F3  118  
-C F2-  112  
=C F2  150 to 160  
-C F<  100  
=C F-  130 to 160  
>C <  70  
=C <  140 to 150  
a Kaplan, S. and Dilks, A. J. Appl. Polym. Sci.: Appl. Polym. Symp. 38, 105 (1984); and references therein. 
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It is also interesting to note that the mixing times are much shorter for the pulsed 
PECVD films compared to the model compounds (13C CPMAS spectra not shown).  Both PTFE 
and perfluoroeicosane require 3 ms contacts to maximize total spectral intensity, contact 
times which are also used to perform the spin lock during the WISE experiments.  Since 
spectral maxima in CPMAS experiments arise from a transition of cross polarization 
dynamics from one dominated by 19F-13C spin transfer to one dominated by T1ρ relaxation, 
the times to reach maxima reflect this transition.41  Thus, the difference observed in cross 
polarization times between the model compounds and the films implies a faster T1ρ 
relaxation and a slower spin transfer rate of the latter.  A faster relaxation decay may be a 
result of interactions of fluorine nuclei with unpaired electrons inherent in these films.  Spin 
transfer kinetics as mentioned may be rate limited by CF species. 
2D 19F–13C WISE experiments.  Even though the trends seen from 1D 19F and 13C 
NMR results match well with those from XPS data, 1D NMR characterization has not been 
able to provide significantly more structural information on plasma-polymerized films.  This 
is mainly due to the questionability of spectral assignments in 19F SPEDA spectra and the 
limited resolution offered by 19F MAS and 13C CPMAS spectra. 
2D WISE spectroscopy is demonstrated below as a tool which yields more 
information on bonding environments, in particular, to next nearest neighbors of the 
various fluorocarbon moieties.  It should be stressed that we have used WISE simply as an 
avenue for seeking more substantial structural correlation and have not used this technique 
to specifically identify motional heterogeneity, as is the common application of WISE.30-33 
Figure 2.6 displays the 2D WISE contour plots of PTFE, perfluoroeicosane, 10/20 and 
10/400 films.  It should be noted that all the spectra are plotted on the same scale for both 
frequency domains except for the 10/20 plot which is accommodated on a wider shift range 
for both axes.  As expected, PTFE (Figure 2.6a) produces a spinning sideband pattern in the 
19F dimension which is correlated with a single 13C resonance.  This corresponds to linear 
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Figure 2.6 2D 19F-13C WISE NMR spectra of (a) PTFE (64 transients, 1024×512, 3 ms 
mixing), (b) perfluoroeicosane (64 transients, 1024×512, 3 ms mixing), (c) 10/20 film (304 
transients, 1024×256, 1 ms mixing), and (d) 10/400 film (128 transients, 1024×512, 750 
µs mixing).  Spinning speed at 5 kHz. 
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-CF2CF2- groups having isotropic shifts of -123 ppm and 112 ppm in their 19F and 13C 
domains respectively.  Refer to Tables 2.1 and 2.2 for respective isotropic 19F and 13C 
chemical shift values of various fluorocarbon moieties.  The fluorine spinning sideband 
pattern spans a width of about 120 ppm.  This value agrees well with the CSA width for CF2 
groups which are static (Table 2.4) and understandably, CF2 moieties within a predominantly 
crystalline (98%) PTFE lattice should not undergo any significant motional averaging at room 
temperature. 
Compared with PTFE, perfluoroeicosane (Figure 2.6b) shows a more interesting 
contour plot.  The -CF2CF2- groups (19F: -123 ppm; 13C: 112 ppm) show their characteristic 
spinning sideband pattern analogous to that for PTFE, although it is more difficult to 
identify.  The reason for the decreased resolution is the presence of a second sideband 
pattern at the same 13C chemical shift.  This is attributed to the -CF2CF3 resonance (19F:  
-128 ppm; 13C: 112 ppm) which has a somewhat narrower CSA width of 100 ppm.  The CF3 
resonance (19F: -83 ppm; 13C: 118 ppm) for the -CF2CF3 group is also resolved and it 
exhibits an apparent CSA width of approximately 100 ppm.  Thus, CF3 end groups in 
perfluoroeicosane are experiencing partial motional averaging, neither fully static (∆σF = 
150 ppm) nor completely motionally averaged (∆σF = 75 ppm).  This greater mobility is in 
turn imparted to CF2 groups attached to these chain ends, since the sideband expanse for 
the –CF2CF3 resonance lies within the range of CSA widths expected for motionally narrowed 
CF2 groups. 
The 10/20 WISE spectrum (Figure 2.6c) shows more complex spectral features and 
spreads over a wider chemical shift range in both 19F and 13C dimensions compared to the 
WISE spectra for the model compounds.  The increase in the fluorine chemical shift range is 
due to the highly intense CF3 sideband pattern extending across a total of 180 ppm.  
However, as shown in Table 2.4, CSA widths for CF3 groups are typically up to only 150 
ppm.  So the wider width observed most likely means there is more than one sideband 
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pattern present, representing CF3 species with different 19F isotropic chemical shifts but 
having similar 13C isotropic chemical shifts.  Partial overlap of the different sideband 
patterns causes the total pattern to extend over an extremely wide range.  The two intense 
peaks at 19F chemical shifts of about -80 and -70 ppm further support the heterogeneity in 
CF3 sites since it is unlikely that a sideband pattern for a single site will show two dominant 
peaks.  The increase in the carbon chemical shift range in the 10/20 spectrum is due to the 
presence of weakly resolved unsaturated =CF- groups at 136 ppm 13C chemical shift, which 
is farther downfield than CF2 and CF3 sites.  Its spinning sideband pattern has a width of 
100 ppm and corresponds closely to the typical CSA width for CF species. 
Although the 10/20 film also contains –CF<, =CF2, =C< and >C< groups as 
evidenced in its 13C CPMAS spectrum (Figure 2.5a), they are not seen in the WISE plot.  The 
quaternary carbons are not observed because they are not correlated to any fluorine site in 
the 19F-13C WISE experiment but it is unclear why -CF< and =CF2 moieties are not resolved.  
One plausible reason could be the lack of sensitivity inherent in the smaller fractions of 
these groups as well as due to differences in cross polarization efficiencies during the spin 
lock period.  Since we have placed the fluorine frequency to match that of the -CF2CF2- 
resonance, fluorocarbon groups having resonances farther away will suffer additional 
Table 2.4 19F chemical shift anisotropy widths for various fluorocarbon groups. 
CFx species 19F CSA a 
∆σF (ppm) 
CF3 (static)  150  
CF3 (motionally narrowed)  75  
CF2 (static)  120 to 140 
CF2 (motionally narrowed)  50 to 100  
CF  100  
a Scruggs, B. E. and Gleason, K. K. J. Phys. Chem. 97, 9187 (1993); and references therein. 
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intensity losses.  CF2 species are clearly present at their 13C chemical shift position but the 
more dominant CF3 features seem to occlude CF2 sideband patterns from being picked out.  
This poor resolution points to a substantial irregularity in the CF2 bonding environment 
containing perhaps highly branched CF2 units which have a dispersion of isotropic chemical 
shifts thus causing severe broadening in the peaks. 
The WISE spectrum (Figure 2.6d) for the 10/400 film is comparatively less complex 
than the one for the 10/20 film, showing similarities instead with the spectra for the model 
compounds, particularly perfluoroeicosane (Figure 2.6b).  CF3 resonances are less 
pronounced in the 10/400 film.  The two distinct spinning sideband patterns, each 
extending 100 ppm, which are identifiable imply at least two different CF3 groups having 
different nearest neighbors are present.  Since the most intense peaks are at 19F chemical 
shifts of about -80 and -70 ppm, we may conjecture that these are roughly the positions of 
the isotropic peaks for the two spinning sideband patterns, the former probably arising 
from -CF2CF3 species and the latter from -CF(CF3)2 groups.  CF2 resonances are also well 
resolved and again two spinning sideband patterns are observed, each having their most 
prominent peaks at 19F shifts of -123 ppm and -130 ppm, corresponding perhaps to 
-CF2CF2- and -CF2CF3 groups respectively.  The widths of their patterns also support these 
spectral interpretations.  The former has a width of 120 ppm and agrees with the value 
obtained for -CF2CF2- species in perfluoroeicosane while the latter with a width of 80 ppm 
is slightly narrower than the 100 ppm width for -CF2CF3 groups in perfluoroeicosane.  But 
the fact that CF2 moieties in -CF2CF3 groups are found to be more mobile than in -CF2CF2- 
groups remains unchanged.  The lack of any resolved -CF< resonances, even though 13C 
CPMAS results indicate otherwise, can be, as mentioned previously, attributed to the 
decrease in sensitivity in detecting these species. 
The 2D WISE experiments provide clear evidence of the drastic structural changes 
induced by changes in the pulse deposition off-time.  Increasing the deposition off-time, all 
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else remaining unchanged, yields films having a greater CF2 content with less double bonds 
and branch or crosslinking junctions.  What is significant from the NMR results is that the 
CF2 groups are in an increasingly more homogeneous structure consisting of more linear  
fluorocarbon -CF2CF2- units.  The weakening of the CF3 sideband patterns also imply fewer 
termination groups.  Thus, the overall film structure approaches that of bulk PTFE when film 
deposition is performed using a lower duty cycle pulsed plasma discharge.  Because ions 
generated during glow discharge are short-lived while CF2 radicals persist longer over the 
off-period, more ordered film growth involving CF2 radical polymerization with less ion-
induced surface damage is favored.13 
Even though the WISE experiments do not remove complex spinning sideband 
patterns in the 19F dimension, in many cases they are sufficiently sensitive in providing 
nearest neighbor information on fluorocarbon moieties which XPS does not reveal.  The 
presence of anisotropy information, instead, provides an advantage for us to distinguish 
motional differences in various fluorocarbon entities indirectly, albeit on a coarser scale of 
sensitivity, and as a way to confirm the presence or absence of certain fluorocarbon groups. 
 
 
 
2.4 Summary ________________________________________________ 
We have applied solid-state NMR spectroscopy and in particular 2D 19F-13C WISE 
spectroscopy to the study of plasma-polymerized films deposited using a pulsed plasma 
enhanced chemical vapor deposition technique with hexafluoropropylene as the precursor 
gas source.  Unlike the more common application of WISE to the study of motional 
heterogeneity in polymeric materials, WISE was used specifically in this case to obtain 
structural correlations in these fluorocarbon thin films. 
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1D 19F and 13C NMR results did not offer substantially more compositional 
information than is obtainable from XPS.34  13C CPMAS spectra however did show the 
existence of double bonded fluorocarbon groups as well as quaternary carbons within films 
deposited at higher duty cycles but, like XPS, no nearest neighbor information is derivable.  
2D WISE, on the other hand, revealed significant differences between films deposited at 
different pulse off-times, not only in terms of the various fluorocarbon moieties present but 
also in the structural connectivities of these groups to their nearest neighbors.  With an 
increase in pulse off-time, we see a corresponding decrease in the structural complexity of 
the films based on our WISE results.  There is a predominance of -CF2CF2- linear chain 
content as opposed to heterogeneity in CF2 bonding environments seen for films at higher 
duty cycles.  CF3 groups are less prominent which alludes to less premature chain 
termination.  Less CF units and unsaturation imply less crosslinking and branching.  Thus, a 
lower pulse duty cycle during deposition favors formation of film structures approaching 
that of straight chain PTFE. 
Although dynamics is not our focus in this study, we are able to identify motional 
differences in the various fluorocarbon species by comparing the breadth of their spinning 
sideband patterns in the 19F dimension with typical CSA widths.  NMR reveals a large 
anisotropy for the -CF2CF2– group showing it is relatively static.  On the other hand, a CF2 
species nearest to a CF3 group, i.e. CF3CF2-, is more mobile, the increased mobility arising 
from the motional averaging experienced by the CF3 group. 
Although it is widely recognized that fast spinning probes (>15 kHz) are almost 
necessary for high resolution NMR studies of solids containing fluorine,42 2D 19F-13C WISE 
spectroscopy offers a surprisingly worthy compromise between hardware requirements and 
spectral resolution needed for structural correlation. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
High-Resolution 19F MAS NMR Spectroscopy 
of Fluorocarbon Films from 
Pulsed PECVD of Hexafluoropropylene Oxide 
Lau, K. K. S. and Gleason K. K. J. Chem. Phys. B 102, 5977 (1998). 
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Abstract 
Magic angle sample spinning with speeds of up to 25 kHz has been applied to obtain high resolution solid-state 
19F NMR spectra of fluorocarbon films deposited by pulsed plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition from 
hexafluoropropylene oxide.  Compared to XPS, the common characterization method for fluorocarbon thin film 
analysis, 19F NMR is demonstrated to provide greater structural information which is important in unraveling the 
complexity of plasma films.  Seven fluorocarbon resonances - three CF3 sequences, three CF2 sequences and a CF 
resonance - were distinguished, based on differences in next nearest neighbor bonding environment.  Total CFx 
(x=1-3) fractions, as quantified by NMR, agreed with independent XPS results.  Linewidth variation of the assigned 
resonances resulted from isotropic shift dispersion, arising from connectivity permutation statistics, and from the 
relative mobility of fluorocarbon moieties, which can be hindered by crosslinks or branch junctions.  With lower 
pulsed plasma deposition duty cycles, resulting films contained more linear CF2 chains.  Crosslinking, branching 
and irregular chain terminations, arising from plasma ion bombardment and excessive gas phase fragmentation 
during film growth, are reduced.  Thermal decomposition mechanism shifted from a loss of CF3 end groups to a 
loss of linear chain fragments as a result of changes in film structure with longer deposition pulse off-time.  There 
is evidence to indicate thermal desorption of oligomers or radical-enhanced depolymerization for films deposited 
at lower duty cycles. 
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3.1 Introduction _____________________________________________ 
Fluorocarbon thin films grown by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 
(PECVD) have been extensively studied by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).1,2  In 
particular, carbon 1s XPS provides sufficient sensitivity in electronic shifts to enable carbon 
nuclei to be differentiated based on the number of directly bonded fluorines, as binding 
energy shifts by ~ +2 eV for each additional fluorine.  Spectral regression then allows the 
relative amount of each CFx (x=0,1,2 or 3) fraction to be determined and thereby providing 
information on film composition. 
In this paper, we demonstrate the greater efficacy of solid-state 19F nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy for providing more detailed structural information 
on PECVD fluorocarbon films than is derivable from XPS.  High sensitivity of the fluorine 
nucleus to its local bonding and electronic environment translates to a large spectral 
chemical shift range (>200 ppm).  Thus, 19F NMR is capable of resolving fluorocarbon 
species based on differences in neighboring connectivities, making it possible to identify 
different fluorocarbon sequences with lengths of three carbons or more.  Such detailed 
information is especially profitable in understanding the complexity of the plasma film 
network.  The 100% isotopic abundance and high magnetogyric ratio of 19F also makes it an 
excellent candidate for NMR observation even with relatively small sample sizes as is the 
case in thin film analysis.  Recent advances in magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR probes, 
achieving sample spinning speeds of up to 25 kHz, have also allowed sufficient averaging of 
intrinsic spectral broadening from strong dipolar interaction and chemical shift anisotropy 
that high resolution 19F NMR studies in the solid-state are becoming routine.3-6 
Specifically, our motivation for using high resolution 19F NMR in this study is to 
probe more deeply into the structural network of fluorocarbon films deposited by pulsed 
PECVD using hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO) as the reactant gas.  Unlike conventional 
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PECVD, pulsed PECVD applies radiofrequency (RF) pulses to excite the source gas to 
periodically generate the plasma for film deposition.  Pulsing the plasma is believed to allow 
a higher selectivity of desirable activated neutrals over undesirable ions and electrons in 
film deposition reactions,7 offering greater control over the molecular design and 
composition of fluorocarbon thin films to meet the needs of their potential applications, 
such as biopassivation coatings for clinical implants and dielectric layers in microelectronic 
devices.  By a suitable choice of source gas, fluorocarbon films from pulsed PECVD having 
either a high CF2 fraction8-10 or CF3 fraction11 have been reported.  In contrast, films from 
continuous PECVD contain nearly equal amounts of CF3, CF2, CF and quaternary carbon 
moieties regardless of the source gas fed.2,12 
Ultimately, our goal is to attain a good understanding of the structure-property-
processing relationship of fluorocarbon films to the pulsed PECVD process.  This will aid in 
materials development to realize intended applications and high resolution 19F NMR is a 
valuable tool which will facilitate immensely to that end. 
 
 
 
3.2 Experimental Methods ____________________________________ 
Fluorocarbon films were grown on 100 mm diameter silicon substrates by pulsed 
PECVD of hexafluoropropylene oxide (C3F6O) (PCR Incorporated) for pulse cycles of 10/50, 
10/200 and 10/400 ms on-/ms off-times.  Deposition was done in a parallel plate, 
capacitively coupled reactor system using 13.56 MHz pulsed RF excitation.  Details of 
reactor configuration and deposition conditions are given elsewhere.13,14  Films from 
deposition at each pulse condition were scraped off the substrate for subsequent analyses. 
All NMR experiments were performed on a homebuilt spectrometer tuned to 254.0 
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MHz for 19F detection.  A Chemagnetics 3.2 mm double resonance solids probe capable of a 
maximum sample spinning speed of 25 kHz was used to perform high resolution MAS.  Film 
samples for spinning were packed into zirconia rotors having an internal volume of 11 mm3, 
representing sample weights of 15-20 mg.  A Chemagnetics MAS speed controller 
maintained rotor speed to within ±3 Hz of the setpoint.  The spinning module housing, 
rotor end caps, spacers and drive tips were made of Vespel or Torlon to minimize 19F 
background signal.  Spectra were acquired with a 90º pulse duration of 1.25 µs and a 
spectral window of observation set at ±250 kHz.  Acquisition delay of 10 s was determined 
to be sufficient for obtaining quantitative spectra.  All spectral chemical shifts were 
referenced to CFCl3. 
The total suppression of spinning sidebands (TOSS) sequence,15 {π/2-τ1-π-τ2-π-
τ3-π-τ4-π-τ5-acquisition; where τ1=0.1226τr, τ2=0.0773τr, τ3=0.2236τr, τ4=1.0433τr, 
τ5=0.7741τr and τr is one rotor period}, was applied at a spinning speed of 23 kHz to obtain 
spectra free of residual sidebands and to facilitate isotropic peak identification.  Direct 
excitation at 25 kHz MAS produced spectra for quantitation but the presence of some 
residual fluorine background from outside the spinner assembly required a DEPTH 
technique,5 {π/2-π-π-acquisition; 16-step phase cycle}, to effectively suppress any 
unwanted signal and to remove systematic errors.  Spectral regression assumed full 
Lorentzian lineshapes.  Quantitation results were compared to corresponding XPS data and 
were studied in relation to the effect changes in deposition pulse condition have on film 
structure. 
Further analysis was made on film thermal stability for films from the 10/50 and 
10/400 pulse cycles.  NMR spectra were acquired using a 20 kHz MAS spin echo sequence, 
{(π/2)x-τ-(π)y-τ-acquisition}, with an echo delay τ of 50 µs and an acquisition delay of 
120 s.  Annealing prior to NMR detection was performed in an oven (NAPCO) with a 
continuous nitrogen purge and the amount of weight loss was determined through 
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weighing using a Mettler balance.  To allow an unbiased comparison between spectra before 
and after annealing, a known weight of sodium fluoride (NaF) was also placed together with 
each weighed film sample inside the rotor during packing.  The integrated NaF signal 
allowed normalization of each spectrum to an equivalent 19F intensity per gram of NaF.  The 
NaF standard accounted for differences resulting from variations in probe tuning and 
matching on different samples.  Further spectral scaling was needed to account for weight 
of the film sample packed into each rotor. 
 
 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion ___________________________________ 
Isotropic peak assignment.  Figure 3.1 shows the 19F TOSS spectra acquired at 23 
kHz MAS.  Because of strong 19F–19F dipolar couplings and large anisotropic chemical 
shielding extending over 25 kHz, residual spinning sidebands can still be observed in direct 
excitation or spin echo spectra (see following sections).  Some of these sidebands overlap 
with isotropic resonances and interfere with peak identification so TOSS was applied to 
effectively removed the presence of these sidebands.  Consequently, seven main resonances 
can be identified and assignments are given in Table 3.1.  The assignments were made by 
appropriately matching their chemical shift range with published chemical shifts for various 
fluorocarbon structures as summarized in Table 3.2.3,4,16-20 
Peaks 1, 2 and 3 are attributed to CF3 moieties having different next nearest 
neighbors, with each CF3 peak being shifted upfield from the previous as a result of an 
additional fluorine on it’s α-carbon (convention adopted herein will refer to α- and β-  
positions relative to the carbon having the fluorine nuclei of direct NMR observation e.g., a 
CF2CF2*CF3 sequence will have two α-carbons and five β-fluorines with respect to the two 
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Figure 3.1 The 23 kHz 19F TOSS spectra of (a) 10/50, (b) 10/200, and (c) 10/400 pulsed 
PECVD films of HFPO; 64 transients, 8192 points.  The seven main resonance assignments 
are summarized in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Spectral assignments of fluorocarbon resonances in pulsed PECVD HFPO films. 
peak CFx sequencea  peak CFx sequencea 
1 CF3*C  5 CF2CF2*CF2 
2 CF3*CF  6 CF2CF2*CF3 
3 CF3*CF2  7 CF* 
4 CFxCF2*CFxb    
a Asterisk denotes the fluorine nucleus of NMR detection. 
b Subscript x denotes the variety of fluorocarbon groups possible and can vary from 0 to 3 depending on 
admissibility i.e., excludes sequences of peaks 5 and 6, and sequence of gaseous CF3CF2CF3. 
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directly detected fluorines on the carbon of reference).  Lack of shift sensitivity to 
differences in the number of fluorines on the β-carbon and beyond precludes further finer 
resolution, although with spectra of the 10/200 and 10/400 films, some sharper 
resonances within peaks 1 and 2 suggest the assigned peaks may consist of more detailed 
structures than is offered by Table 3.1.  CF2 moieties are assigned to peaks 4, 5 and 6, with 
the most downfield peak (peak 4) being significantly broader than the other two.  Chemical 
Table 3.2 19F isotropic chemical shifts for representative fluorocarbon groups. 
CFxa  σiso,Fb ref. 
CF3 (CF3*)3C- -62, -64 16, 17 
 (CF3*)2C= -61 18 
 CF3*C= -50, -54 3 
 (CF3*)2CF- -73, -74, -76 19 
 CF3*CF- -71, -72, -73 4, 20 
 CF2*CF= -71, -72 18 
 CF3*CF2CF2- -82, -83, -84 3, 16 
 CF3*CF2CF- -80, -82 18 
CF2 -CF2CF=CF2* -93, -109 16 
 -CFCF2*CF3 -114 18 
 -CFCF2*CF2- -110, -111 18, 20 
 -CF2CF2*CF2- -123, -124 3, 4 
 -CF2CF2*CF3 -128, -129 3, 18 
CF -CF*(CF3)2 -175, -187 19 
 -CF2CF*(CF3)CF2- -182 20 
 -CF2CF*=CF2 -191 16 
a Asterisk denotes the fluorine nucleus of NMR detection. 
b Chemical shifts are referenced in ppm to CFCl3. 
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shifts of peaks 5 and 6 agree well with literature values for linear CF2 chain sequences, 
positioned internally and with one α-CF3 termination respectively.  It is reasonable to assign 
peak 4 to CF2 moieties having α-carbons which are less fluorinated compared to those in 
peaks 5 and 6.  This results in a large number of permutations of α- and β-carbon 
connectivities which in turn leads to substantial isotropic shift dispersion and broadening of 
the peak.  Such heterogeneous broadening unfortunately cannot be narrowed by MAS at any 
speed.21  For the same reason, peak 7 can only be identified as the CF resonance for lack of 
resolution in separating out CF moieties based on different neighbor environments.  As will 
be seen later, there is strong evidence to suggest part of the line broadening is also 
attributable to a lack of motional narrowing in these fluorocarbon moieties. 
CFx quantitation.  To obtain quantitative information on each assigned resonance, 
regression of 25 kHz 19F MAS direct excitation spectra was required.  Two factors prompted 
this need.  Firstly, from the TOSS spectra (Figure 3.1), it is clear the seven assigned 
resonances are not completely separated from each other.  This overlap precludes 
quantitation of the various species through direct spectral integration.  Secondly, the areas 
of the spinning sidebands, some of which overlap with the CF resonance, have to be 
accounted for.  Thus, regression was performed by fitting the actual data to a sum of 
Lorentzian lineshapes through minimizing the χ2 error.  At sufficiently high MAS speeds, 
lineshapes of isotropic peaks and spinning sidebands are anticipated to be Lorentzian in 
nature.22  Figure 3.2 demonstrates the goodness of fit of the regressed spectra. 
Although Table 3.1 only identifies seven distinct fluorocarbon sequences, a total of 
22 Lorentzian functions were required to represent isotropic peaks.  Further Lorentzians 
were used to delineate spinning sidebands.  These were constrained at integral multiples of 
±25 kHz from their corresponding isotropic peak positions.  Figure 3.3 gives a partial 
breakdown of the regression within the isotropic region for the representative case of the 
10/50 film, showing summed contributions to each assigned resonance.  For clarity,  
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Figure 3.2 The 25 kHz 19F MAS spectra of (a) 10/50, (b) 10/200, and (c) 10/400 pulsed 
PECVD films of HFPO; direct excitation with DEPTH background suppression; experimental 
and regressed; 64 transients, 8192 points.  Spectral regression was performed by fitting a 
sum of Lorentzians to the data and minimizing χ2 error.  Twenty-two isotropic peaks and 
additional peaks to account for residual spinning sidebands, spaced from the isotropic 
peaks at integral multiples of the rotational frequency, were required to achieve a good fit. 
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spinning sideband contributions are not shown.  From Figure 3.3, regression results in 
significantly broader linewidths for peaks 4 and 7 compared to the others.  This is in 
agreement with experimental and statistical observations discussed below and thus lends 
credence to the validity of the regression analysis. 
Line broadening, under conditions of high resolution MAS, can be attributed in part 
to the relative mobility of fluorocarbon fragments within the assigned resonances.  Evidence 
comes directly from additional 25 kHz 19F MAS spin echo experiments done on the 10/50 
film for prolonged τ=nτr echo delays (τr is one rotor period), as shown in Figure 3.4.  With 
an echo delay of 1 ms (Figure 3.4a), intensities from the CFxCF2*CFx and CF* resonances 
(peaks 4 and 7) are no longer discernible.  Only signals from those of more mobile species 
of linear CF2 chain fragments and especially CF3 chain terminations are observed.  This 
spectral editing takes advantage of the significantly faster T2 relaxation rates of CFxCF2*CFx 
 
Figure 3.3 Breakdown of regression on direct excitation spectrum of 10/50 pulsed PECVD 
film of HFPO into the seven assigned resonances.  Open circles, black line and gray lines 
represent experimental data, total regressed fit, and the individual component regressed 
fits, respectively.  The individual fits were obtained by summing Lorentzian contributions 
within that particular resonance.  Significantly larger predicted linewidths for peaks 4 and 7 
were attributed to both their larger number of extended bond connectivity permutations 
and their lower mobility. 
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Figure 3.4 The 25 kHz 19F MAS spin echo spectra of 10/50 pulsed PECVD film of HFPO 
using echo delays of (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 3 ms; 256, 1024, and 2048 transients respectively; 
4096 points; sweep width of ±125 kHz was used for this series of spectra.  Long echo 
delays enabled efficient T2 filtration, selecting the more mobile species of chain ends and 
linear chain fragments.  Moieties involved in crosslinking and branching or have such 
nearest neighbors (peaks 4 and 7) naturally suffer movement constraints and were 
selectively lost as a result of shorter T2. 
 
and CF* species as a consequence of their lower mobility, since fluorocarbon groups with 
either more crosslinking neighbors or are crosslinking moieties themselves naturally suffer 
greater steric hindrance in their internal movements.  As linewidth is inversely related to T2, 
this agrees with the predicted linewidth behavior from regression. 
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Another source of line broadening stems from the numerous permutations of bond 
connectivities in a plasma film matrix.  From a purely statistical standpoint, the number of 
permissible sequences within peaks 4 and 7 based on differences up to the β-carbon level 
would be extremely large (>100).  Consequently, because chemical shift sensitivity to 
differences in neighboring attachments decreases with increasing bond distance from the 
observed fluorine nucleus, these permutations become too closely spaced to be resolved 
into individual lines but instead overlap to yield a broad composite resonance.  Peaks 1, 2 
and 3, on the other hand, are predicted to have narrower linewidths.  Once again, if the 
number of β-carbon permutations are considered, as given in Table 3.3, the smaller 
number of sequences implies less severe isotropic shift dispersion.  Furthermore, the 
decreasing trend in going from peak 1 to 3 matches the decrease in line broadening as 
indicated by the regression results.  A similar agreement is observed between the predicted 
Table 3.3 Connectivity permutation statistics of fluorocarbon resonances in pulsed 
PECVD films of HFPO. 
peak CFx sequencea  N b 
1 {CF3*C} (CFx)3c  19  
2 {CF3*CF} (CFx)2  9 
3 {CF3*CF2} CFx  3 
4 CFx {CFxCF2*CFx} CFx  >100 
5 CFx {CF2CF2*CF2} CFx  12 
6 CFx {CF2CF2*CF3}  3 
7 {CF*} (CFx)3(CFx)3  >100 
a Asterisk denotes the fluorine nucleus of NMR detection. 
b N = number of bond permutations up to the β-carbon environment.  Unsaturation, which will only add to the 
statistics without modifying the general trend, is ignored. 
c Subscript x denotes the variety of fluorocarbon groups possible and can vary from 0 to 3 depending on 
admissibility.  Excludes any gaseous small fluorocarbon molecules. 
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linewidth and the number of permutations for peaks 5 and 6 (Table 3.3).  Experimental 
support for the existence of finer lines within the assigned resonances can be seen from 
spin echo spectra at longer echo delays of 2 and 3 ms (Figures 3.4b and 3.4c).  Finer 
structures within the CF3 resonances become more noticeable and are similar to features in 
direct excitation spectra of the 10/200 and 10/400 films (Figures 3.2b and 3.2c). 
As a confirmation of the regression methodology, a comparison of quantitation 
results from NMR with corresponding XPS data is worthwhile.  Regression of direct 
excitation spectra allowed the intensities of the seven assigned resonances to be separately 
calculated.  Subsequently, to determine the relative fraction of each CFx species, intensities 
belonging to the same observed fluorocarbon moiety were grouped i.e., CF3=1+2+3, 
CF2=4+5+6, and CF=7.  These values were then compared with corresponding XPS data 
from an extensive compositional study by Limb et al. on pulsed PECVD films of HFPO.10  
Figure 3.5 plots the CF, CF2 and CF3 fractions present in the 10/50, 10/200 and 10/400 
films as derived from NMR and XPS.  Remarkably good agreement between these vastly 
different characterization methods offers two implications.  The NMR regressions are 
reasonably accurate in their representations of actual spectra and peak assignments are 
unambiguously verified.  In turn, even though XPS is surface sensitive while NMR analyzes 
the bulk material, results point to compositional homogeneity throughout the entire film 
structure.  Slight deviations for the 10/200 film are probably due to greater detection 
sensitivity of NMR to smaller compositional changes compared to XPS. 
Film structure vs. deposition pulse condition.  From Figure 3.5, it is already 
evident that pulsing an HFPO plasma during PECVD has a profound effect on resulting film 
composition.  For increasing pulse off-times at constant on-times, the proportion of CF2 
moieties increases dramatically relative to CF3 and CF fractions.  Unfortunately, 19F NMR 
does not provide direct information on quaternary carbons but XPS has shown that there are 
also less of these moieties with longer pulse off-times.10  To look closer at how individual 
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fluorocarbon fragments are affected by deposition pulse conditions, Figures 3.6 and 3.7 
trace out the variation of the seven assigned resonances as a function of duty cycle (defined 
as the ratio of on-time to total cycle period).  These figures, as in Figure 3.5, show 
fluorocarbon percentages based on observed CFx species (x=1-3) i.e., excluding 
unobservable quaternary carbons. 
Most noticeably, there is a tradeoff between the amount of CF* and CF2CF2*CF2 
fragments which are present within these fluorocarbon films, with the latter becoming more 
prevalent at lower duty cycles (longer off-times).  This corroborates with the hypothesis that 
during the period when the plasma is extinguished, the longer-lived difluorocarbene 
radicals present inside the plasma have more time to polymerize linearly into chains much 
like poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE).14  These radicals have been shown to form during 
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of NMR and XPS data on %CFx (x=1-3) of 10/50, 10/200 and 
10/400 pulsed PECVD films of HFPO.  Bars are from NMR data of this work while open 
circles represent XPS data from ref. 10.  These percentages exclude quaternary carbon 
species.  Agreement between NMR and XPS results validated the regression methodology 
and in turn demonstrated compositional homogeneity throughout the entire film. 
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thermal decomposition of HFPO,23 and the plasma can be expected to generate an 
appreciable amount of such radicals via electronic excitation.  
Lower duty cycles also reduce the extent of undesirable gas phase fragmentation, 
since ions and electrons responsible for such processes are quenched more quickly than 
activated neutrals within the pulse off-time.  Bombardment of these energetic species at the 
film surface, which may lead to structural rearrangement, crosslinking, etching or 
defluorination of the film, is diminished as well.  These interpretations are supported by the 
reduction in the number of CF*, CF3*C and CF3*CF fragments, fragments which are not 
involved in linear chain propagation.  Interestingly, however, CFxCF2*CFx is one fluorocarbon 
fraction which does not seem to vary with changes in film deposition duty cycle, even 
though its immediate neighbors are either non-propagating or crosslinking fluorocarbon 
units.  With pulse on-time being one important process variable which remained constant 
during deposition, it is reasonable to surmise that the formation of these moieties are 
 
Figure 3.6 Variation in the amount of assigned CF3 fragments with pulse deposition duty 
cycle.  These percentages exclude quaternary carbon species.  Lower duty cycles decreased 
the amount of irregular chain termination. 
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probably confined to within the duration of plasma discharge of each pulse cycle.  These 
observations offer some idea of how various pulsing variables have a bearing on what type 
of building blocks are ultimately incorporated into the film. 
Insight can also be drawn from the apparent anomaly between the fractions of 
CF3*CF2 and CF2CF2*CF3 groups (peaks 3 and 6).  The former remains roughly constant at 
just below 10 mol% while the latter is far lower and increases only slightly with increasing 
pulse off-time.  This lack of agreement can be explained by recognizing that peak 3 
accounts for CF3*CF2 groups with other β-CFx (x<2) groups in addition to β-CF2 groups.  
Table 3.2 clearly evidences chemical shifts of CF3*CF2CF2 and CF3*CF2CF sequences being in 
proximity with each other (<5 ppm), both of which are within the range of peak 3.  In 
contrast, as Table 3.2 also attests, peak 6 is assigned solely to CF2CF2*CF3 groups because 
all other CF2 groups having one α-CF3 chain termination and another α-CFx (x<2) neighbor 
 
Figure 3.7 Variation in the amount of assigned CF2 and CF fragments with pulse 
deposition duty cycle.  These percentages exclude quaternary carbon species.  Lower duty 
cycles decreased the amount of crosslinking and branching junctions and simultaneously 
increased linear chain propagation. 
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reside within the shift range of peak 4, CFxCF2*CFx species.  Thus, the discrepancy points to 
a fair amount of premature chain termination at the β-carbon away from branch or crosslink 
junctions.  The reason for this is not entirely clear but there may be a favorable reaction 
pathway involving plausibly the addition of an activated three-carbon HFPO molecule to the 
network, forming a two-carbon branch and simultaneously eliminating a volatile carbonyl 
fluoride, COF2.  The lack of oxygen incorporation within the film, as indicated by XPS,14 and 
the presence of COF2 in some oxygen-containing fluorocarbon plasmas, as shown through 
gas-phase diagnostics,24,25 seem to support such a hypothesis.  Alternatively, the 
discrepancy may simply be a result of the statistical nature of the film network, with the 
CF3*CF2 sequence having a larger number of extended bond connectivity permutations than 
is possible with the CF2CF2*CF3 sequence. 
Thermal decomposition study.  In an attempt to investigate the thermal stability of 
pulsed HFPO films, annealing of films from the 10/50 and 10/400 pulse conditions were 
performed and changes in structure were traced through differences in spectral features 
between the pristine and annealed samples.  These results are shown in Figures 3.8 and 
3.9, respectively, for one-hour nitrogen anneals at 150 ºC.  Previous thermogravimetric 
analysis (TGA) on these films indicated weight loss commencing in the range of 100-
150 ºC, with an average loss rate on the order of 10-4 mg/(cm2 s).14  Because TGA only 
measures weight loss, NMR is conveniently extended here to provide greater insight into the 
sources of such film loss. 
Comparing films from the two duty cycles, difference spectra (Figures 3.8c and 3.9c) 
clearly indicate different degradation mechanisms.  For the 10/50 film, the more unstable 
bonding environments are CF3 terminations.  Because the film has comparatively more 
crosslinks and branches, it is appropriate to understand how thermal degradation can be 
significantly influenced by the presence of these units.  Tortelli et al. have made an 
insightful contribution to understanding the thermal decomposition pathways of branched 
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Figure 3.8 The 20 kHz 19F MAS spin echo spectra of 10/50 pulsed PECVD film of HFPO for 
(a) pristine and (b) annealed samples, using an echo delay of 50 µs, while (c) is the resulting 
difference spectrum; 128 transients, 8192 points.  Spectra a and b have been scaled 
appropriately to represent the actual spectral change upon annealing at 150 ºC for 1 h in a 
nitrogen ambient.  Peak arising from internal NaF standard used in the scaling is marked.  
Spectrum c has been expanded for clarity.  In this relatively more crosslinked film, 
termination groups were preferentially lost upon annealing. 
 
perfluoroalkanes.19  Carbon-carbon bonds were found to be weaker with more 
perfluoroalkyl substitutions and bond scissions occurred at the most substituted sites.  
Also, loss of CF3 was favored when the radical formed could be readily stabilized.  Directing 
these conclusions to the 10/50 film, loss of CF3 from CF3*C or CF3*CF junctions will 
naturally yield radicals which can be easily stabilized by being positioned at highly 
substituted carbon sites.  Loss of CF3 from CF3*CF2 groups, on the other hand, is more likely 
due to loss of entire CF3*CF2 fragments from CF3*CF2 sequences with a branch or crosslink 
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Figure 3.9 The 20 kHz 19F MAS spin echo spectra of 10/400 pulsed PECVD film of HFPO 
for (a) pristine and (b) annealed samples, using an echo delay of 50 µs, while (c) is the 
resulting difference spectrum; 128 transients, 8192 points.  Spectra a and b have been 
scaled appropriately to represent the actual spectral change upon annealing at 150 ºC for 
1 h in a nitrogen ambient.  Peak arising from internal NaF standard used in the scaling is 
marked.  Linear chain type fragments were preferentially lost for this less crosslinked film. 
 
β-carbon.  Evidence can be derived from Figure 3.8c, which shows corresponding loss from 
the CFxCF2*CFx region but practically no loss from the CF2CF2*CF3 peak.  Furthermore, 
Tortelli et al. observed that a perfluoroethyl branch, presumably due to higher steric stress, 
was considerably weaker than a trifluoromethyl branch.19 
For the 10/400 film, film loss is concentrated in the linear fluorocarbon chain 
regions, with elimination of CF2CF2*CF2 and CF2CF2*CF3 fragments.  This seems to suggest 
that the degradation mechanism may be one of linear chain depropagation, characteristic of 
chain unzipping in PTFE when it thermally decomposes in vacuum to yield its monomer.26  
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To further probe this interesting development for the 10/400 film, separate annealings of 
pristine samples were done at 200 and 250 ºC, and corresponding spectra were acquired.  
From the difference spectrum of each annealed sample against the pristine film, intensity 
loss in the CF2CF2*CF2 and CF2CF2*CF3 resonances was followed as a function of 
temperature and plotted as an Arrhenius relationship, as shown in Figure 3.10.  The 
activation energy for the loss of both these groups was calculated to be 3.4 kcal/mol.  This 
result is surprisingly low compared to the activation energy for a carbon-carbon bond 
dissociation, which for fluorocarbons is reported to be 81.5 kcal/mol.27 
One possible interpretation is the presence of short-chain perfluoroalkane oligomers 
of PTFE within the 10/400 film.  If the ratio of the intensities of CF2CF2*CF2 to CF2CF2*CF3 
 
Figure 3.10 Arrhenius plot of spectral intensity change upon thermal annealing of 10/400 
pulsed PECVD film of HFPO at temperatures of 150, 200 and 250 ºC.  Since annealing time 
is constant for each temperature, the rate of intensity loss is proportional to the absolute 
intensity loss.  Activation energy derived from both lines was 3.4 kcal/mol and possibly 
reflected physical desorption of oligomeric chains or depolymerization facilitated by radicals 
present in the pristine film. 
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fragments (peak 5/peak 6) were computed for the as-deposited film, a value of around 10 
is obtained.  This means that, for every two CF3 chain ends, there would be 22 internal CF2 
units.  Being aware this ratio is only an average value, it nonetheless represents a C24F50 
chain.  Comparing this hypothetical chain to one of similar size, perfluoroeicosane (C20F42), 
the latter has a melting point of 165 ºC which is close to the temperature at which 
decomposition is initially observed for the 10/400 film.  There is indication that gas phase 
addition reactions cannot be ignored during pulsed PECVD of HFPO,14 and with a longer 
pulse off-time, there is a greater likelihood for these addition species to adsorb and 
become trapped within the growing film.  Gas phase polymerization has been observed in 
continuous plasmas of fluorocarbon gases and by electron attachment mass spectrometry 
(EAMS) products containing up to ten carbons were identified, this being constrained only 
by the mass detection limit of the instrument.28  Oligomer formation can also occur on the 
film surface itself.  Plasma degradation of the film during deposition may cause cleavage of 
chains growing on the film surface, resulting in low molecular weight chains which become 
trapped as the film grows.29  Recent thermal cycling studies of amorphous carbon films 
containing fluorine and hydrogen have proposed the ejection of occluded volatiles as a 
possible source of film thermal instability.30  Furthermore, thermal desorption spectroscopy 
(TDS) of fluorocarbon films deposited from a continuous C2F4/Ar plasma found degassing or 
decomposition starting at temperatures of around 120-140 ºC and products included not 
only trapped C2F4 precursor but also a wide range of low molecular weight fluorocarbon 
molecules.31 
An alternative interpretation to the low activation energy which may be equally 
probable is the ease of chain depolymerization when a radical or dangling bond site is 
already present along the linear chain in the pristine film.  Indeed, irradiation of PTFE with 
γ-rays is known to reduce polymer melting point32 and accelerate thermal decomposition 
by enhancing radical initiation.33  Thus, the presence of existing radicals in the 10/400 film 
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will greatly facilitate the unzipping process to the extent where the energy barrier may 
become comparable to physical desorption.  Plasma films are known to have an appreciable 
concentration of radical or dangling bonds and although pulsing the plasma has the 
advantage of reducing these undesirable defects, as shown through electron spin resonance 
(ESR) spectroscopy,13 there may still be a sufficient amount (~1018 spins/g) to induce chain 
depropagation.  However, a counter-argument could be made against this hypothesis since 
such a decomposition mechanism is not observed in the 10/50 film, even though its 
dangling bond concentration is reportedly higher.13  This can be rationalized by 
recognizing that the greater amount of crosslinking in the 10/50 film will most likely reduce 
the probability of internal fragmentation, since connectivities are efficiently intertwined and 
crosslinks may have to be severed to free a chain fragment. 
Having identified and discussed some of the major sources of thermal instability 
within plasma fluorocarbon films, the type of building blocks required for a stable film 
becomes apparent.  Since losses from peaks 4 and 7 are negligible, greater thermal stability 
seems to be imparted through a more crosslinked network.  This conclusion is also made by 
other work on plasma fluorocarbon films.34  Though a crosslinked matrix necessitates a 
reduction in the amount of fluorine relative to carbon, it may still be possible to sustain an 
appreciable level of fluorination by interspersing CF2 units between crosslinks i.e., 
dominated by moieties in peak 4, without compromising on film thermal stability. 
 
 
 
3.4 Summary ________________________________________________ 
High resolution 19F MAS NMR studies revealed significant differences between 
fluorocarbon films deposited by pulsed PECVD of HFPO at 10/50, 10/200 and 10/400 ms 
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on-/ms off-times.  Spectral separation to seven main resonances based on chemical shift 
differences up to the α-carbon were achieved using spinning speeds of at least 20 kHz.  23 
kHz TOSS was applied to isolate isotropic peaks and assignments were made by comparing 
with published shift values for comparable fluorocarbon moieties.  Three CF3 (CF3*C, 
CF3*CF, CF3*CF2), three CF2 (CFxCF2*CFx, CF2CF2*CF2, CF2CF2*CF3) and one CF peaks were 
identified, each one being more upfield than the previous.  Direct excitation at 25 kHz MAS 
produced spectra for quantitation of the seven environments.  Results in terms of the 
fraction of each CFx (x=1–3) species agreed well with corresponding XPS data from an 
independent study.  However, superior to XPS, NMR is able to distinguish within CFx species 
differences in their neighboring attachments.  This higher resolution beyond the immediate 
environment is attributed to the sensitivity of fluorine nuclei to their local electronic fields 
which NMR is able to detect.  The broader linewidths of the CFxCF2*CFx and CF features were 
discussed in terms of isotropic shift dispersion due to their larger number of bonding 
permutations if sequences up to the β-carbon were considered, and of their hindered 
mobility due to movement constraints from crosslinking and branching. 
Revealing the finer details in bonding configurations enabled a more comprehensive 
understanding of the relationship between film structure and the pulsed plasma deposition 
process.  This is especially valuable in the analysis of plasma deposited films where 
numerous reaction pathways can create a complex variety of bonding permutations.  By 
increasing deposition pulse off-time, films showed more PTFE character, with an increase in 
the amount of linear chain propagation.  This was attributed to less ion bombardment and 
more radical addition events.  Further understanding of the relationship between the pulsed 
PECVD process and the thermal properties of these films was pursued in terms of structural 
changes upon thermal annealing.  Thermal decomposition occurred via a CF3 chain end 
detachment mechanism for films with more crosslinking and branching.  Films with more 
linear fluorocarbon chain content showed loss of these chain units spectroscopically and an 
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Arrhenius study indicated desorption of short-chain oligomers or radical-enhanced chain 
depropagation as possible mechanisms. 
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Abstract 
Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is applied to the study of films from pulsed plasma 
enhanced chemical vapor deposition from two hydrofluorocarbon gases, CHF2CHF2 and CH2F2.  Beyond confirming 
the relative CFx fractions obtained from x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, NMR offered greater structural insight 
into the plasma film network.  19F NMR identified various network sequences - three CF3 (CF3*C, CF3*CF, CF3*CF2), 
five CF2 (CF2CF2*CF2, CF2CF2*CF3, CF2CF2*CHF2, CF2CF2CHF2*, CFxCF2*CFx) and three CF (CF*, CH2F*, CF*=C<) 
segments - based on differences in next nearest neighbor attachment.  13C NMR distinguished between sp3 and sp2 
bond configurations, with further separation of unsaturated nonfluorinated carbons into two distinct types.  One is 
attributed to aromatic or graphitic carbon structures while the other is due to unsaturated carbons in closer 
proximity to fluorines.  NMR also allowed changes in structure to be probed upon film thermal decomposition.  The 
film from CHF2CHF2 showed both precursor desorption and CF3 detachment, while that from CH2F2 showed only 
CH2F loss. 
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4.1 Introduction _____________________________________________ 
With the rapid impetus in integrated circuit (IC) miniaturization, there is a pressing 
need for new materials with lower dielectric constants (κ) to reduce propagation delay from 
increasingly larger line-to-line capacitance and to relieve problems associated with 
crosstalk and power dissipation.  Materials currently under research include fluorocarbon 
and hydrocarbon chemical vapor deposition (CVD) polymers.1-4  The challenge is to develop 
a material that will satisfy the broad spectrum of electrical, chemical, thermal and 
mechanical requirements for interconnect integration.5  Among the important specifications 
in addition to a low κ value is high thermal stability.  Besides material properties, 
environmental, safety, and health (ESH) concerns in formulating processing strategies are 
another important albeit often discounted issue. 
One promising technique for developing low κ materials with an ESH benign 
objective is pulsed plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (pulsed PECVD).6  By 
modulating the radiofrequency (RF) excitation of a fluorocarbon plasma, it has been shown 
that, depending on the precursor of choice, films with a high CF2 content7-9 or CF3 
content10 can be obtained.  Compared to conventional PECVD using continuous plasmas, 
pulsed PECVD provides higher reaction selectivity towards deposition neutrals possessing 
longer lifetimes, and procures greater control in tailoring film composition and structure.  
Furthermore, the primary effluent species becomes the input gas precursor itself since the 
effective plasma discharge duration for breaking down the gas is significantly reduced.6  
Thus, through precursor selection, pulsed PECVD can be an ESH benign process for 
depositing low κ films. 
In this study, we have chosen two hydrofluorocarbon gases, namely 1,1,2,2-
tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134; CHF2CHF2) and difluoromethane (HFC-32; CH2F2), as 
precursors which have zero ozone depleting potentials and low global warming potentials 
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to produce low κ dielectric thin films by pulsed PECVD.  Dielectric measurements on metal-
insulator-metal (MIM) structures employing films from these pulsed hydrofluorocarbon 
plasmas gave κ values of 2.4.11  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of films deposited 
at a pulse condition of 10/100 ms on-/off-time gave fluorine to carbon (F/C) ratios of less 
than 1,11 indicating a substantial carbonaceous component and a significant deviation from 
the starting precursor F/C ratio of 2.  Additionally, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectroscopy revealed low hydrogen incorporation.11  This together with the lower film 
fluorine content when compared to films from pulsed fluorocarbon plasmas, which can 
achieve F/C ratios approaching 2,9 suggest hydrogen primarily scavenges film fluorine to 
form volatile HF. 
XPS has been the traditional characterization method in the study of fluorocarbon 
thin films.  Its advantage derives mainly from the sensitivity of electron binding energy 
differences to the electronic environment of the carbon nucleus, with each additional 
fluorine on the carbon contributing to ~2 eV increase in binding energy.  This enables 
sufficient separation of each CFx=0-3 component in the C1s XPS spectrum, and provides a 
suitable probe into the composition of fluorocarbon plasma films.  In this work, we show 
that solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy offers substantially more 
detailed information on the plasma film network beyond the relative amount of each CFx 
fraction.  Recent NMR studies into fluorocarbon films from a pulsed hexafluoropropylene 
oxide (HFPO; C3F6O) plasma have begun to illustrate the advantages of such a spectroscopic 
technique.12,13  Specifically, 19F NMR not only identified the observable CFx=1-3 moieties but 
further distinguished three different CF3 (CF3C, CF3CF, CF3CF2) and CF2 (CF2CF2CF2, 
CF2CF2CF3, CFxCF2CFx) sequences in the film matrix.  13C NMR differentiated sp2 and sp3 
carbon bonding configurations and complemented 19F NMR in revealing bare carbons void 
of any fluorine attachment. 
We hereby make an extensive solid-state NMR investigation into low κ films 
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deposited from the hydrofluorocarbon plasmas, to elucidate in detail the bonding within the 
PECVD film matrix and to determine some of the factors which influence the thermal 
stability of these films.  Such knowledge will prove tremendously valuable in the 
development of low κ materials that can satisfy future ultra large scale integration (ULSI) 
demands. 
 
 
 
4.2 Experimental Methods ____________________________________ 
Pulsed PECVD from CHF2CHF2 (HFC-134) and CH2F2 (HFC-32) (both from du Pont) on 
100 mm silicon wafers for a pulse cycle of 10/100 ms on-/ms off-time was accomplished 
in a parallel plate, capacitively coupled reactor configuration using 13.56 MHz pulsed RF 
excitation.  Detailed system setup and deposition parameters are described elsewhere.11,14  
Deposited films were scraped off the substrate for subsequent analyses. 
Solid-state NMR experiments were performed on a homebuilt spectrometer tuned to 
254.0 MHz and 67.9 MHz for 19F and 13C detection respectively.  A commercial 
Chemagnetics 3.2 mm magic angle sample spinning (MAS) probe with a maximum spinning 
speed of 25 kHz and variable temperature capabilities was used to acquire high resolution 
spectra.  Film samples for spinning were packed into zirconia rotors having an internal 
volume of 11 mm3 and represented sample weights of 10-15 mg.  Sample spinning at the 
magic angle of 54.7º was required to average out strong homonuclear dipolar and 
anisotropic chemical shift effects in static solids which would otherwise cause severe 
spectral broadening.  However, incomplete averaging as a result of an insufficient spinning 
rate in the case of 19F spectra produced spinning sidebands which flanked either side of the 
isotropic peaks at multiple intervals of the spinning frequency. 
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For 19F NMR, the total suppression of spinning sidebands (TOSS) sequence15 was 
therefore first applied to remove residual spinning sidebands and facilitate isotropic peak 
identification.  Peak assignments were additionally corroborated by spin echo routines at 
prolonged echo delays as well as variable temperature measurements at 298 and 373 K.  
Both sets of experiments allowed selective differentiation of structural moieties based on 
mobility differences.  Finally, single pulse excitation, coupled with a DEPTH sequence16 to 
suppress fluorine background signal from the probe, was performed to obtain quantitative 
spectra for subsequent nonlinear least squares regression into contributions from each 
assigned isotropic resonance.  90º pulse width was 1.1-1.3 µs.  19F chemical shifts were 
externally referenced to trichlorofluoromethane. 
For 13C NMR, direct polarization spectra were acquired with simultaneous DEPTH 
background suppression and high power fluorine decoupling.  Decoupling field strength 
during acquisition exceeded 220 kHz.  90º pulse width was set to 2 µs.  Spectra were 
regressed into individual components based on assigned resonances to differentiate 
between tetrahedral and trigonal carbon hybridizations.  Additional spectra were taken by 
cross polarization (CP) from 19F to 13C nuclei.  Initial 19F excitation was achieved with a 90º 
pulse of 1.2 µs.  Subsequently, a CP contact time of 1 ms induced spin polarization to an 
observable 13C signal which was detected under fluorine decoupling.  All 13C chemical shifts 
were externally referenced to tetramethylsilane. 
In addition to the analysis of as-deposited films, some pristine material were 
isothermally annealed in a NAPCO oven under a continuous nitrogen purge for an hour.  19F 
NMR spectral changes were traced by taking a difference of the annealed spectrum from the 
as-deposited spectrum.  In order to allow an unambiguous comparison between spectra 
before and after annealing, a measured weight of an internal 19F intensity standard,  
4-nitrobenzenesulfonyl fluoride (99%; Aldrich), was packed together with the sample for 
each data acquisition to enable spectral scaling to an equivalent 19F intensity per weight of 
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standard.  Further scaling was made to reflect actual weight differences in as-deposited and 
annealed samples as a result of film loss from thermal annealing. 
 
 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion ___________________________________ 
Fluorine environments.  Figure 4.1 shows the 19F TOSS NMR spectra of films 
deposited from 10/100 pulsed CHF2CHF2 and CH2F2 plasmas.  Apart from the seven main 
resonances identified previously in films from pulsed fluorocarbon plasmas,13 there are at 
least two additional new peaks in films from the hydrofluorocarbon plasmas.  All the 
assignments are presented in Table 4.1 and peak notation follows that of the previous 
work.13  Based on published isotropic chemical shift data on organic molecules containing 
fluorine and hydrogen, the additional peaks, here numbered 8 and 9, are attributed to 
fluorines of the CF2CF2CHF2 moiety, the former to those of the difluoromethylene unit 
adjacent to the end group and the latter to those at the termination itself.17  Table 4.1 also 
shows that for peaks 4 and 7, previously assigned only to CFxCF2CFx and CF species 
respectively, there is now evidence to include CF=C< sequences in peak 4 and CH2F groups 
in peak 7 for the present films.  Evidence is drawn from both observations discussed herein 
and the agreement of literature chemical shift values for these assigned moieties with the 
shift range of peaks 4 and 7.17 
Besides identifying various fluorine environments based on chemical shifts, NMR is 
also capable of distinguishing functional groups with different degrees of mobility.  Fluorine 
nuclei at terminal groups are expected to be highly mobile since the carbon to which they 
are attached rapidly rotates about the C-C axis it inscribes with its neighboring carbon.18  
Increased mobility may also be imparted to moieties adjacent to the terminal groups.  Rapid 
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Figure 4.1 19F TOSS NMR spectra of 10/100 pulsed PECVD films from (a) CHF2CHF2 and (b) 
CH2F2; 25 kHz MAS; 64 transients; 1024 points; 10 s recycle delay.  Nine main resonances 
can be identified and assignments to corresponding CFx sequences are presented in Table 
4.1.  Chemical shift anisotropy allowed resolution based on differences in next nearest 
neighbor attachment. 
 
reorientation can also occur along the chain axis of linear (CF2)n chains since it has been 
observed that, in bulk poly(tetrafluoroethylene), polymer backbone reorientation rate and 
amplitude increases with temperature in crystalline and amorphous domains respectively.19  
To confirm the presence of these mobile species within the pulsed PECVD films (peaks 1, 2, 
3, 5, 6, 8 and 9), two NMR experiments were performed.  One took advantage of the 
difference in spin-spin relaxation rates (T2-1), with mobile nuclei having a slower relaxation 
rate than nuclei in more rigid environments.  The other utilized elevated temperature to 
increase the reorientation rate of the mobile groups.  Enhanced mobility and longer T2 times 
are translated to narrower linewidths in NMR spectra. 
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Figure 4.2 shows a series of 19F spin echo MAS NMR spectra of the 10/100 pulsed 
PECVD film from CHF2CHF2.  Spectra of the film from the pulsed CH2F2 plasma gave similar 
trends and are not presented here for brevity.  The spin echo spectrum in Figure 4.2a was 
taken at 298 K with a short echo delay of 40 µs.  Comparing this with Figure 4.2b, having 
the same echo delay but at 373 K, all the assigned isotropic resonances attributed to mobile 
moieties show a sharpening of their peaks at the higher temperature.  Peaks 4 and 7, being 
from moieties having next nearest crosslink neighbors or are crosslinks themselves and 
thus more restricted in localized motion, do not display discernable linewidth narrowing 
with an increase in temperature.  A starker contrast in motion is revealed when Figure 4.2a 
is compared to Figure 4.2c, the echo spectrum acquired at 298 K but using a longer echo 
delay of 6 ms.  The longer delay results in a general loss of spectral intensity as a result of 
T2 relaxation.  However, different nuclei lose intensity at different rates as governed by their 
Table 4.1 19F NMR spectral assignments of pulsed PECVD films from CHF2CHF2 and CH2F2. 
peak CFx sequencea chemical shift (ppm) 
1 CF3*C -50 to -70 
2 CF3*CF -70 to -80 
3 CF3*CF2 -80 to -90 
4 CFxCF2*CFxb / CF*=C< -90 to -120 
5 CF2CF2*CF2 -123 
6 CF2CF2*CF3 -128 
7 CF* / CH2F* -140 to -240 
8 CF2CF2*CHF2 -134 
9 CF2CF2CHF2* -138 
a Asterisk denotes the fluorine nucleus of NMR detection. 
b Subscript x denotes the variety of fluorocarbon groups possible and can vary from 0 to 3 depending on 
admissibility i.e., excludes sequences of peaks 5, 6, 8 and 9, and sequence of gaseous CF3CF2CF3. 
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individual T2 time constants.  Complete signal loss may result for species with fast T2 
relaxation and substantially less mobility, as is the case with peaks 4 and 7.  Such spectral 
editing once again supports the lack of motional freedom in the moieties giving rise to 
these peaks. 
 
Figure 4.2 19F spin echo NMR spectra of 10/100 pulsed PECVD films from CHF2CHF2; echo 
delay and acquisition temperature were respectively (a) 40 µs, 298 K, (b) 40 µs, 373 K, (c) 6 
ms, 298 K; 25 kHz MAS; 64 transients except (c) with 4096 transients; 1024 points; 10 s 
recycle delay.  Comparison of (a) and (b) shows linewidth narrowing only in the marked 
peaks as a result of an increase in mobility with temperature.  Comparison of (a) and (c) 
shows selective detection of the noted peaks, corresponding to species with slower T2 
relaxation and greater mobility.  Lack of mobility for species in peaks 4 and 7 is attributed 
to steric hindrance at or adjacent to crosslinking sites. 
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From further consideration of the peaks which remain in Figure 4.2c, internal CF2 
peaks (peaks 5, 6 and 8) have suffered significantly greater intensity losses compared to the 
CF3 and CHF2 peaks (peaks 1, 2, 3 and 9).  This suggests the latter groups are relatively 
more mobile as would be expected.  Also, within the three CF3 resonances (peaks 1, 2 and 
3), which differ from each other by the number of fluorines on its neighboring carbon, the 
drop in intensity decreases from peak 1 to 3.  This agrees with the decrease in steric 
hindrance of CF3 rotation when its adjacent carbon is involved in less branching and 
networking.  Finally, even though both peaks 3 and 9 are similar in that they are of terminal 
groups attached to a difluoromethylene neighbor, the latter has a broader linewidth and 
shows greater intensity loss.  This can be reasoned in terms of the dipolar interaction of the 
fluorines with the hydrogen in the CHF2 group.  With no proton decoupling, strong dipolar 
communication will enhance T2 relaxation and contribute to homogeneous line broadening.  
Furthermore, significant spin diffusion to the protons will cause additional signal decay. 
Carbon environments.  13C NMR complements 19F NMR by providing direct analysis 
of carbon environments, particularly of nonfluorinated carbons.  Thus, 13C MAS NMR spectra 
were acquired for films from 10/100 pulsed plasmas of CHF2CHF2 and CH2F2, as given in 
Figure 4.3.  A spinning speed of 20 kHz was required to completely average out significant 
chemical shift anisotropies.  Seven carbon environments are noted in Figure 4.3 and 
correspondingly summarized in Table 4.2.  Assignments were made on the basis of 
literature chemical shift ranges of representative carbon moieties found in similar 
amorphous fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon plasma films as well as in graphite fluorides, 
fluorinated charcoals and organofluorine compounds.20-25 
From Figure 4.3, it is apparent that sp3 and sp2 carbons are conveniently separated 
in spectral space, the former residing at upfield shifts (lower ppm values) and the latter at 
downfield shifts (higher ppm values), with the demarcation at ~120 ppm.  Because direct 
excitation of 13C nuclei was employed to obtain the spectra, these spectra enable the sp3  
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Figure 4.3 13C direct polarization NMR spectra of 10/100 pulsed PECVD films from (a) 
CHF2CHF2 and (b) CH2F2; 20 kHz MAS; 10,000 transients;  512 points; 10 s recycle delay.  
Seven main resonances can be identified and assignments to corresponding CFx moieties 
are presented in Table 4.2.  Chemical shift sensitivity allowed resolution based on 
differences in carbon bond hybridization, with sp3 carbons upfield (lower ppm values) and 
sp2 carbons downfield (higher ppm values) from the demarcation at ~120 ppm. 
 
Table 4.2 13C NMR spectral assignments of pulsed PECVD films from CHF2CHF2 and CH2F2. 
peak CFx moiety chemical shift (ppm) 
I CF= 150 to 160 
II C= 130 to 150 
III C’= 125 
IV CF3 118 
V CF2 112 
VI CF 100 
VII C 0 to 80 
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and sp2 contributions to be quantified (see next section).  Also from Figure 4.3, two distinct 
nonfluorinated sp2 carbon types, denoted C= and C’=, have been assigned as peak II and 
peak III respectively.  The latter resonance has a substantial anisotropic chemical shift 
component that is, as mentioned earlier, only averaged at higher MAS speeds.  A large 
anisotropy is usually associated with aromatic or graphitic carbons.  NMR studies on 
fluorinated charcoals, graphites and carbon platelets have observed such carbons in the 
shift range of 125 to 135 ppm.25  Thus, peak III can be ascribed to π-conjugated carbon 
networks within the film matrix while peak II represents unsaturated carbons interspersed in 
more fluorinated structures.  The comparatively larger linewidth of peak II also suggests 
appreciable inhomogeneous broadening from inherent isotropic shift distributions.  It is 
important to state that the presence of π conjugation did not have an adverse effect on the 
dielectric constant of these films since low κ values of 2.4 are attained.11  However, such 
conjugated components may lead to undesirable effects such as higher leakage currents 
and increased dielectric loss.  In fact, loss tangents of these pulsed hydrofluorocarbon 
plasma films are up to a factor of 2 greater than pulsed fluorocarbon plasma films.11 
Figure 4.4 presents the 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of the 13C signal generated indirectly 
through contact with prior 19F spin excitation.  It should be noted that CP spectra cannot be 
used to quantitate film composition since resultant signal intensity depends not only on the 
number of carbons but also among other factors the number of fluorines and the 19F-13C 
distances.  Hence, carbon moieties with attached fluorines experience significant signal 
enhancement over nonfluorinated carbons.  This is indeed evidenced for peaks I, IV, V and 
VI when corresponding spectra from Figure 4.4 are compared to direct polarization spectra 
from Figure 4.3, in which carbon intensities are not skewed in favor of those with fluorine 
attachment.  This confers additional support to the assignments made in Table 4.2.  It 
should also be pointed out that spectral intensity in a CPMAS experiment is also dependent 
on the duration of CP contact, since besides the generation component there is also a 
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natural relaxation component which contributes to signal decay.  However, a CP contact of 1 
ms is expected to be in the regime where the latter component is insignificant and the 
former selectively augments intensity of carbons with directly bonded fluorines.25 
Plasma film composition.  Both 13C and 19F NMR offer quantitative information on 
the various identified carbon structures.  These two sets of data complement each other, 
with 13C NMR providing not only the relative CFx fractions but also the partitioning of sp3 
and sp2 bonding configurations, while 19F NMR, though not detecting nonfluorinated 
carbons, provides sequencing based on differences in next nearest neighbor attachment.  
Thus, both 13C and 19F direct excitation NMR spectra were regressed to obtain the relative 
contribution from each component as assigned in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.  A nonlinear least 
squares routine assuming full Lorentzian lineshapes was utilized and convergence was 
 
Figure 4.4 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of 10/100 pulsed PECVD films from (a) CHF2CHF2 and 
(b) CH2F2; 10 kHz MAS; 20,000 transients;  512 points; 3 s recycle delay.  Cross polarization 
from 19F to 13C nuclei with a CP contact of 1 ms augmented intensities of carbon species 
with directly bonded fluorines as noted when compared with Figure 4.3. 
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reached through minimizing the χ2 deviation.  The regression methodology has been 
demonstrated in detail previously,13 and reproducibility has been found to be within ±3 
mol% based on well-defined fluoropolymer standards of known compositions. 
Regression facilitates a comparison of NMR results with corresponding XPS data11 in 
terms of the relative amount of each CFx fraction.  Previous work on films from pulsed 
fluorocarbon plasmas showed that NMR and XPS analyses were in agreement, and that the 
bulk and surface compositions of pulsed plasma films were equivalent.13  In the present 
case, for 13C NMR, CFx fractions on a CFx=0-3 basis were computed by summing 
contributions belonging to the same fluorocarbon moiety (CF3=IV, CF2=V, CF=I+VI and 
C=II+III+VII+VIII).  However, for 19F NMR, since CFx fractions with x=1, 2 or 3 only are 
observable (CF3=1+2+3, CF2=4+5+6+8+9 and CF=7), XPS data were renormalized to 
ignore the nonfluorinated component, thereby allowing a consistent comparison on a 
CFx=1-3 basis.  Also, since 19F spectral intensity is proportional to the number of fluorines on 
the carbon, intensities had to be appropriately scaled down by the number of fluorines on 
each carbon moiety in consideration.  Therefore, 
on a CFx=0–3 basis: 
CCFCFCF
CorCF,CF,CF(mol%)x
23
23
+++
=  and 1xxxx CCFCFCF 23 =+++   
on a CFx=1–3 basis: 
CFCFCF
CForCF,CF(mol%)y
23
23
++
=  and 1yyy CFCFCF 23 =++ . 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 compare the 13C and 19F NMR results respectively with XPS data 
for both the 10/100 pulsed PECVD films from CHF2CHF2 and CH2F2.  Remarkably good 
agreement, with deviations of less than 10 mol% (x mol%), is obtained with 13C NMR 
regression.  19F NMR regression, on the other hand, displays a consistently smaller CF 
fraction and about an equivalently larger CF2 fraction, the deviation being about 15 mol% (y 
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of 13C NMR and XPS data on a CFx=0-3 basis of 10/100 pulsed 
PECVD films from (a) CHF2CHF2 and (b) CH2F2.  NMR data are from this work while XPS data 
are from ref. 11.  There is good agreement between NMR and XPS results.  The trade-off in 
CF2 and CF3 groups for more sp3 quaternary carbons with a change of precursor from 
CHF2CHF2 to CH2F2 is attributed to a favorable reaction in forming these carbons with 
simultaneous HF elimination in the latter which is not present in the former.  As such, 
reactions generating CF2 and CF3 moieties in the CH2F2 plasma are compromised.  The 
comparable amount of unsaturation in both films is due to the precursors having an 
equivalent number of hydrogens on an equimolar basis for film fluorine scavenging and 
formation of sp2 bonds.  
 
mol%).  It should be noted that in the 19F NMR calculations, peak 4 has been taken solely as 
a CF2 contributor even though it is assigned to both CF2 and CF groups.  The latter 
assignment to CF=C< moieties was actually based on hindsight after the present 
discrepancy appeared and led to the conclusion that there are CF moieties having chemical 
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of 19F NMR and XPS data on a CFx=1-3 basis of 10/100 pulsed 
PECVD films from (a) CHF2CHF2 and (b) CH2F2.  NMR data are from this work while XPS data 
are from ref. 11.  The CF2 fraction from 19F NMR is consistently higher by ~15 mol% while 
the CF fraction is lower by roughly the same amount.  The apparent discrepancy is from the 
overlapping contribution of CFxCF2CFx and CF=C< in peak 4, which for the calculation 
shown here has peak 4 being assumed as a sole CF2 contributor. 
 
shifts in the range of peak 4.  Literature shows that CF moieties with such a downfield shift 
are those doubly bonded to a carbon with no attached fluorines.26 
Plasma film structure and stability.  Besides providing a comparison between NMR 
and XPS data, regression advantages more directly an analysis of the various carbon 
moieties in the film matrix and how the chemical stoichiometry of the precursor gas used 
may ultimately influence the resulting film structure.  This is especially true in pulsed PECVD 
chemistries since gas phase fragmentation and surface ion bombardment are diminished, 
unlike continuous PECVD in which both these plasma mechanisms are dominant and result 
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in fluorocarbon films nearly identical in composition, independent of the gas precursor 
employed.27,28  Figures 4.7 and 4.8 summarize the relative amount (in x mol%) of each 
carbon species obtained from 13C and 19F NMR regressions respectively (19F NMR regression 
results were renormalized by taking into account the nonfluorinated carbon fraction as 
obtained from 13C NMR).  Also, peaks 4 and 7 in Figure 4.8 have been corrected to separate 
out intensities from CFxCF2CFx and CF=C< groups, with the latter taken from peak 4 and 
combined with CF intensities in peak 7.  CF=C< contribution is assumed to be about 15 
mol% (y mol%) as discussed earlier. 
Comparing films from 10/100 pulsed CHF2CHF2 and CH2F2 plasmas in Figure 4.7, 
there is an apparent tradeoff of CF2 and CF3 groups with saturated quaternary carbons.  This 
is perhaps more clearly portrayed in Figure 4.5 in which the C and CF fractions have been 
further divided into their respective sp3 and sp2 hybridizations.  Both sp3 and sp2 CF 
fractions remain fairly constant as is the sp2 C fraction.  However, the greater proportion of 
nonfluorinated sp3 carbons in the pulsed CH2F2 PECVD film points to a favorable reaction 
pathway that produces such carbons in this plasma but not in the pulsed CHF2CHF2 plasma. 
Equation 4.1 shows the thermodynamic feasibility of producing these carbons from 
CH2F2 via simultaneous HF formation.  In contrast, Equation 4.2 shows the corresponding 
highly prohibitive reaction from CHF2CHF2 with HF elimination and the balance of fluorine 
assumed to be in the form of molecular fluorine.  The standard enthalpies of reaction have 
been calculated from comprehensive thermodynamic data compiled by Burgess et al.29  
Although strictly speaking the heats of reaction are only valid for thermally activated 
mechanisms, they nonetheless suggest the likelihood of a reaction source for saturated 
quaternary carbons which is unique to the pulsed CH2F2 plasma.  Consequently, reactions 
that supply more fluorinated carbon moieties, especially CF2 and CF3 groups, are 
significantly curtailed and this is reflected in the tradeoff observed.  Albeit qualitatively, this 
tradeoff can also be interpreted by the lower fluorine to hydrogen (F/H) ratio of CH2F2  
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Figure 4.7 13C NMR quantitation of the assigned CFx moieties from Table 4.2 on a CFx=0-3 
basis.  The trade-off of CF2 and CF3 groups with C moieties is clearly evident between the 
films from the two pulsed hydrofluorocarbon plasmas.  
 
 
Figure 4.8 19F NMR quantitation of the assigned CFx moieties from Table 4.1 on a CFx=0-3 
basis.  Since 19F NMR only gives relative amount of each sequence on a CFx=1-3 basis, the C 
fraction as determined by 13C NMR has been used to convert to a CFx=0-3 basis.  Also, since 
19F NMR spectral intensities were scaled down accordingly to a per carbon basis and hence 
the asterisk denotes the carbon in consideration.  Films from both plasmas show the same 
amount of linear CF3 chain terminations (peak 6) while the number of internal CF2 units 
(peak 5) decrease on going from the CHF2CHF2 to the CH2F2 plasma.  By virtue of the former 
conceivably generating twice as many CF2 units per precursor molecule than the latter, CF2 
chains are expected to be longer. 
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(F/H=1) compared to CHF2CHF2 (F/H=2).  The excess fluorine in the latter precursor over 
the stoichiometric amount required for HF elimination will then be made available for 
fluorination reactions. 
(g)2HF(s)C(g)FCH 22 +→  kJ/mol92.8(298K)H∆ or −=  (4.1) 
(g)F(g)2HF(s)2C(g)CHFCHF 222 ++→  kJ/mol322.8(298K)H∆ or +=  (4.2) 
More significantly, unsaturation is comparable for films from both 
hydrofluorocarbon plasmas.  On an equimolar basis, both precursors have the same number 
of hydrogens.  Thus, if hydrogen is assumed to attack film fluorine through simultaneous 
HF elimination and unsaturated carbon bond formation, then both plasmas will generate 
films with essentially the same amount unsaturation.  The role of hydrogen as a film 
fluorine scavenger is supported by the lack of appreciable hydrogen incorporation within 
these films.  Although spectral resolution is insufficient in isolating carbon moieties with 
hydrogen attachment, regression allows a lower and upper bound on the amount of 
hydrogen to be determined.  Referring to Figure 4.8, the former considers only intensity of 
peak 8 while the latter considers intensities of both peak 9 and part of peak 7 in the -220 
to -240 ppm range where CH2F groups are found (the discrepancy between carbon fractions 
of peaks 8 and 9 even though they are of the same sequence will be discussed later).  For 
the pulsed PECVD film from CHF2CHF2, film hydrogen is estimated to be within 0.3-3.4 at% 
while 1.0-4.5 at% is found for the film from CH2F2.  This contrasts with 25 and 40 at% of 
hydrogen in the respective starting precursor gas. 
Although Figure 4.7 evidences a decrease in the proportion of CF2 and CF3 groups in 
the film from the CH2F2 plasma compared with that from the pulsed CHF2CHF2 plasma, 
Figure 4.8 traces in detail the type of sequences being compromised.  There is a general 
decrease in the various CF2 and CF3 sequences.  Importantly, however, linear chain 
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termination (peak 6) remains essentially unchanged while there are less internal linear CF2 
units (peak 5).  This implies the number of linear chain propagation events is the same 
during film growth from both plasmas but that the lengths of these chains are shorter. This 
is perhaps simply because, on a per mole basis, CH2F2 yields only one CF2 unit through the 
loss of its hydrogens while CHF2CHF2 correspondingly gives a CF2CF2 unit.  It also explains 
to a large extent the higher deposition rate from the latter precursor when all deposition 
parameters were the same for both gases.11 
Finally, in an attempt to assess the thermal stability of these films, 19F MAS NMR 
spectral changes upon annealing at 473 K for an hour in a nitrogen atmosphere were 
recorded as shown in Figure 4.9.  In studying the thermal decomposition of amorphous 
fluorocarbon films, thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) is the common method 
employed.30,31  However, TDS only probes decomposition fragments evolved from the film 
and therefore depicts an incomplete picture of the degradation mechanisms which occur.  It 
is equally important to analyze structural changes of the film itself.  There are reports on 
using temperature-programmed XPS32 and FTIR33 to track such changes but both these 
 
Figure 4.9 Difference spectra between as-deposited and annealed 10/100 pulsed PECVD 
films from (a) CHF2CHF2 and (b) CH2F2 using 19F spin echo NMR; 40 µs echo delay; 25 kHz 
MAS; 64 transients; 1024 points; 20 s recycle delay.  Anneals were performed under 
nitrogen for an hour at 473 K.  The film from CHF2CHF2 shows precursor desorption at –138 
ppm and CF3 detachment from nonfluorinated carbon neighbors at about –60 ppm, while 
the film from CF2F2 shows CH2F loss in the –200 to –240 ppm range.  
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techniques offer limited structural information.  NMR is applied here to extend its utility in 
furnishing network details to examine film decomposition mechanisms. 
For the pulsed CHF2CHF2 PECVD film (Figure 4.9a), intensity losses are confined to 
peaks 1 and 9.  Loss from peak 1 is due to CF3 detachment from carbons with no directly 
attached fluorines, with the resulting tertiary radical being stabilized at a highly substituted 
carbon site.  This mechanism has been observed in the pyrolysis of fluorocarbon 
films13,30,31 and branched perfluoroalkanes.34  Loss from peak 9 is attributed to CHF2CHF2 
desorption rather than fragment loss from the CF2CF2CHF2 moiety since there is no 
corresponding intensity loss from peak 8 in Figure 4.9a.  This also helps to explain the 
apparently larger carbon fraction of peak 9 over peak 8 in Figure 4.8.  CHF2CHF2 fluorines 
have a reported 19F chemical shift value of -138 ppm,17 which coincides with the shift 
position of peak 9.  Physical precursor desorption has been observed upon heating of some 
plasma fluorocarbon films.30  The precursor molecules are believed to be trapped within the 
network during film growth. 
The pulsed CH2F2 PECVD film (Figure 4.9b) only reveals a loss in peak 7 in the range 
of -200 to -240 ppm.  This region is attributed to CH2F moieties as mentioned earlier 
because of agreement with published chemical shifts.  Here, the extremely broad linewidth 
further lends support to a CH2F assignment since strong dipolar coupling between the 
protons and fluorine on the moiety results in rapid T2 relaxation.  It can only be surmised, 
based on CF3 loss from the previous film, that the present CH2F loss is probably also 
detachment from a nonfluorinated carbon neighbor.  Unlike the pulsed CHF2CHF2 PECVD 
film, there is an absence of any precursor desorption, with no intensity loss at either -138 
ppm for CHF2CHF2 or -145 ppm for CH2F2.17  The slight discrepancy between carbon 
fractions of peaks 8 and 9 in Figure 4.8 probably arise from regression errors. 
There is no straightforward explanation why CF3 and CH2F moieties seem to be 
preferentially lost in their respective film.  It could simply be due to the relative initial 
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concentration of these components within the two films.  The film from the pulsed 
CHF2CHF2 plasma has a significantly larger CF3C intensity (Figure 4.1a) than the CH2F 
intensity, while the reverse is true for the film from the pulsed CH2F2 plasma (Figure 4.1b).  
With a higher concentration of the respective moiety, each film will therefore show a greater 
loss intensity from that resonance, and any loss from the lower concentration moiety may 
be below the signal-to-noise detection limit. 
Having identified the deposited, and the thermally labile structures within these two 
pulsed hydrofluorocarbon plasma films, it would be insightful to consider these 
observations in light of their corresponding dielectric behavior.  The pulsed CHF2CHF2 and 
CH2F2 PECVD films have κ values of 2.4 ± 0.1 and 2.4 ± 0.3 respectively.11  This seems to 
suggest κ is insensitive to film F/C ratio, at least within the range of 0.6-0.9 as measured 
for these films.  It also appears that κ may be insensitive to film structure since the two 
films have different fluorocarbon network descriptions, albeit slight.  More importantly, 
thermal instability in both these films seems to arise from labile terminations.  This is in 
agreement with observations from similar pulsed fluorocarbon plasma films i.e., with lower 
F/C ratios and more crosslinking components.13  From the same work, it was also observed 
that films with higher F/C ratios (lower κ of 2.0 ± 0.1)11 and more linear CF2 incorporation 
instead showed thermal loss of low molecular weight CF2 oligomer chains.  Thus, combining 
these results and the present work, we speculate that to achieve the necessary dielectric 
interconnect integration requirements of lower κ and higher thermal stability, fluorocarbon 
structures should approach that of high molecular weight linear chain 
poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE), which has a low κ of 2 and a degradation temperature 
above 673 K. 
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4.4 Summary ________________________________________________ 
Solid-state NMR characterization of films grown by pulsed PECVD from CHF2CHF2 
and CH2F2 has yielded greater structural information than is available through XPS.  19F NMR 
has sufficient chemical shift sensitivity to resolve network sequences based on differences 
in next nearest neighbor attachment.  Three CF3 (CF3*C, CF3*CF, CF3*CF2), five CF2 
(CF2CF2*CF2, CF2CF2*CF3, CF2CF2*CHF2, CF2CF2CHF2*, CFxCF2*CFx) and three CF (CF*, CH2F*, 
CF*=C<) moieties are identified.  13C NMR not only resolved the different CFx carbons but 
also separated them by their carbon hybridizations (CF3, CF2, CF, CF=, C, C= and C’=).  
Furthermore, two distinct nonfluorinated sp2 carbon types are distinguished, one being π-
conjugated carbons and the other being nonconjugated unsaturated carbons in closer 
proximity to film fluorines.  The presence of π-conjugated structures did not have a 
detrimental effect on the dielectric constant of these films but may contribute to higher 
dielectric loss and current leakage. 
Spectral regression revealed a tradeoff in the amount of CF2 and CF3 groups for 
more sp3 quaternary carbons when the film from CH2F2 is compared with that from 
CHF2CHF2.  This is attributed to a favorable reaction of CH2F2 in forming bare carbons 
through HF elimination, which is not available to CHF2CHF2.  HF elimination with 
simultaneous unsaturated bond formation is also attributed to the nearly equal amount sp2 
type carbons observed for films from both precursors, since both gases have the same 
number of hydrogens.  Hydrogen incorporation within these films is estimated at below 5 
at%, supporting the role of hydrogen as an efficient fluorine scavenger.  Spectral changes 
upon thermal annealing revealed precursor desorption and CF3 detachment from CF3C 
moieties for the film from CHF2CHF2.  No precursor desorption was observed in the film 
from CH2F2, but it instead showed a loss of CH2F groups. 
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Abstract 
Fluorocarbon films from pulsed plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PPECVD) and hot filament chemical 
vapor deposition (HFCVD) show a greater range in composition and structure compared with films from 
conventional CVD deposition processes.  Films were deposited using hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO), 1,1,2,2-
tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134) and difluoromethane (HFC-32) as the feed gases.  Film characterization was 
performed through high resolution solid-state 19F and 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques.  
Increasing pulse off-time during HFPO PPECVD resulted in films with more linear CF2 character and reduced the 
amount of crosslinking/branching, attributed to CF2 chain propagation dominating during the off-time.  HFC 
PPECVD films contained significantly less fluorine and more carbon unsaturation, attributed to plasma hydrogen 
scavenging of fluorine to form hydrogen fluoride.  Switching from PPECVD to HFCVD with HFPO as the feed gas 
resulted in films resembling bulk poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE), as a result of clean thermal breakdown of HFPO 
to form polymerizing CF2 radicals.  Isothermal annealing of PPECVD films revealed two different thermal 
decomposition pathways: one which involved CF3 loss in more crosslinked films, and one which involved oligomer 
desorption/chain unzipping in films with a substantial linear CF2 chain component. 
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5.1 Introduction _____________________________________________ 
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) continues to generate considerable interest as a 
method of producing fluorocarbon films.  This impetus stems from both the process 
advantages of CVD and the extensive market potential for the resultant films.  Fluorocarbon 
films find extremely diverse applications because of their favorable electrical, chemical and 
surface properties.  They are being evaluated, among various applications, as dielectric 
interconnects in microelectronic circuits, as passivation coatings in clinical devices, as 
corrosion resistant barriers, as gas permeation membranes, and as low energy surfaces.1 
CVD is able to produce well-defined, high quality films in a controllable yet tunable 
fashion through gas phase chemistries in a high to ultra-high vacuum environment.  
Depending on the route of species activation and fragmentation, CVD, in general, can be 
classified as either plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) or thermal CVD.  Conventional PECVD is 
carried out using a continuous plasma discharge of ions, electrons, and excited neutrals 
that is created through electrical excitation.  Conventional thermal CVD uses a heated 
susceptor as the thermal energy source for gas decomposition but since the substrate is 
usually in contact with the susceptor, there is no independent control of substrate and gas 
decomposition temperatures. 
In today’s society where there is increasing awareness and concern on 
environmental, safety and health (ESH) issues, CVD has the added advantage of being a 
relatively cleaner process compared to other thin film deposition techniques e.g., spin-on 
processes.  Chemical exposure, waste and volatile organic compounds (VOC) emissions can 
be mitigated significantly by virtue of it being an enclosed, low pressure and low material 
concentration process. 
Recent developments have concentrated on gaining more process control in these 
CVD approaches.  Pulsed PECVD (PPECVD) introduces a modulation to the input electrical 
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energy for plasma discharge in PECVD.2-4  This provides a greater selectivity of neutrals 
over ions and electrons during the cycle off-time in which the plasma is extinguished, since 
the latter have much shorter lifetimes.  Consequently, this reduces film damage from the 
latter species, with longer pulse off-times resulting in films with fewer dangling bond 
defects.  Also, since the effective plasma discharge duration for gas breakdown is 
significantly reduced, the primary effluent species becomes the feed gas itself.5  Thus, by 
selecting ESH benign feed gases, a much ‘greener’ process can be realized.  Finally, 
variation in the pulse duty cycle (defined as the ratio of pulse on-time to total cycle time) 
offers a straightforward way to manipulate film composition and structure. 
Similarly, hot filament CVD (HFCVD) introduces independent control over substrate 
and gas decomposition temperature, something which is not afforded in thermal CVD.6,7  By 
providing the necessary thermal energy through resistively heating an array of filament 
wires located at a particular separation from the substrate surface, the substrate can then 
be placed on a temperature-controlled stage at a temperature which can be significantly 
different from that of the filament.  This allows absorption-limited deposition chemistries to 
be realized since lower substrate temperatures that enhance such processes can be 
attained.  Also, temperature-sensitive substrates can be coated without difficulty and film 
stresses due to temperature mismatch during and after deposition can be eliminated.  
Significantly higher filament temperatures can also be achieved with lower power 
consumption, permitting a more extensive range of CVD chemistries to be explored and 
utilized without major equipment overhaul. 
This paper summarizes much of the effort our laboratory has made into the study of 
fluorocarbon films from PPECVD and HFCVD.4,7-11  Films were deposited from various feed 
gases, including hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO), and two hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) 
gases, 1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134) and difluoromethane (HFC-32), chosen based 
on their relatively ESH benign properties.  Structural interpretation of deposited films was 
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made through solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.  Structural 
evolution of films after thermal annealing was also investigated using solid-state NMR.  Our 
aim is to gain an understanding of the structure-property-processing relationships of these 
materials so as to enable the proper design of molecular architectures and tailor them 
towards each intended application. 
 
 
 
5.2 Experimental Methods ____________________________________ 
Pulsed PECVD.  PPECVD from HFPO (CF3CF(O)CF2), HFC-134 (CHF2CHF2) and HFC-32 
(CH2F2) (all gases donated by du Pont) on 100 mm diameter silicon wafers were performed 
in a parallel plate, capacitively coupled reactor configuration using 13.56 MHz pulsed 
radiofrequency (RF) excitation.  A schematic diagram of the reactor is shown in Figure 5.1.  
HFPO PPECVD films were deposited at 10/50, 10/200 and 10/400 ms on-/ms off-time 
 
Figure 5.1 Pictorial representation of PPECVD chamber, showing the parallel plate, 
capacitively coupled configuration.  RF input across the electrodes causes plasma discharge 
of feed gas. 
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pulse conditions, corresponding to a duty cycle of 16.7%, 4.8% and 2.4%, respectively.  
These films were made to study the effect of changes in deposition duty cycle on derivative 
film structure.   PPECVD films from HFC-134 and HFC-32 were deposited at the 10/100 
condition.  These films along with the HFPO films were compared to study the effect of feed 
gas chemistry on derivative film structure.  All depositions were carried out under 1 Torr 
chamber pressure, 12.5 sccm precursor flowrate, 293 K substrate temperature and 280 W 
peak pulse power. 
Hot filament CVD.  Figure 5.2 illustrates the filament setup showing the array of 
nichrome wires (Ni/Cr 80/20, Omega Engineering) for HFCVD.  The CVD chamber in Figure 
5.1 was modified slightly to accommodate electrical feedthroughs for the filament setup.  
The filament array was set at a fixed height of 1.6 cm above the bottom electrode on which 
the silicon wafer substrate was placed.  The wires were resistively heated to a filament 
temperature between 673 and 873 K, inducing gas fragmentation and film deposition.  
Depositions have so far concentrated on using HFPO as the feed gas, at 1 Torr chamber 
pressure, 12.5 sccm flowrate, 293 K substrate temperature and 100-120 W filament power.  
HFPO HFCVD films were compared with HFPO PPECVD films to study the effect of a change 
in the mechanism of gas fragmentation on derivative film structure. 
 
Figure 5.2 Pictorial representation of HFCVD filament setup, showing the filament array 
supported by a metal frame and isolated from the frame by ceramic spacers.  Current input 
into the filament wire causes resistive heating and thermal fragmentation of feed gas. 
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Solid-state NMR.  Solid-state NMR experiments were performed on a homebuilt 
spectrometer tuned to 254.0 MHz and 67.9 MHz for 19F and 13C detection, respectively.  A 
commercial Chemagnetics 3.2 mm magic angle sample spinning (MAS) probe with a 
maximum spinning speed of 25 kHz was used to acquire high resolution solid-state NMR 
spectra.  Film samples for spinning were scraped off the wafers with a razor blade and 
packed into zirconia rotors having an internal volume of 11 mm3 and represented sample 
weights of 10-15 mg.  Sample spinning at the magic angle of 54.7º was required to average 
out strong homonuclear dipolar and anisotropic chemical shift effects in stationary solids 
which would otherwise cause severe spectral broadening.  However, incomplete averaging 
as a result of an insufficient spinning rate in the case of 19F spectra produced spinning 
sidebands which flanked either side of the isotropic peaks at multiple intervals of the 
spinning frequency. 
For 19F NMR, the total suppression of spinning sidebands (TOSS) sequence12 was 
therefore first applied to remove residual spinning sidebands and facilitate isotropic peak 
identification.  Direct excitation, coupled with a DEPTH sequence13 to suppress fluorine 
background signal from the probe, was then performed to obtain quantitative spectra.  
Subsequently, a nonlinear least squares regression routine was applied to the direct 
excitation spectra to determine the relative contributions from each assigned isotropic 
resonance.  Spectra were acquired with 1.1 to 1.3 µs 90º pulse widths; ±100 or ±250 kHz 
spectral bandwidth; between 23 and 25 kHz MAS speeds; 8192 points; 64 transients.  19F 
chemical shifts were externally referenced to trichlorofluoromethane, CFCl3. 
For 13C NMR, direct polarization spectra were acquired with simultaneous DEPTH 
background suppression and high power fluorine decoupling.  Decoupling field strength 
during acquisition exceeded 220 kHz.  Spectra were acquired with 2 µs 90º pulse widths; 
±25 kHz spectral bandwidth; 20 kHz MAS speed; 512 points; 10000 transients.  Spectra 
were also regressed into individual assigned resonances.  13C chemical shifts were 
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externally referenced to tetramethylsilane, Si(CH3)4. 
Isothermal anneal.  In addition to the analysis of as-deposited films, some pristine 
material was isothermally annealed in an oven (NAPCO) under a continuous nitrogen purge 
for 1 hour.  19F NMR spectral changes were traced by taking a difference of the annealed 
spectrum from the as-deposited spectrum.  A spin echo routine was applied to acquire 
spectra of the as-deposited and annealed samples.  Echo delays of either 40 or 50 µs were 
used, depending on the MAS speed of 25 or 20 kHz being used, respectively. 
In order to allow an unambiguous comparison between spectra before and after 
annealing, a measured weight of an internal 19F intensity standard (either sodium fluoride or 
4-nitrobenzenesulfonyl fluoride; both from Aldrich) was packed together with the sample 
for each data acquisition to enable spectral scaling to an equivalent 19F intensity per weight 
of standard.  Further scaling was made to reflect actual weight differences in as-deposited 
and annealed samples as a result of film loss from thermal annealing.  Thermal annealing 
studies have so far concentrated on PPECVD films.  Decomposition was studied in relation to 
films from varying deposition duty cycles and to films from varying feed gas chemistries. 
 
 
 
5.3 Results and Discussion ___________________________________ 
Film structure vs. deposition duty cycle.  Figure 5.3 shows the 19F TOSS NMR 
spectra of HFPO PPECVD films deposited at the 10/50, 10/200 and 10/400 pulse 
conditions.  Seven main resonances can be identified and are assigned as peaks 1-7 in 
Table 5.1.  The assignments were made by appropriately matching their chemical shift 
range with published chemical shifts for various fluorocarbon structures.14-20  From Figure 
5.3, it is already evident that changing the pulse duty cycle during HFPO PPECVD has a 
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Figure 5.3 19F TOSS NMR spectra of (a) 10/50, (b) 10/200, and (c) 10/400 HFPO PPECVD 
films.  Assignments are provided in Table 5.1.  Increasing pulse off-time during deposition 
results in films with increasing linear CF2 chain content and decreasing 
crosslinking/branching units. 
 
significant effect on resulting film structure.  Because it would be insightful to quantitatively 
describe such changes, 19F direct polarization NMR spectra (not shown for brevity) were 
regressed into their individual assigned components.  The intensity variation of the seven 
assigned resonances as a function of duty cycle were then plotted as in Figure 5.4.  The plot 
gives fluorocarbon percentages based on 19F NMR observable CFx species (x=1-3) i.e., 
excluding unfluorinated carbons. 
Lowering the duty cycle or more specifically increasing the pulse off-time (while 
keeping the on-time constant) results in a tradeoff between the intensities of peaks 1/2/7 
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and peaks 5/6.  The latter, corresponding to linear CF2 chain structures, become more 
prevalent in films from longer pulse off-times.  This is accompanied by a simultaneous 
decrease in the former, corresponding to crosslinking/branching structures.  This seems to 
indicate a favorable linear CF2 chain polymerization reaction, presumably from 
difluorocarbene, CF2, radicals, which dominates during the deposition off-time.  Support for 
this hypothesis comes from the fact that CF2 radicals are long-lived and have been observed 
to form during plasma excitation of fluorocarbon gases.21,22 
In addition, lower duty cycles reduce the extent of undesirable gas phase 
fragmentation, since ions and electrons responsible for such processes are quenched more 
rapidly than activated neutrals within the pulse off-time.  Furthermore, bombardment of 
these energetic species at the film surface, which may lead to structural rearrangement, 
Table 5.1 19F NMR spectral assignments of fluorocarbon films. 
peak CFx sequencea chemical shift (ppmb) 
1 CF3*C -50 to -70 
2 CF3*CF -70 to -80 
3 CF3*CF2 -80 to –90 
4 CFxCF2*CFxc / CF*=C< -90 to -120 
5 CF2CF2*CF2 -123 
6 CF2CF2*CF3 -128 
7 CF* / CH2F* -140 to -240 
8 CF2CF2*CHF2 -134 
9 CF2CF2CHF2* -138 
a Asterisk denotes the fluorine nucleus of NMR detection. 
b ppm wrt CFCl3. 
c Subscript x denotes the variety of fluorocarbon groups possible and can vary from 0 to 3 depending on 
admissibility i.e., excludes sequences of peaks 5, 6, 8 and 9, and sequence of gaseous CF3CF2CF3. 
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crosslinking, etching or defluorination of the film, is diminished.  These interpretations are 
supported by the reduction in the proportion of fragments which are not involved in linear 
chain propagation. 
Film structure vs. precursor gas chemistry.  Figures 5.5b and 5.5c show the 19F 
TOSS NMR spectra of 10/100 HFC-134 and HFC-32 PPECVD films.  Also included as an 
interesting comparison is the corresponding spectrum from Figure 5.3c of the 10/400 HFPO 
PPECVD film (Figure 5.5a).  Apart from the seven main resonances identified previously in 
 
Figure 5.4 Intensity variation of assigned resonances in Figure 5.3 as a function of pulse 
duty cycle (pulse on-time/total cycle time), expressed as %CFx (x=1-3), since unfluorinated 
carbons are not observed from 19F NMR.  Lower duty cycles or equivalently increasing pulse 
off-times result in films with more CF2CF2CF2 and CF2CF2CF3 structures, with 
simultaneously less CF and CF3 terminations having next nearest neighbors which are not 
CF2 groups. 
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films from pulsed HFPO plasmas (Table 5.1), there are at least two additional peaks in films 
from the HFC plasmas, assigned as peaks 8 and 9 in Table 5.1.  Peak assignments have 
been made based on published isotropic chemical shift data on organic molecules 
containing fluorine and hydrogen.14 
13C NMR complements 19F NMR by providing direct analysis of carbon environments, 
particularly of unfluorinated carbons.  Figure 5.6 shows the 13C direct polarization NMR 
spectra of 10/100 HFC-134 and HFC-32 PPECVD films, as well as one from a 10/400 HFPO 
PPECVD film.  Seven carbon environments are noted (labeled as peaks I to VII) and 
correspondingly summarized in Table 5.2.  Assignments were made on the basis of  
 
Figure 5.5 19F TOSS NMR spectra of (a) 10/100 HFC-134, (b) 10/100 HFC-32, and (c) 
10/400 HFPO PPECVD films.  Assignments are provided in Table 5.1.  Unlike the HFPO film, 
the HFC films are substantially more crosslinked and contain less linear CF2 chain 
structures.  There is the additional presence of film hydrogen, though quantitation 
estimates this to be less than 5 at%. 
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Figure 5.6 13C MAS NMR spectra of (a) 10/400 HFPO, (b) 10/100 HFC-134, and (c) 10/100 
HFC-32 PPECVD films.  Assignments are provided in Table 5.2.  HFC films contain 
substantially more carbon unsaturation than the HFPO film. 
  
Table 5.2 13C NMR spectral assignments of fluorocarbon films. 
peak CFx moiety chemical shift (ppma) 
I CF= 150 to 160 
II C= 130 to 150 
III C’= 125 
IV CF3 118 
V CF2 112 
VI CF 100 
VII C 0 to 80 
a ppm wrt Si(CH3)4. 
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literature chemical shift ranges of representative carbon moieties found in similar 
amorphous fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon plasma films as well as in graphite fluorides, 
fluorinated charcoals and organofluorine compounds.23-28  From Figure 5.6, it is apparent 
that sp3 and sp2 carbons are conveniently separated in chemical shift, the former residing at 
upfield shifts (lower ppm values) and the latter at downfield shifts (higher ppm values), with 
the demarcation at ~120 ppm. 
Spectral regression advantages a direct analysis of the various carbon moieties in the 
film matrix and how the chemical stoichiometry of the feed gas used may ultimately 
influence the resulting film structure.  This is especially true in PPECVD chemistries since 
gas phase fragmentation and surface ion bombardment are diminished, unlike continuous 
PECVD in which both these plasma mechanisms are dominant and result in highly 
crosslinked fluorocarbon films, with nearly equal contributions of CF3, CF2, CF and C 
components, irrespective of the feed gas employed.  Figure 5.7 combines the regression 
results from the 13C and 19F direct polarization NMR spectra (the former in Figure 5.6 and 
the latter not shown).  Percentage values are based on all CFx (x=0-3) species i.e., including 
unfluorinated carbons.  Note that for clarity, the CFxCF2CFx fraction sums all CF2 
contributions other than the CF2CF2CF2 and CF2CF2CF3 groups.  
Comparing films from pulsed HFC plasmas and the pulsed HFPO plasma, the former 
has substantially more crosslinking C and CF components.  This is most likely a result of the 
presence of hydrogen within the HFC plasmas during deposition.  Hydrogen is known to 
react favorably with fluorine to form volatile hydrogen fluoride (HF).  Since film hydrogen 
content from NMR quantitation is estimated to be less than 5 at%,11 most of the hydrogen is 
involved in scavenging fluorine either in the gas phase or from the film surface. 
Comparing films between the two pulsed HFC plasmas, there is an apparent tradeoff 
of CF2 and CF3 groups with saturated quaternary carbons.  Both sp3 and sp2 CF fractions 
remain fairly constant as does the sp2 C fraction.  However, the greater proportion of sp3 C 
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in the HFC-32 PPECVD film points to a favorable reaction pathway that produces such 
carbons in the pulsed HFC-32 plasma but not in the pulsed HFC-134 plasma.  This pathway 
presumably is due to the facile and stoichiometric elimination of two HF molecules per 
HFC-32 molecule.11 
More significantly, unsaturation is comparable for films from both HFC plasmas.  On 
an equimolar basis, both precursors have the same number of hydrogens.  Thus, if 
hydrogen is assumed to attack film fluorine through simultaneous HF elimination and 
unsaturated carbon bond formation, then both plasmas will generate films with essentially 
 
Figure 5.7 Quantitation of 19F and 13C NMR results, expressed as %CFx (x=0-3), inclusive 
of unfluorinated carbons of (a) 10/400 HFPO, (b) 10/100 HFC-134, and (c) 10/100 HFC-32 
PPECVD films.  Note that the CFxCF2CFx fraction here sums up any contributions other than 
CF2CF2CF2 and CF2CF2CF3.  The HFPO film contains more linear CF2 chain character, while 
HFC films contain more CF and C components.  Between the two HFC films, the HFC-32 film 
has more sp3 C, suggesting a unique deposition pathway in an HFC-32 plasma that is not 
present in the HFC-134 plasma. 
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the same amount unsaturation.  This further supports the role of hydrogen as a film 
fluorine scavenger. 
Film structure vs. extent of fragmentation.  Figure 5.8 demonstrates the drastic 
decrease in fluorocarbon film complexity when the extent of HFPO fragmentation is 
systematically reduced.  Shown are the 19F TOSS NMR spectra of 10/50 and 10/400 PPECVD 
films, an HFCVD film, and bulk poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) as a comparison standard.  
By increasing the pulse off-time during PPECVD from HFPO, as discussed above, derivative 
films contain more linear CF2 structures.  By shifting mechanistically from plasma activation 
to thermal activation, the propagation of linear CF2 chains is augmented even further.  HFPO 
is known to decompose thermally above 150 ºC to yield difluorocarbene radicals and 
trifluoroacetyl fluoride gas.29  Subsequently, the difluorocarbene radicals are capable of 
polymerizing into chains much like PTFE, as shown in Equation 5.1.  Indeed, the HFPO 
HFCVD film structure (Figure 5.8c) is strikingly similar to that of bulk PTFE (Figure 5.8d). 
  
(5.1)
 
This ability to design the molecular architecture of fluorocarbon films through 
controlling the degree of feed gas fragmentation is an extremely attractive avenue to 
customize fluorocarbon film properties for their intended application.  As an example, the 
crystalline character of films from HFPO was shown to increase, from x-ray diffraction 
patterns, as the extent of HFPO fragmentation during deposition was decreased.7 
Thermal decomposition vs. deposition duty cycle.  HFPO PPECVD films deposited 
at the 10/50 and 10/400 conditions were annealed in a nitrogen ambient at 150 ºC for 1 hr.  
The corresponding 19F spin echo NMR difference spectra of the annealed samples from the 
as-deposited samples are presented in Figure 5.9.  These spectra therefore reveal the 
various structural moieties which are lost during thermal annealing.  The peak at -224 ppm 
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Figure 5.8 19F TOSS NMR spectra of (a) 10/50 HFPO PPECVD film, (b) 10/400 HFPO 
PPECVD film, (c) HFPO HFCVD film, and (d) bulk PTFE.  Diminishing the extend of HFPO feed 
gas fragmentation, through increasing the plasma pulse off-time and finally shifting from 
plasma activation to thermal activation, results in film structures approaching that of bulk 
PTFE. 
 
Figure 5.9 19F MAS NMR difference spectra of (a) 10/50, and (b) 10/400 HFPO PPECVD 
films, before and after isothermal annealing at 150 ºC in ambient nitrogen.  The former, 
representing a more crosslinked film, shows preferential loss of CF3 groups.  The latter, 
representing a film with more linear CF2 chains, shows loss of low molecular weight chain 
fragments and/or chain unzipping. 
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is from the sodium fluoride intensity standard used to normalize the as-deposited and 
annealed spectra to an equivalent 19F spin density per weight of standard.  The peak 
intensity being either negative or positive arises from the final scaling to reflect the actual 
weight loss in the annealed spectra, this scaling being independent of the weight of 
standard used in acquiring the spectra. 
Figure 5.9 clearly indicates different degradation mechanisms occurring in these 
films from two different duty cycles.  For the 10/50 film, film loss is concentrated in the CF3 
regions, especially in the CF3C and CF3CF resonances.  Thermal decomposition studies of 
branched perfluoroalkanes found carbon-carbon bond strength decreasing with increasing 
degree of substitution.18  Bond scission occurred at the most substituted sites and CF3 loss 
was favored when the radical formed could be readily stabilized.  The facile loss of CF3 from 
CF3C and CF3CF regions in Figure 5.9a can be understood then by the resulting radicals 
stabilized by virtue of being positioned at highly substituted carbon sites.  There is also 
some loss from the CF3CF2 resonance.  This is most likely due to loss of entire CF3CF2 
branches from secondary or tertiary carbons in the film network since there is no 
corresponding loss from the CF2CF2CF3 peak but loss from the CFxCF2CFx region.  
Furthermore, it has been observed that a perfluoroethyl branch, presumably due to higher 
steric stress, was considerably weaker than a trifluoromethyl branch.18 
In contrast, Figure 5.9b points to film loss in the linear CF2 regions, CF2CF2CF2 and 
CF2CF2CF3 fragments, for the 10/400 film.  There is strong evidence to suggest that this is 
either due to desorption of low molecular weight chains trapped within the film matrix or 
depolymerization/unzipping of linear chains that is enhanced by the presence of dangling 
bonds within the pristine film.10  Physical precursor desorption has been observed upon 
heating of some plasma fluorocarbon films.30  Irradiation of PTFE reportedly reduced 
melting point and accelerated thermal decomposition by enhancing the radical initiation 
step for decomposition.31 
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Thermal decomposition vs. precursor gas chemistry.  Figures 5.10b and 5.10c are 
19F spin echo difference spectra of 10/100 HFC-134 and HFC-32 PPECVD films, 
respectively, while Figure 5.10a is the difference spectrum of a 10/400 HFPO PPECVD film.  
All anneals were carried out in a nitrogen ambient at 200 ºC for 1 hr.  In Figure 5.10a, the 
negative peak at -224 ppm corresponds to the sodium fluoride intensity standard.  
However, the use of a 4-nitrobenzenesulfonyl fluoride intensity standard (isotropic chemical 
shift: +64.8 ppm) in obtaining Figures 5.10b and 5.10c, precludes any spectral interference 
of the intensity standard with actual peaks of interest, especially around the -220 ppm 
region, which would otherwise have occurred if sodium fluoride were used instead. 
Unlike the 10/400 HFPO PPECVD film (Figure 5.10a), the 10/100 CHF2CHF2 and 
CH2F2 PPECVD films show loss pathways akin to the 10/50 HFPO PPECVD film 
decomposition at 150 ºC (Figure 5.9a).  For the CHF2CHF2 film (Figure 5.10b), intensity loss 
is primarily CF3 detachment from unfluorinated carbons, with the resulting tertiary radical 
being stabilized at a highly substituted carbon site.  There is also evidence of CHF2CHF2 
desorption at -138 ppm.  The CH2F2 PPECVD film (Figure 5.10c) only reveals a loss between 
-200 and -240 ppm.  This region is attributed to CH2F moieties because of agreement with 
published chemical shifts.  The extremely broad resonance also lends support to a CH2F 
 
Figure 5.10 19F MAS NMR difference spectra of (a) 10/400 HFPO, and (b) 10/100 HFC-134, 
and (c) 10/100 HFC-32 PPECVD films, before and after isothermal annealing at 200 ºC in 
ambient nitrogen.  Unlike the HFPO film, the highly crosslinked HFC film show loss of 
terminal groups.  The HFC-134 film also shows desorption of trapped feed gas.  
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assignment since strong dipolar coupling between the protons and fluorine on the moiety 
causes rapid NMR signal dephasing which in turn translates to a larger spectral linewidth.  It 
can only be surmised, based on CF3 loss from the CHF2CHF2 PPECVD film, that the present 
CH2F loss is also a detachment from an unfluorinated carbon neighbor.  However, unlike the 
CHF2CHF2 PPECVD film, there is an absence of any precursor desorption, with no signal loss 
at -145 ppm for CH2F2. 
 
 
 
5.4 Summary ________________________________________________ 
PPECVD and HFCVD offer greater process versatility compared to conventional 
PECVD and thermal CVD methods.  As a consequence, resulting films span a wider range in 
composition and structure.  Using a surprisingly effective tool, solid-state NMR has been 
successful in studying the effect of a change in (i) pulse deposition duty cycle, (ii) feed gas 
chemistry, and (iii) the extent of gas fragmentation on derivative film structure.  Also, solid-
state NMR has been applied to establish separate thermal decomposition mechanisms in 
highly crosslinked films and in films with more linear CF2 chains. 
HFPO PPECVD films deposited at increasingly longer pulse off-times contain an 
increasing proportion of linear CF2 chain building blocks and a decreasing proportion of 
crosslinking/branching units.  There is favorable generation in an HFPO plasma of longer-
lived difluorocarbene, CF2, radicals, which selectively undergo chain polymerization during 
the pulse off-time.  In contrast, HFC-134 and HFC-32 PPECVD films are less fluorinated and 
have a significant unsaturated carbon component.  Hydrogen in the HFC plasmas readily 
scavenges fluorine to form HF.  By shifting HFPO gas fragmentation from being plasma-
driven to thermally-driven, the resulting films resemble that of linear PTFE chains.  Thermal 
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breakdown yields purely CF2 radicals which then undergo polymerization, and precludes any 
side reactions which may introduce other CFx structures into the films.  In PPECVD films, 
highly crosslinked films thermally decompose through loss of CF3 terminations and/or feed 
gas desorption, while films with more linear CF2 units show loss of low molecular weight 
chains and/or chain unzipping. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Structure and Morphology of  
Fluorocarbon Films from 
Hot Filament Chemical Vapor Deposition 
Caulfield, J. A., Lau, K. K. S. and Gleason K. K. Chem. Mater. (2000); submitted. 
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Abstract 
Hot filament chemical vapor deposition of hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO HFCVD) is capable of producing films 
which are spectroscopically indistinguishable from bulk poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE).  Film structure and 
morphology were studied with varying HFCVD process variables.  Permutations of three chamber pressures, two 
HFPO flowrates and three filament preconditioning times produced an array of 18 different deposition conditions.  
Deposition rate, film OH incorporation and film grain aspect ratio were found to vary depending on the process 
variables.  Decreasing deposition correlated with reduced OH content and increasing aspect ratio.  Low deposition 
rate also favored film growth over nucleation, leading to longer and higher molecular weight chains, and less 
terminal radical chain ends.  In this propagation dominated regime, the anisotropic nature of chain growth 
translated directly to more extended grains, while less terminal radicals resulted in less OH incorporation from 
atmospheric reactions of these radicals with oxygen and water. 
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6.1 Introduction _____________________________________________ 
With the semiconductor industry expanding rapidly, the need for an environmentally 
benign production technique is becoming more necessary.1  A great deal of research is 
going into chemical vapor deposition (CVD) since it is relatively more benign compared to 
the competing spin-on process.  Unlike spin-on coating, CVD is a solventless vacuum 
process which lessens the quantity of waste generated.  Fluorocarbon films are of interest 
to the industry primarily because of their low dielectric constants (κ).  This technology could 
be an evolutionary replacement of current CVD SiO2 interlayer dielectrics. 
A common and conventional way to produce fluorocarbon films is by plasma 
enhanced CVD (PECVD).  Continuous PECVD produces complex film structures containing 
various CFx environments that are highly crosslinked so that varying and tailoring film 
structure can prove to be difficult.  Alternatively, the structure and morphology of 
fluorocarbon films can be systematically varied using pulsed PECVD2-5 and hot filament 
CVD (HFCVD).6  These deposition techniques allow for more control of precursor 
fragmentation such that derivative film architectures ranging from highly crosslinked films 
to films much like bulk poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE; Teflon®) can be constructed.6 
HFCVD using hexafluoropropylene oxide (CF3CF(O)CF2; HFPO) as the precursor gas 
yields a clean pyrolysis to give CF2 radicals and the stable gaseous byproduct, trifluoroacetyl 
fluoride (CF3CFO; TFAcF) (see Scheme 6.1).7-9  The CF2 radicals can then polymerize to form 
linear CF2 chains and produce fluorocarbon films similar to PTFE.  No crosslinking or 
branching groups in HFCVD fluorocarbon films were observed by solid-state NMR.10  The 
recombination of two CF2 radicals in the gas phase can lead to an additional byproduct gas, 
tetrafluoroethylene (CF2=CF2; TFE).11  The presence of HFPO, TFAcF and TFE has been 
confirmed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of the gaseous effluent from 
HFPO HFCVD, as described in this paper. 
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HFCVD has the advantage of independently controlled substrate and filament 
temperatures.  The filament temperature is maintained relatively hot to break down the 
precursor while the substrate temperature can be maintained relatively cool to promote 
radical adsorption and subsequent surface reaction.  HFCVD can also provide high 
deposition rates and process tunability. 
It is desirable to have a fundamental understanding of the structure-property-
processing relationship of HFCVD fluorocarbon films so they may be tailored to specific 
applications, such as use as a low κ dielectric.  HFPO HFCVD has begun to prove its value as 
a tool, which can be used to customize film morphology and properties even within the 
narrow confines of being similar to bulk PTFE, as demonstrated in this paper. 
 
 
 
6.2 Experimental Methods ____________________________________ 
HFCVD was performed under conditions where three independent variables - 
pressure, flowrate and filament preconditioning time - were adjusted.  An array of 18 
depositions was constructed for three different pressures (0.5, 1.0 and 4.5 Torr), three 
different preconditioning times (0, 5 and 15 min), and two different flowrates (15 and 30 
 
Scheme 6.1 Pyrolysis and subsequent reaction pathways of HFPO. 
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sccm).  Preconditioning time refers to the duration of filament heating at the respective 
process conditions prior to actual film deposition.  Films were grown on 100 mm diameter 
p-type (100) silicon wafers for a duration of 1 h.   Undiluted hexafluoropropylene oxide 
(CF3CF(O)CF2; HFPO) (DuPont) was used as the precursor gas.  For each deposition, a new 
filament was used.  Filament was a 28 AWG nichrome wire (80% Ni / 20% Cr; Omega 
Engineering) which was resistively heated at a constant voltage of 56.4 V.  The filament to 
substrate distance was held constant at 15 mm.  Using backside water cooling, substrate 
temperature was held at 21±5 ºC.  Detailed descriptions of the reactor chamber and the 
filament setup have been given previously.6,12,13 
The array of 18 films was characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and profilometry.  FTIR was performed on a Nicolet 
Magna 860 spectrometer.  Spectra were acquired under normal transmission mode through 
the film on the transparent silicon substrate in a nitrogen purged environment.  Each 
spectrum was acquired for 64 scans at 4 cm-1 resolution using a DTGS KBr detector over the 
range of 400-4000 cm-1.  AFM was performed on a Digital Instruments Dimension 3000.  
Images were taken under tapping mode with a standard etched silicon tip.  Typical scan 
areas were 2 × 2 µm, although some films with larger grain sizes required scan areas up to 
50 × 50 µm.  Profilometry was carried out on a P10 Tencor surface profiler to measure film 
thickness and to obtain an average deposition rate.  To be consistent, all characterization 
measurements were performed at the center of the wafers. 
Gas phase FTIR spectra of the HFCVD reactor effluent from the final pump stage 
were taken prior to deposition and during deposition using a MIDAC I-2000 spectrometer 
equipped with a ZnSe absorption cell having an optical path length of 1 cm.  These spectra 
were regressed to elucidate the various gas species present.  Details of the methodology in 
measurement and analysis have been given elsewhere.14 
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6.3 Results and Discussion ___________________________________ 
Film structure.  Figures 6.1a and 6.1b show representative FTIR spectra of HFPO 
HFCVD films with and without OH incorporation, respectively.  Figure 6.1a is a film 
deposited at process conditions of 1.0 Torr, 30 sccm and 15 min preconditioning, while 
Figure 6.1b is at 1.0 Torr, 15 sccm and 5 min preconditioning.  Table 6.1 gives the 
corresponding assignments to the observed FTIR peaks as provided by published data.15-20  
The spectrum of the film without OH incorporation is indistinguishable from that of bulk 
PTFE, sharing all the CF2 related peaks and showing the distinctively well-resolved 
absorptions of the symmetric and asymmetric CF2 stretches.21 
However, under certain process conditions, OH incorporation into the films is clearly 
evidenced.  The amount of OH in the films have been quantified by integrating the peak 
 
Figure 6.1 FTIR spectra of HFPO HFCVD film (a) without OH and (b) with OH incorporation.  
Signature absorption CF2 peaks of bulk PTFE are observed.  OH related peaks are most likely 
due to radical chain ends reacting with atmospheric oxygen and moisture upon exposure 
from deposition chamber.  Corresponding peak assignments are summarized in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1  Peak assignments of FTIR spectra of HFPO HFCVD films. 
wavenumber (cm-1) assignment ref. 
513 CF2 rock 15, 16 
555 CF2 deformation 15, 16 
641 / 629 CF2 wagging 15, 16 
1155 CF2 symmetric stretch 15, 16 
1215 CF2 asymmetric stretch 15, 16 
1708 C=O 17 
1785 C=O in COOH 18, 19 
1883 C=O in COF 18 
3523 OH 20 
 
representing the strong OH absorption in the 3500 cm-1 region and normalizing it to the 
integrated peaks of the CF2 stretches.  The results are tabulated as a function of pressure 
and preconditioning time as presented in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 for the two flowrates.  As can 
be seen from Tables 6.2 and 6.3, in general, an increase in pressure, flowrate and 
preconditioning time reduces the amount of OH introduced into the films. 
The appearance of OH can be understood by looking into possible reaction pathways 
for forming these moieties (see Scheme 6.2).  The deposition pathway to form CF2 polymer 
chains in Scheme 6.1 does not provide a route for terminating the polymerization process.  
Thus, the CF2 chains produced will most likely have unterminated radicals on their ends.  
Upon exposure to atmosphere, the radicals can readily react with oxygen to produce peroxy 
radicals.  This is analogous to the reactions which occur upon exposing vacuum-irradiated 
bulk PTFE or in bulk PTFE irradiated in air.18,20,22,23  The peroxy radicals can further 
decompose to form a COF terminal group or react with atmospheric water to form a COOH 
group.  These reactions account for the observed peaks in films with OH incorporation. 
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Table 6.2   Ratio of area of OH peak to area of CF2 stretches of HFPO HFCVD films 
(flowrate = 15 sccm). 
   pressure  
  0.5 Torr 1.0 Torr 4.5 Torr 
0 min 0.69 0.58 0.55 
10 min 0.35 0.25 0.11 
pr
ec
on
di
tio
ni
ng
 
tim
e 
15 min 0.13 0.00 0.00 
 
 
Table 6.3 Ratio of area of OH peak to area of CF2 stretches of HFPO HFCVD films 
(flowrate = 30 sccm). 
   pressure  
  0.5 Torr 1.0 Torr 4.5 Torr 
0 min 0.92 0.10 0.00 
10 min 0.14 0.11 0.00 
pr
ec
on
di
tio
ni
ng
 
tim
e 
15 min 0.05 0.00 0.00 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 6.2 Reaction pathways for OH incorporation. 
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The variation in OH incorporation will then depend on the concentration of these 
unterminated radicals produced during the deposition process.  This in turn is dependent 
on the length of the CF2 chains, with longer chains for an equivalent molar quantity of CF2 
units giving less radicals than shorter chains.  Indirectly, this is a gauge of the average 
number molecular weight (MW) of chains in these films. 
Film morphology.  As well as differing OH content, the shape of the grains were 
found to differ in the array of 18 films depending on the process coordinates.  Figure 6.2 
contains two AFM images of HFPO HFCVD films.  Figure 6.2a is an image of the film 
corresponding to that of Figure 6.1a which showed no apparent OH.  Figure 6.2b is an 
image of the film corresponding to that of Figure 6.1b which showed OH incorporation. 
Films without OH have elongated grains while films with OH have grains which are 
more spherical.  An aspect ratio, defined as the length of the longer side to the length of 
the shorter side, was derived to quantify this phenomenon.  For each image, five grains 
were chosen randomly to represent the spread in grain aspect ratio and an average was 
then taken.  Tables 6.4 and 6.5 give the aspect ratio as a function of pressure and 
preconditioning time for the two different flowrates.  It is seen that, in general, an increase 
in flowrate and preconditioning time result in an increase in grain aspect ratio.  As for 
pressure, a maximum in aspect ratio is observed around 1.0 Torr, especially for films from 
longer preconditioning times. 
Relating film structure/morphology to deposition process.  From previous 
sections, there is, in general, a decrease in the amount of OH as observed from FTIR with an 
increase in pressure, flowrate and preconditioning time.  Also, in general, there is an 
increase in grain aspect ratio as seen from AFM with an increase in flowrate and 
preconditioning time, although with pressure the aspect ratio traverses a maximum at 1.0 
Torr.  However, there seems to be a more direct and definitive correlation of both aspect 
ratio and OH content with deposition rate as influenced by the process variables, rather 
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Figure 6.2 AFM images of HFPO HFCVD films (a) without OH and (b) with OH.  Grains are 
more extended in films without OH while grains are spherical in films with OH. 
 
Table 6.4   Grain aspect ratio of HFPO HFCVD films (flowrate = 15 sccm). 
   pressure  
  0.5 Torr 1.0 Torr 4.5 Torr 
0 min 1.7 1.2 3.2 
10 min 3.4 1.7 4.2 
pr
ec
on
di
tio
ni
ng
 
tim
e 
15 min 1.4 6.1 4.6 
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than with the process variables themselves.  Figure 6.3 is a plot of grain aspect ratio to the 
inverse deposition rate for the array of 18 films. 
As seen in Figure 6.3, grains become more extended as the deposition rate 
decreases.   On a more microscopic level, multiple chains probably make up each grain.  
Chain length is most likely determined by the competition between nucleation and growth 
rates during deposition.  It is likely that the nucleation mechanism has a higher activation 
barrier and is second order with respect to CF2 radical concentration while growth by chain 
propagation  has a lower barrier and is first order with respect to CF2 radical concentration.  
Thus, in a slow deposition regime where there is less CF2 radicals, chain growth is favored 
over nucleation, while in a fast deposition regime with more CF2 radicals, nucleation is 
dominant over growth.  As a result, the former regime produces higher MW chains, less 
terminal radicals and less OH incorporation while the latter regime produces lower MW 
chains, leading to more terminal radicals and substantial OH incorporation.  On a more 
macroscopic level, at high deposition rates, nearly spherical grains result because the 
predominant nucleation process is isotropic, while under conditions of slow film growth, 
rapid propagation leads to grains of high aspect ratio, suggesting an anisotropic growth 
process.  The directionality of propagation would then be consistent with growth that is 
limited only to the radical sites at the chain ends (Scheme 6.1). 
Table 6.5   Grain aspect ratio of HFPO HFCVD films (flowrate = 30 sccm). 
   pressure  
  0.5 Torr 1.0 Torr 4.5 Torr 
0 min 1.7 2.3 2.7 
10 min 1.4 5.8 4.1 
pr
ec
on
di
tio
ni
ng
 
tim
e 
15 min 2.0 8.8 4.5 
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The question then becomes of how pressure, flowrate and preconditioning time 
affect the deposition kinetics.  An increase in pressure usually leads to an increase in 
reactant concentration, thereby allowing for a higher deposition rate.  However, deposition 
rate traverses a minimum at around 1.0 Torr.  This suggests that, apart from CF2 
polymerization, other reactions may be playing a contributing role.  One reaction is the 
recombination reaction of CF2 to give TFE (Scheme 6.1), which as discussed in the next 
section is an observed event.  Based on a purely pressure argument, an increase in pressure 
would favor TFE formation over film deposition.  This is indeed the trend up to 1.0 Torr.  
However, the trend reverses above 1.0 Torr.  This implies that some additional reaction 
pathway becomes activated above that pressure.  An increase in pressure has the additional 
effect of promoting gas phase heat conduction.  Thus, gas temperatures may be 
 
Figure 6.3 Plot of grain aspect ratio, defined as the ratio of grain length to width, against 
inverse of film deposition rate.  Elongated grains result from a slow deposition regime.  This 
is explained as a competition between isotropic nucleation and anisotropic chain growth, 
with the latter dominating at low deposition rate regimes.  A similar trend is observed with 
OH content with film deposition rate i.e., a slow deposition results in films with less OH.  
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significantly higher at higher pressures.  This may either inhibit gas phase CF2 
recombination to TFE or actually induce TFE breakdown back into CF2 radicals, thus 
providing more CF2 for deposition. 
As for flowrate, an increase in molar flowrate reduces residence time, thereby 
limiting the time allowed for and the extent of reaction, which translates to a lower 
deposition rate.  And for preconditioning time, aging the nichrome wire has the effect of 
reducing the activity of the wire in enabling the pyrolysis of HFPO.  Chromium and its 
oxidized states are known to catalyze the ring opening of epoxides.24-28  It is therefore 
suspected to catalyze the decomposition of HFPO in the present case.  Catalyst poisoning 
via carbonization or oxidation may diminish its activity through time.  This reduces the 
conversion of HFPO in generating CF2 radicals and thereby lead to a slower deposition 
process. 
Reactor effluent.  Figures 6.4a and 6.4b show the FTIR spectra of the reactor 
exhaust before the filament power was switched on and during deposition when the 
filament was heated, respectively.  Spectra shown are for deposition conditions of 1.0 Torr, 
15 sccm and 15 min preconditioning, which for the purposes of identifying the effluent 
species is representative of the array of 18 depositions.  Following the method described 
previously in regressing the spectra into individual species,14 Figure 6.4a is found to be a 
signature spectrum of pure HFPO.  This is self explained since prior to any pyrolysis the 
only gas present is the HFPO precursor.  Upon heating the filament, the spectrum changes 
dramatically and regression results of Figure 6.4b indicate that besides the presence of 
unreacted HFPO, there is the presence of the pyrolysis product TFAcF and the byproduct 
TFE. 
This experimentally confirms that the reaction mechanism as shown in Scheme 6.1 
is actually occurring during HFPO HFCVD.  This also contrasts significantly with the effluent 
species observed during pulsed PECVD of HFPO.14  Pulsed PECVD of HFPO gave a variety of 
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gas species, including not only HFPO, TFAcF and TFE, but also measurable quantities of CO, 
CO2, COF2, CF4, C2F6, C3F6, and C3F8.  HFCVD provides a much cleaner breakdown route so 
that pathways in forming byproducts are minimized.  Plasmas provide a much higher energy 
breakdown such that numerous reacting species can form which lead to a complex mixture 
of reaction products. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4 FTIR spectra of gas phase effluent during HFPO HFCVD with (a) unheated 
filament and (b) heated filament.  Under no pyrolysis, only HFPO is observed.  Upon 
pyrolysis, the expected TFAcF product is present; TFE is also present from CF2 
recombination; while unreacted HFPO makes up the remainder of the gas mixture.  
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6.4 Summary ________________________________________________ 
HFPO HFCVD has the ability to produce fluorocarbon thin films which are 
spectroscopically indistinguishable from bulk PTFE.  An array of 18 different combinations 
of pressure, flowrate and preconditioning time was constructed to explore the effects of the 
process coordinates on derivative film structure and morphology.  OH incorporation and 
grain aspect ratio were found to vary directly with deposition kinetics, with OH content 
reduced and grain aspect ratio increased when deposition was slower.  This was explained 
as a competition between nucleation and chain growth processes, with the latter dominating 
at a lower deposition rate.  As a result, the anisotropic nature of chain propagation can lead 
to more extended grain structures.  Also, lower radical chain end concentration can lead to 
less OH incorporation which results from the facile reaction of the radicals with oxygen and 
moisture upon atmospheric exposure.  Minimizing the amount of OH impurities would most 
likely improve the thermal stability of these films.29 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Thermal Annealing of  
Fluorocarbon Films from 
Hot Filament Chemical Vapor Deposition 
Lau, K. K. S. and Gleason K. K. J. Phys. Chem. B (2000); submitted. 
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Abstract 
The thermal stability of films produced by hot filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) from 
hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO) has been investigated.  The changes in film structure and morphology as a 
result of post-deposition annealing have been documented.  HFPO HFCVD films were spectroscopically very similar 
to bulk poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE).  Films virtually identical to bulk PTFE were stable up to 400 ºC and there 
was no evidence of any structural degradation.  However, films containing extraneous OH and C=O groups were 
unstable and showed two significant decomposition onsets, one occurring at 150 ºC attributed to the 
decomposition of peroxy radicals, and the other occurring at 300 ºC attributed to the decomposition of COOH 
groups.  This was supported by the disappearance of these thermally labile groups after annealing.  Surface 
morphologies of HFPO HFCVD films were captured by quenching the films from their respective annealing 
temperatures.  The film quenched from 1 h anneal at 325 ºC gave substantial crystalline spherulites, as a result of 
recrystallization near the melting temperature of bulk PTFE.  The film quenched from 1 h anneal at 400 ºC was 
similar to the as-deposited film with no noticeable crystallites, attributed to a lack of recrystallization at the higher 
annealing temperature and the subsequent rapid cooling.  Spectroscopic evidence further supported the film 
quenched from the 325 ºC anneal to contain significant crystalline behavior. 
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7.1 Introduction _____________________________________________ 
Poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE), unlike other common polymers, exhibits unique 
properties that necessitates the use of special methods for processing into thin films.  Its 
insolubility in most solvents precludes film deposition by simple solvent evaporation.1  W. L. 
Gore & Associates has been able to produce PTFE thin films by spin coating, albeit using 
aqueous nanoemulsions of solid PTFE particles followed by high temperature sintering.2  
Most of the effort to deposit PTFE thin films has therefore concentrated on gas phase 
techniques. 
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) was found to yield high quality PTFE thin films.3-5  UV 
irradiation of PTFE targets is believed to cause depolymerization and chain unzipping into 
monomer through local heating, with subsequent repolymerization of the monomer on a 
substrate surface.3  It has been suggested that this thermally driven process applies to 
polished PTFE pellet targets, while for pressed powder targets, deposition is believed to be a 
transfer of PTFE grains followed by melting and recrystallization on a heated substrate.5  
Other radiation sources, such as synchrotron ablation, have given similar PTFE films, 
although perhaps of lower molecular weight since CF3 was observed.6,7 
Since direct pyrolysis of PTFE is known to cause chain unzipping into monomer, PTFE 
films have been formed by redeposition downstream of the pyrolysis zone.8,9  
Spectroscopic characterization has shown these films to be consistent with the bulk 
material.9  In an extension to this technique, PTFE films were also formed by ionizing some 
of the evaporated material and electrically accelerating them towards a biased substrate 
surface.10  Other attempts in making PTFE films include plasma polymerization of 
fluorocarbon gases and plasma sputtering of PTFE targets.11  However, in most cases, films 
were not ‘clean’, containing a variety of CFx bonding environments, indicating a crosslinked 
network that is not consistent with the linear CF2 chain structure of PTFE. 
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Recently, hot filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) has been demonstrated as 
a novel way to produce PTFE thin films.12-15  Hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO; 
CF3CF(O)CF2) was used as the precursor gas since it is known to thermally decompose into 
difluorocarbene (CF2) radicals and a stable trifluoroacetyl fluoride gas (CF3CFO) (Equation 
7.1), with subsequent polymerization of the CF2 radicals to form linear PTFE chains 
(Equation 7.2).16-18  HFCVD advantages independent control over the temperature of the 
heated filament wires used to initiate gas decomposition and the temperature of the 
substrate on which film deposition occurs.  The latter can be kept low to facilitate 
adsorption of polymerizing species and enhance film growth.  Studies have been made to 
investigate the structure–property–processing relationships in HFPO HFCVD films.19,20 
CFOCFCFCF(O)CFCF 32∆23 +→   (7.1) 
( )nn 222 CFCFCF 2 →  (7.2) 
This paper presents another interesting aspect of these films, primarily looking into 
the effect of post-deposition annealing on film stability, structure, and morphology.  
Thermal stability is important especially when these films have the potential of being 
integrated into microelectronic circuits as the next generation of low dielectric constant (κ) 
materials, since bulk PTFE has one of the lowest κ (1.9-2.1) for a non-porous material. 
 
 
 
7.2 Experimental Methods ____________________________________ 
HFCVD was performed on 100 mm diameter silicon wafers using undiluted HFPO 
(CF3CF(O)CF2; DuPont) as the precursor gas.  Details of the deposition chamber and filament 
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setup have been given elsewhere.12-15  Typical deposition conditions used in this study 
were 1.0 Torr pressure, 15 sccm flowrate, and 15 min filament preconditioning time.  
Preconditioning refers to the burning in of the filament wire at the process condition prior 
to film deposition.  Filament temperature was around 500 ºC while substrate temperature 
was maintained at 21 ºC using backside water cooling. 
Subsequent thermal annealing of derivative films was performed in two ways.  Films 
were either annealed in situ or ex situ after deposition.  For in situ anneals, an in-line 
substrate heater was used to anneal the films without breaking vacuum.  Anneals were 
made isothermally at 325 and 400 ºC for 1 h in vacuum at a base pressure of < 10-2 Torr 
and then quenched.  For ex situ anneals, a special apparatus, interferometry for thermal 
stability (ITS), was used.21,22  Any film thickness change was traced by monitoring the 
intensity of a HeNe (λ=632.8 nm) laser beam reflected off the film as a function of time and 
temperature.  Temperature was ramped up to 400 ºC and maintained for 1 h before 
quenching.  Nitrogen was used to purge the apparatus continuously. 
Films were characterized by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and 
optical microscopy (OM).  FTIR spectra were acquired on a Nicolet Magna 860 under 
transmission in a nitrogen purged chamber using a DTGS KBr detector for 64 averages over 
the range of 400-4000 cm-1 at 4 cm-1 resolution.  OM images were taken using a Kramer 
Scientific Leitz DMRX with a CCD camera attachment under transmission. 
 
 
 
7.3 Results and Discussion ___________________________________ 
Film thermal stability.  ITS traced the raw interferometry signal as a function of 
time while recording the temperature ramp-up to 400 ºC simultaneously.  Any change in 
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the interferometry signal reflected a change in film thickness.  Since an inert nitrogen 
ambient was used during annealing, the only change in film thickness conceivable would be 
a thickness loss (rather than gain) in the pristine film.  To better capture the onset of 
thermal decomposition, the signal derivative was taken with respect to time and plotted as a 
function of temperature, as shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2.  Thus, any deviation of the time 
derivative of the signal from zero would indicate film loss and show the temperatures at 
which decomposition occurred. 
Figure 7.1 shows an HFPO HFCVD film that exhibited thermal lability with onset 
temperatures of approximately 150 and 300 ºC, corresponding to where the signal 
derivative deviated from the zero baseline.  Figure 7.2, in contrast, shows another HFPO 
HFCVD film that exhibited thermal stability up to 400 ºC, with no evidence of the signal 
derivative departing from the zero baseline.  To understand the reasons for the difference in 
film thermal stability, it was insightful to look at the structure of each film before and after 
annealing. 
Film structural stability.  Figures 7.3a and 7.3b represent the FTIR spectra of the 
thermally labile film prior and subsequent to annealing in the ITS apparatus.  Figures 7.4a 
and 7.4b represent the corresponding FITR spectra of the thermally stable film.  The major 
difference between the two as-deposited films (Figures 7.3a and 7.4a) is the presence of 
extraneous peaks in the thermally unstable film in the region of 3500 and 1700 cm-1.  
These peaks have been identified as OH and C=O groups, aside from the peaks expected of 
bulk PTFE at 1155 and 1215 cm-1 assigned to CF2 symmetric and asymmetric stretches.  
Peaks at lower wavenumbers are also characteristic of other vibrational modes in bulk PTFE.  
Table 7.1 summarizes the assignments to the FTIR peaks as compared with published 
literature spectral shifts.23-25 
The presence of OH and C=O has been attributed to a lack of any termination 
reaction during the polymerization process depicted in Equations 7.1 and 7.2.  Equation 7.1 
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Figure 7.1 Plot of time derivative of reflected interferometry signal intensity vs. 
temperature for a thermally labile HFPO HFCVD film annealed ex situ in an ITS apparatus.  
Onset temperatures to thermal decomposition occur at 150 and 300 ºC.  The former is 
attributed to decomposition of peroxy radicals while the latter is attributed to 
decomposition of COOH. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2 Plot of time derivative of reflected interferometry signal intensity vs. 
temperature for a thermally stable HFPO HFCVD film annealed ex situ in an ITS apparatus.  
Film is thermally stable up to 400 ºC. 
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Figure 7.3 FTIR spectra of a thermally labile HFPO HFCVD film (a) prior to and (b) 
subsequent to annealing in an ITS apparatus.  The as-deposited film contains extraneous 
OH and C=O groups which are lost upon annealing. 
  
 
Figure 7.4 FTIR spectra of a thermally stable HFPO HFCVD film (a) prior to and (b) 
subsequent to annealing in an ITS apparatus.  The film remains structurally unchanged after 
annealing. 
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provides the initiation step to form the polymerizing CF2 species.  Equation 7.2 provides the 
propagation step in forming the linear CF2 chains.  However, there is no reasonable 
termination step to end the chains.  Thus, it is very likely these chains are unterminated and 
‘living’ in the reaction chamber, but upon exposure to atmosphere, the terminal radicals on 
these chains react readily with oxygen and moisture to form peroxy radicals, which then 
subsequently transform into more stable COF and COOH groups.19  These reactions are 
akin to those which occur in vacuum-irradiated bulk PTFE subsequent to atmospheric 
exposure or in bulk PTFE irradiated under an air/oxygen ambient.26-29 
Further, thermal annealing studies of such irradiated bulk PTFE have identified two 
major onsets of decomposition, one at around 150-250 ºC and another above 300 ºC.30  
These onset temperatures correspond remarkably well with those observed from the 
thermally labile film (Figure 7.1).  The first onset has been attributed to the decomposition 
of peroxy radicals while the second onset has been attributed to the decarboxylation of 
COOH groups.30  Both these processes would be expected to occur in the thermally labile 
HFPO HFCVD film since the as-deposited film evidenced some of these thermally labile end 
groups (Figure 7.3a).  The disappearance of these groups after the ITS anneal (Figure 7.3b) 
Table 7.1  Peak assignments of FTIR spectra of HFPO HFCVD films. 
wavenumber (cm-1) peak assignment 
513 / 530 CF2 rock 
555 CF2 deformation 
641 / 629 CF2 wagging 
1155 CF2 symmetric stretch 
1215 CF2 asymmetric stretch 
1708 C=O 
3523 OH 
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offers additional support to the suggested thermal decomposition mechanisms.  In contrast, 
the lack of these groups in the thermally stable HFPO HFCVD film (Figure 7.4a) ensured that 
the film was stable (Figure 7.2) and remained structurally unchanged after the ITS anneal 
(Figure 7.4b). 
The only question then becomes the apparent disparity in the thermal stability of the 
two different HFPO HFCVD films when both films would be expected to contain reactive 
chain ends, if it is believed that there is no termination step during deposition.  It can only 
be surmised that the concentration of these chain ends in the thermally stable film was 
extremely low i.e., lower than the detection limit of the instruments used in the 
experiments.  This implies the chains were of high molecular weight and any significant 
chain entanglement may have prevented chain end radicals from reacting with oxygen or 
moisture either because of steric interference or the dispropensity of surrounding 
fluorocarbon chains for water or oxygen. 
Film morphology.  Optical microscopy provided a facile yet vivid means to capture 
the surface morphology of HFPO HFCVD films, locked in place as a result of quenching from 
various post-deposition in situ isothermal anneals.  Figure 7.5 shows an as-deposited film 
without any subsequent anneal and at 100× magnification seems to be void of any 
 
Figure 7.5 Optical micrograph of an as-deposited HFPO HFCVD film.  No surface features 
are discernable.  At 100× magnification. 
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Figure 7.6 Optical micrograph of an HFPO HFCVD film quenched after 1 h in situ 
isothermal anneal at 325 ºC.  The observed crystalline spherulites are attributed to 
recrystallization near the melting point of bulk PTFE prior to quenching.  At (a) 40×, (b) 
100×, and (c) 100× magnifications, showing a sample grain, the grain edge and the grain 
center. 
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noticeable surface characteristics.  In contrast, Figure 7.6 reveals relatively enormous 
crystalline spherulites for a film quenched after 1 h isothermal anneal at 325 ºC.  Figure 
7.6a, at 40× magnification, shows a spherulite grain.  Figures 7.6b and 7.6c, at 100× 
magnification, shows the same grain towards the edge and at the center.  Additionally, 
Figure 7.7 shows the surface of another film quenched after 1 h isothermal anneal at 400 ºC 
that has not taken on any crystalline morphology but was more like the as-deposited film in 
Figure 7.5. 
The growth of crystalline spherulites seems to be favored at an annealing 
temperature of 325 ºC (Figure 7.6).  This temperature corresponds closely with the 
remelting or recrystallization temperature of bulk PTFE at 327 ºC.31  Thus, it is more than 
likely that during the 1 h post-deposition annealing at 325 ºC, there was recrystallization of 
the deposited PTFE chains to form spherulites.  Post-deposition annealing of PLD PTFE films 
has also given similar spherulitic growth morphologies.5  The relatively large crystallite size 
further suggests that recrystallization kinetics were highly favorable near this 
 
Figure 7.7 Optical micrograph of an HFPO HFCVD film quenched after 1 h in situ 
isothermal anneal at 400 ºC.  No surface features are discernable and its similarity with the 
as-deposited film suggests no significant crystalline growth.  This is attributed to a lack of 
recrystallization at the higher annealing temperature and the subsequent rapid cooling.  At  
100× magnification. 
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recrystallization temperature.  Recrystallization was not observed for post-deposition 
annealing above 325 ºC (Figure 7.7) since at such temperatures the PTFE chains were 
probably too mobile which upon quenching had insufficient time to crystallize and therefore 
resulted in a morphology similar to that in the as-deposited state (Figure 7.5). 
FTIR spectra also evidenced the unique crystalline characteristics of the film from 
Figure 7.6.  Figure 7.8 shows the lower wavenumber FTIR bands for the three films 
described above.  As expected, Figures 7.8a and 7.8c show similar absorption intensities for 
the as-deposited film and the film quenched from the 400 ºC anneal.  In contrast, the FTIR 
 
Figure 7.8 FTIR spectra of HFPO HFCVD films (a) as-deposited, (b) quenched from 1 h 
anneal at 325 ºC, and (c) quenched from 1 h anneal at 400 ºC.  The film quenched from the 
325 ºC anneal shows significantly different absorption intensities compared with the other 
two in the 400-800 cm-1 wavenumber region, and is attributed to its crystalline behavior. 
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spectrum of the film quenched from the 325 ºC anneal, in Figure 7.8b, shows distinct peak 
intensity differences when compared with Figures 7.8a and 7.8c.  In particular, the doublet 
at 641/629 cm-1 shows a skew towards the former peak, while the three peaks at 
555/530/513 cm-1 show a skew towards the former two peaks.  This behavior has also 
been observed in comparing FTIR spectra of powder and single crystal C20F42.32  Thus, the 
apparent changes in absorption intensities can be attributed to a change from an 
amorphous to a highly crystalline state. 
 
 
 
7.4 Summary ________________________________________________ 
The thermal stability of HFPO HFCVD films depended on the extent of OH and C=O 
incorporation.  With a high concentration of OH and C=O groups, the film was thermally 
unstable with decomposition onset temperatures of 150 and 300 ºC.  The former was 
attributed to the decomposition of peroxy radicals while the latter was attributed to the 
decomposition of COOH groups.  This was confirmed by the disappearance of OH and C=O 
FTIR absorptions after annealing.  With a lack of OH and C=O groups, the film was thermally 
stable up to 400 ºC, and film structure prior and subsequent to annealing was unchanged 
from that characteristic of bulk PTFE.  The surface morphologies of HFPO HFCVD films were 
documented by quenching from various annealing temperatures.  The film quenched from 
an anneal at 325 ºC displayed significant spherulite growth morphologies, and was 
attributed to favorable recrystallization near the melting point of bulk PTFE.  The film 
quenched from an anneal at 400 ºC showed a surface morphology that resembled the as-
deposited film, and was attributed to a lack of recrystallization due to the higher annealing 
temperature and the subsequent rapid cooling.  FTIR further substantiated the difference in 
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structure of the film quenched from the anneal at 325 ºC, since the relative absorption peak 
intensities were distinctively dissimilar to that of the as-deposited film and the film 
quenched from the 400 ºC anneal.  The changes in peak intensities have been attributed to 
the appearance of a crystalline state caused by the recrystallization process. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry 
of Fluorocarbon Films from 
Hot Filament Chemical Vapor Deposition 
Lau, K. K. S., Caulfield, J. A. and Gleason K. K. J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A (2000); 
submitted. 
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Abstract 
Hot filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) using hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO) as the precursor gas 
yielded two sets of films, one with varying OH/COOH content and the other with varying grain aspect ratio, as 
revealed by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM), respectively.  
Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) was performed to derive film thickness and film optical constants.  
A uniaxial Cauchy-Urbach dispersion layer, with separate in-plane and out-of-plane dispersion parameters, was 
found to realistically describe the films.  Derived film thickness agreed well with profilometry measurements.  
Anisotropy in index of refraction (n) and extinction coefficient (k) was on the order of 10-2 and 10-5 to 10-3, 
respectively.  The relationship between the complex index of refraction and the dielectric function allowed the 
optical dielectric constant (ε1) to be calculated.  The presence of OH did not affect film optical dielectric constant 
significantly.  Even though OH/COOH groups are considered to contribute adversely by increasing the dielectric 
constant, their effect may have been masked by the dominance of F atoms.  Optical dielectric constant decreased 
linearly with increasing grain aspect ratio.  The presence of voids was thought to lower the effective index of 
refraction and optical dielectric constant, and the increase in grain asymmetry created more of these voids due to 
less efficient packing.  By assuming a linear contribution from bulk grains and voids to the effective optical 
dielectric constant, film porosity was derived.  A maximum film porosity of 33%, corresponding to an optical 
dielectric constant of 1.74, was observed.   
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8.1 Introduction _____________________________________________ 
Hot filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD) is a relatively unexplored and 
unconventional way to produce fluorocarbon films.  Although studies on the pyrolysis of 
fluorocarbon gases using hot filaments are reported, the focus was on elucidating the 
product gases, even though in some experiments a solid product was observed.1-3  HFCVD, 
using hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO) as the precursor gas, gave films which were 
spectroscopically identical to bulk poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) from Fourier transform 
infrared (FTIR) and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analyses.4-7  The reaction 
pathway that leads to the formation of PTFE thin films is described in Equations 8.1 and 
8.2.8-10  Pyrolysis of HFPO produces difluorocarbene, CF2, radicals and trifluoroacetyl 
fluoride, a stable byproduct gas.  The CF2 radicals then polymerize into linear chains of 
PTFE. 
 (g) CFOCFCF(g)CF(O)CFCF 32∆23 +→  (8.1) 
( ) (s)CFCFCF 222 n→  (8.2) 
The ability to produce PTFE thin films without resorting to pressing and sintering of 
PTFE powder or solvent spin-coating is highly attractive.  It allows coatings on complex 
geometries such as, wires and probes,11 and eliminates the use of solvents which may be a 
detriment to the environment, safety and health.7,12  One key potential application is in the 
area of low dielectric constant materials in integrated circuits, since bulk PTFE has one of 
the lowest dielectric constants of a dense material at a reported value of 2.1.13  The 1999 
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors has set a goal in reaching an 
effective dielectric constant of 1.6-2.2 for the 0.1 µm technology node by the year 2005, 
and fluoropolymers are a possible candidate.14 
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Deposition of PTFE films has been explored by a number of other ways.  Pulsed laser 
deposition from PTFE targets produced high quality films showing the structure and thermal 
stability characteristic of bulk PTFE.15,16  Ionization-assisted evaporation of low molecular 
weight PTFE powders also gave similar films.17  Synchrotron radiation ablative 
photodecomposition of PTFE targets gave films much like PTFE, although in that case CF3 
chain ends were observed.18  This is comparable to films produced by downstream plasma 
deposition using tetrafluoroethylene19 and HFPO20 as precursor gases.  Thermolysis of bulk 
PTFE gave films consistent with the source material.21,22  Films spin-coated from aqueous 
nanoemulsion PTFE and commercialized by W. L. Gore as SPEEDFILM™, have undergone 
several evaluation studies as a potential low dielectric constant material.23  HFCVD provides 
yet another promising alternative. 
Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) represents a powerful yet facile 
characterization tool for thin films.  VASE is used not only to determine film thickness but it 
is also capable of describing film optical behavior and indirectly sheds light on other film 
properties such as, dielectric constant and porosity.  The former arises from a simple 
relation that sets a lower bound to the dielectric constant (optical dielectric constant) 
through the index of refraction,24 while the latter comes from the influence that voids have 
in lowering the effective index of refraction.25-27  For fluorocarbon films, VASE has been 
used to look at the optical behavior and microstructure of plasma polymerized 
Au/fluorocarbon nanocomposite films.28  Films from pulsed plasma deposition using CH2F2, 
CHF2CHF2 and CHClF2 gases have also made use of VASE.29  It is the intent of this paper to 
demonstrate the use of VASE in looking at the optical behavior of HFPO HFCVD films, in 
particular, the effect of structure and morphology on the optical dielectric constant. 
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8.2 Experimental Methods ____________________________________ 
Film preparation.  HFCVD using undiluted HFPO (CF3CF(O)CF2; DuPont) as the 
precursor gas was performed for two sets of deposition conditions as shown in Table 8.1.  
Film samples OH1, OH2 and OH3 were grown at 0.5 Torr, 30 sccm, and increasing filament 
preconditioning times of 0, 5 and 15 min, respectively.  Film samples AR1, AR2 and AR3 
were grown at 1.0 Torr, 30 sccm, and increasing filament preconditioning times of 0, 5 and 
15 min, respectively.  Filament preconditioning time refers to the duration of filament 
heating at the respective process conditions prior to actual film deposition.  Films were 
grown on 100 mm diameter p-type Si (100) wafers for a period of 1 h.  Each deposition 
used a new nichrome 28 AWG wire (80% Ni / 20% Cr; Omega Engineering) which was 
resistively heated using a variable transformer set at 56.4 V, reaching a filament 
temperature around 500 ºC.  Filament to substrate spacing was 15 mm and backside water 
cooling maintained substrate temperature at 21±5 ºC.  These depositions were part of a 
larger matrix of depositions carried out to study the effects of pressure, flowrate and 
preconditioning time on the growth, structure and morphology of derivative films from 
HFPO HFCVD.7  Details of the reactor and filament setup have been given previously.4,5,11 
Film characterization.  FTIR spectroscopy (Nicolet Magna 860) and AFM (Digital 
Instruments Dimension 3000) were performed to characterize film structure and 
morphology.  Each FTIR spectrum was acquired under transmission mode in a nitrogen 
purged chamber using a DTGS KBr detector for 64 averages over the range of 400-4000 
cm-1 at 4 cm-1 resolution.  Each AFM image was acquired under tapping mode with a 
standard etched Si probe over a scan area of 2 × 2 µm in the trace and retrace directions.  
The image was accepted only when both the trace and retrace scans were visually identical.  
Profilometry (KLA-Tencor P-10) measurements were also made to determine absolute film 
thickness. 
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VASE was performed on a J. A. Woollam M-2000S rotating compensator 
ellipsometer.  For each film sample, ellipsometric psi (Ψ) and delta (∆) angles were 
measured over 225 wavelength channels, from 246-724 nm, at three incident angles of 65º, 
70º and 75º, taking 20 signal averages per channel.  Subsequent regression methodology to 
derive film thickness and film optical properties is described in the next section. 
 
 
 
8.3 Film Optical Model and Regression Methodology ___________ 
To derive useful film information from the raw Ψ and ∆ data, it was necessary to 
develop a film model which would adequately and realistically describe the optical behavior 
of the film.  For dielectric or insulating films, the three-parameter Cauchy function 
(Equation 8.3) has been found to be particularly suitable in relating the index of refraction 
(n) to the wavelength of light (λ).24  To account for light absorption, the two-parameter 
Table 8.1 Deposition parameters for preparing the OH and AR series of HFPO HFCVD 
films. 
 pressure flowrate preconditioning time 
sample (Torr) (sccm) (min) 
OH1 0.5 30 0 
OH2 0.5 30 5 
OH3 0.5 30 15 
AR1 1.0 30 0 
AR2 1.0 30 5 
AR3 1.0 30 15 
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Urbach equation (Equation 8.4) has been used to relate the extinction coefficient (k) to λ.24  
The parameters from these dispersion relationships together with film thickness were then 
used to calculate the model Ψ and ∆ angles as a function of λ.  The fitting parameters were 
regressed to minimize the mean squared error (MSE) between the measured and model Ψ(λ) 
and ∆(λ).  Convergence was reached when the absolute change in MSE between successive 
iteration was less than 10-10.  The WVASE32 software developed by J. A. Woollam Co., Inc. 
has been used to perform the actual regressions. 
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The initial model to describe the present HFCVD fluorocarbon films consisted of an 
(air)/(surface roughness)/(isotropic Cauchy-Urbach film)/(native SiO2)/(Si substrate) 
multilayer.  An SiO2 layer, fixed at a thickness of 17 Å, was included to account for the 
native oxide present on these Si wafers.  The fluorocarbon film was an isotropic Cauchy-
Urbach dispersion layer in which film thickness and optical parameters were varied.  The top 
surface roughness layer, whose thickness was also varied, accounted for microstructural 
non-uniformity.  However, this model had difficulties reaching convergence and gave poor 
fits with relatively high MSE values, as seen in Table 8.2. 
The model was refined by replacing the isotropic fluorocarbon film layer with a 
uniaxial Cauchy-Urbach layer such that the in-plane (xy) and out-of-plane (z) dispersion 
parameters were allowed to be different and to be independently varied.  The model 
therefore consisted of an (air)/(surface roughness)/(uniaxial Cauchy-Urbach film)/(native 
SiO2)/(Si substrate) multilayer.  Convergence was achieved within 30 iterations and 
goodness of fit was significantly better, with MSE values reduced by at least a factor of 4 
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compared to the initial isotropic model (Table 8.2).  From results which will be discussed in 
the next section, the presence of out-of-plane anisotropy in these films is highly probable.  
As a further check, anisotropic data (Asp and Aps) were acquired at sample in-plane 
orientations 45º apart.  The off diagonal elements of the Jones matrix were found to be near 
zero so in-plane anisotropy can be said to be insignificant.30  Any anisotropy will have its 
optical axis perpendicular to the plane of the film sample.  The present model was accepted 
as a reasonable description of HFCVD fluorocarbon films and the optimized optical 
properties from this model can be taken with a good amount of confidence. 
Figure 8.1 shows an example of the spectroscopic Ψ and ∆ data measured at 65º, 
70º and 75º, and the resulting model fit, demonstrating the good agreement.  Also shown 
are the optimized optical constants n and k as a function of λ which are obtained from the 
uniaxial fluorocarbon film layer.  Although not shown, the regressed model is also able to 
provide n(λ) and k(λ) for the in-plane and out-of-plane directions separately.  For this 
particular sample, sample AR3, the fit gave an MSE of 19.2. 
 
Table 8.2   Comparison of MSE values from regression models for HFPO HFCVD films 
based on an isotropic vs. a uniaxial Cauchy-Urbach dispersion fluorocarbon layer. 
sample MSE (isotropic) MSE (uniaxial) 
OH1 254.1 36.1 
OH2 123.5 8.5 
OH3 87.8 12.3 
AR1 227.6 39.0 
AR2 122.0 9.6 
AR3 75.8 19.2 
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Figure 8.1 VASE measurements of (a) Ψ and (b) ∆ at incident angles of 65º (), 70º(), 
75º (), and their respective model fits (─); (c) resulting n(λ) and k(λ) from the model.  The 
measured and fitted data are from HFPO HFCVD film sample AR3. 
 
 
 
8.4 Results and Discussion ___________________________________ 
Film structure and morphology.  Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show the sets of FTIR spectra 
for the OH and AR series of HFPO HFCVD films, respectively.  All spectra show the strong 
CF2 symmetric and asymmetric stretches at 1155 and 1215 cm-1 characteristic of PTFE. 
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Figure 8.2 FTIR spectra of HFPO HFCVD samples (a) OH1, (b) OH2, and (c) OH3.  The OH 
series represents films with decreasing amount of OH. 
 
 
Figure 8.3 FTIR spectra of HFPO HFCVD samples (a) AR1, (b) AR2, and (c) AR3.  The AR 
series represents films with low or negligible OH content. 
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Extraneous peaks around 1700 and 3500 cm-1 arising from OH incorporation, most likely in 
the form of COOH groups, are also observed to varying intensities.  The amount of OH is 
quantified by taking the ratio of the integrated area of the OH peak at 3500 cm-1 to the 
integrated area of the CF2 stretches (OH/CF2 ratio).  The source of OH incorporation has 
been discussed in more detail elsewhere,7 but basically it is thought to come from the 
reaction of unterminated CF2 chain end radicals (the polymerization process depicted in 
Equation 8.2 yields “living” chains) with atmospheric oxygen and water.  Variation in the 
amount of OH is then determined by chain end radical concentration in the deposited films 
prior to exposure.  Higher radical concentration and hence higher OH content is believed to 
be a result of chain nucleation dominating over chain growth during deposition. 
Figures 8.4 and 8.5 show the sets of AFM images for the OH and AR series of HFPO 
HFCVD films, respectively.  Film morphology ranges from spherical to rod-like grains.  
Competition between nucleation and growth is also believed to influence the final grain 
shape, with the former being more isotropic in nature and the latter being more of an 
anisotropic process since PTFE chains are known to be highly linear and rigid.7  A grain 
aspect ratio, defined as the length of the longer to the shorter side, is used to quantify the 
degree of grain asymmetry.  It can be seen, especially in Figure 8.5c, that the in-plane 
morphology is quite different from the out-of-plane morphology since most of the rod-like 
grains appear to lie parallel to the xy plane.  This lends clear and definitive support for the 
need of at least a uniaxial film model to describe these films adequately.  Furthermore, in-
plane anisotropy would not be expected since the rods are oriented randomly within the xy 
plane, and therefore precludes a more complex and more parametrized biaxial model that 
includes in-plane anisotropy.  This also corroborates with the lack of any significant 
spectroscopic anisotropy being measured. 
Figure 8.6 plots the OH/CF2 ratio against grain aspect ratio for the six different 
films.  As can be seen, the OH series represent films with decreasing amounts of OH but 
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Figure 8.4 AFM images of HFPO HFCVD samples (a) OH1, (b) OH2, and (c) OH3.  The OH 
series represents films with similar grain aspect ratios, with grains being more or less 
spherical. 
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Figure 8.5 AFM images of HFPO HFCVD samples (a) AR1, (b) AR2, and (c) AR3.  The AR 
series represents films with increasing grain aspect ratios, changing from spherical to rod-
like grains. 
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with grain aspect ratio remaining relatively similar and low i.e., nearly spherical.  On the 
other hand, the AR series represent films with increasing grain aspect ratio but with similar 
and low OH incorporation.  Thus, these two series can be used to look independently at the 
effect of OH and aspect ratio on film optical behavior.   
Film thickness and optical constants.  Table 8.3 summarizes the regression results 
for the OH and AR series of HFPO HFCVD films.  Besides film thickness and surface 
roughness, n and k values at λ=632.8 nm for the uniaxial layer as well as for the individual 
in-plane and out-of-plane directions have been tabulated.  The ordinary (in-plane) and 
extraordinary (out-of-plane) values of n are actually not too different to be considered 
perhaps a true uniaxial or anisotropic material.  However, as already mentioned, introducing 
this extra degree of freedom in the regression procedure substantially improved the fits to 
warrant the deviation from isotropy, even though the deviation was found to be 
subsequently small.  In general, the ordinary n’s are consistently higher than the 
corresponding extraordinary n’s, which suggests a denser packing of grains along the x and
 
Figure 8.6 Plot of OH/CF2 ratio to grain aspect ratio for HFPO HFCVD films.  The OH and 
AR series were used to look independently at the effect of OH and aspect ratio on film 
optical behavior. 
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y axes compared to the z axis.  There is no reason to believe that there would be 
compositional differences which are directionally dependent that may account for the 
observed disparity.  Absorption in these films is relatively slight, with k ranging on the order 
of 10-5 to 10-3, and the difference in the ordinary and extraordinary k’s is also small. 
Film thickness obtained from VASE and profilometry is compared in Figure 8.7.  The 
extremely good agreement between these two dissimilar approaches in measuring film 
thickness serves to further verify the validity of the regression methodology and that 
convergence to a true minimum has been achieved.  Profilometry makes absolute film 
thickness measurements without the need for data regression, but precision is limited by 
the lack of sensitivity from the mechanical movement of the profiling stylus.  In contrast, 
VASE film thickness, although can be precise due to the greater sensitivity of an optical 
response, are only as good as the model.  In this case, VASE and profilometry serve to 
complement each other and strengthen confidence in the derived results. 
Effect of OH content.  Because the complex index of refraction (N) is related to the 
complex dielectric function (ε) in a simple manner, it is easy to derive the optical dielectric 
 
Figure 8.7 Plot of film thicknesses derived from VASE to that from profilometry.  The good 
agreement lends support to the validity of the regression methodology in modeling the 
VASE measurements. 
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constant (ε1) from n and k (see Equations 8.5-8.9).24  The optical dielectric constant is a 
minimum bound to the actual dielectric constant, reflecting only the electronic contribution 
but excluding the ionic and orientation effects.  However, since the actual dielectric 
response is frequency dependent, with the latter two effects being negligible at high 
frequencies (MHz to GHz range), the optical dielectric constant can be a good indicator of 
the actual dielectric constant of the film.  This is especially true when applying these 
fluorocarbon films as low κ dielectrics since the operating frequencies in microelectronic 
circuits are generally high. 
2Nε =  (8.5) 
21 εiεε +=  (8.6) 
kinN −=  (8.7) 
22
1 knε −=  (8.8) 
nk2ε2 =  (8.9) 
Therefore, Figure 8.8 plots the optical dielectric constant (λ=632.8 nm) as a function 
of the OH/CF2 ratio in the OH series of HFPO HFCVD films.  There does not appear to be any 
significant changes in ε1 with OH content.  It is perhaps not too surprising since the optical 
behavior of liquid water itself is quite similar, with n=1.3313 (λ=632.8 nm) and ε1=1.77.31  
However, COOH groups, which contribute to the OH in these films, were considered 
unsuitable for low index polymers.32  It is very likely that the contribution of COOH groups 
to the electronic component of the optical dielectric constant may be obscured by the 
substantial number of highly electronegative F atoms in these films.  Functional groups with 
high F content are known to have the lowest contribution to the index of refraction and 
hence the optical dielectric constant.32 
Effect of grain aspect ratio.  Figure 8.9 shows the optical dielectric constant 
(λ=632.8 nm) as a function of grain aspect ratio in the AR series of HFPO HFCVD films. 
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Figure 8.8 Plot of ε1 to OH/CF2 ratio for the set of OH films.  There is no significant effect 
of OH on ε1.  Although OH/COOH groups are considered to adversely increase ε1, this may 
be counteracted by the dominance of F atoms which tend to decrease ε1. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.9 Plot of ε1 to grain aspect ratio for the set of AR films.  ε1 decreased linearly 
with increasing aspect ratio.  Increasing grain shape asymmetry reduces packing efficiency, 
leading to more voids, which would decrease ε1. 
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Interestingly, ε1 decreases in a linear fashion with increasing grain aspect ratio.  The film 
with the highest grain aspect ratio yielded an exceptionally low ε1 value of 1.74 (λ=632.8 
nm).  Although FTIR and solid-state NMR revealed these films to be virtually identical to 
PTFE compositionally and structurally,4-7 the dielectric constants are much lower than that 
reported for bulk PTFE at 2.1 (ν=60-2×109 MHz).13  One major difference however can be 
gleaned from looking at the AFM images in Figure 8.5.  The present films contain a lot of 
free space and voids which would not be present in bulk PTFE.  Because vacuum or void 
space has the lowest possible dielectric constant of ~1.0, its presence would lead to a lower 
effective dielectric constant for the film even though the grains themselves may have a 
dielectric constant near that of bulk PTFE.  It should be pointed out that, strictly speaking, 
the bulk PTFE value is a true dielectric constant while the film values are optical dielectric 
constants.  However, as mentioned already, the comparisons are considered valid at optical 
and higher frequencies when the only contribution is from the electronic environment of the 
atoms. 
Assuming that the effective dielectric constant can be expressed as a linear 
combination of grains having the bulk value and voids having the permittivity of a vacuum, 
the percentage of porosity in these films can be derived from Equation 8.10.  This approach 
makes use of volume average definitions for density and dielectric constant.26  A plot of 
porosity as a function of grain aspect ratio can then be graphed as shown in Figure 8.10.  
This also yields a linear relationship, with the film having the highest grain aspect ratio 
giving a porosity of 33%.  The increase in porosity relates directly to the increase in grain 
shape asymmetry.  Lengthening of the grains and the lack of grain order prevents the grains 
from packing in an efficient manner.  The high degree of porosity suggests a lack of any 
densification during deposition.  A lack of a directionally driven process such as, ion 
bombardment, that typically occurs in substrate-biased plasma depositions reduces any 
molecular or macro level rearrangement and packing.  Indeed, smoother films were 
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obtained when substrate bias was applied during ionization-assisted evaporation of PTFE 
powders.17  A lack of mobility from low substrate temperatures also prevents any melt flow 
that typically occurs in sintering of PTFE powder or pellets. 
 0.1ε;1.2ε;100εε
εεporosity% void,1PTFE,1
void,1PTFE,1
film,1PTFE,1
==×
−
−
=  (8.10) 
The results here are believed to be one of the first reports on the deposition of 
porous PTFE thin films by an HFCVD process.  Porosity is an attractive option in low κ 
dielectrics since it provides further reduction and greater tunability to film dielectric 
constant than is proffered by bulk PTFE. 
 
 
Figure 8.10 Plot of film porosity to grain aspect ratio for the set of AR films.  Porosity is 
derived by assuming that the effective ε1 is a linear combination of bulk PTFE grains and 
voids.  Maximum porosity of 33% came from sample AR3 which had an ε1 of 1.74. 
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8.5 Summary ________________________________________________ 
VASE was performed on two series of HFPO HFCVD films, one with increasing OH 
content and the other with increasing grain aspect ratio as revealed by FTIR and AFM.  
Measured spectroscopic data were modeled and regressed using a uniaxial Cauchy-Urbach 
dispersion layer to describe the fluorocarbon film.  Evidence for out-of-plane anisotropy 
came from observing the arrangement of grains in the AFM images.  MSE was greatly 
reduced compared with an isotropic model and derived film thicknesses agreed well with 
profilometry measurements.  These results offered additional support to the validity of the 
model employed.  From regression to an anisotropic model, optimized film optical 
constants were obtained.  Anisotropy in index of refraction and extinction coefficient at 
λ=632.8 nm were found to be on the order of 10-2 and 10-5 to 10-3, respectively. 
By relating the dielectric function to the complex index of refraction, the optical 
dielectric constant, which only describes the electronic contribution to the dielectric 
behavior, was obtained from the optical constants.  Variation in OH content did not result in 
any significant change in the optical dielectric constant.  Even though OH may intuitively be 
a fairly polarizable group, its electronic contribution may be masked by the substantial 
amount of F atoms present.  Increasing grain aspect ratio resulted in a linear decrease in 
optical dielectric constant.  This was attributed to a decrease in grain packing density as the 
grains deviated from spherical symmetry.  By assuming the effective optical dielectric 
constant can be expressed as a linear combination of the contributions from bulk grains 
and voids, film porosity was derived.  A maximum porosity of 33%, corresponding to an 
optical dielectric constant of 1.74, was observed. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
A Porous CVD Fluorocarbon Bridge 
and Air Gap Ultra-Low κ Dielectric 
Interconnect Scheme 
Lau, K. K. S. and Gleason K. K. Nature (2000); submitted. 
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As dimensions of transistors and interconnect wiring in a microelectronic circuit continue to 
shrink at an astronomical pace, driven primarily by Moore’s law in which circuit capacity and 
transistor count roughly double every 18-24 months, the delay in sending an electrical 
signal between active devices becomes a severely limiting factor to circuit performance.  
This delay comes from two contributing factors - the resistance of the metal wiring and the 
capacitance across the dielectric material between adjacent metal wires.  To mitigate this 
interconnect delay, lower resistivity metals and lower dielectric constant (κ) dielectrics are 
essential.  Copper is being introduced to replace aluminum wires.1-3  Here we demonstrate 
an ultra-low κ dielectric scheme as an aggressive lower κ dielectric solution.  A porous 
fluorocarbon bridge layer, spectroscopically akin to poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE; (CF2)n; 
Teflon®) and deposited by hot filament chemical vapor deposition (HFCVD),4,5 has been laid 
directly over a series of metal trenches, forming air gaps simultaneously.  Bulk PTFE has one 
of the lowest κ (~2.1; ref. 6) of a non-porous material and air is the ultimate low κ (~1.0; 
ref. 7) dielectric. 
The deposition of a low κ bridge layer over metal wires to form air gaps has been 
shown previously with silicon dioxide (κ~3.8-4.2) as the bridge material.  However, in one 
case, integration required the deposition and etch-back of a sacrificial layer to fill the metal 
trenches prior to laying down the oxide, and then a high temperature ashing of the 
sacrificial layer to form air gaps subsequent to laying down the oxide.8  Another integration 
scheme utilized a plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process to deposit 
the oxide directly over the metal trenches without the use of a sacrificial layer, by virtue of 
the poor gap fill of the process.9,10  However, in this case, the air gaps extended 
undesirably beyond the metal level, forming key holes instead.  With oxide as the bridge 
material, it would be difficult to lower the effective dielectric constant of the overall scheme 
to below 2.0.11  
Our present integration scheme overcomes these difficulties and has three unique 
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characteristics.  First, the bridge layer consists of PTFE that represents a lower bound on a 
solid low κ material.  Second, the incorporation of pores into PTFE further reduces the 
effective κ of the bridge layer.  The concept of having a porous bridge layer has been put 
forth previously, albeit with an oxide-based spin-on material.12  Third, the poor gap fill 
properties of HFCVD allow the direct formation of air gaps without additional processing 
steps.  Figures 9.1 and 9.2 show clearly the feasibility of this scheme for both a solid and a 
highly porous PTFE bridge layer, respectively, over a 0.3 µm pitch metal comb structure with 
well-formed air gaps.  The effective dielectric constant for our scheme would be expected 
to be less than 1.5, based on simulation results.11 
Deposition of the PTFE bridge layer is accomplished by pyrolysis of 
hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO; CF3CF(O)CF2) gas using an array of heated filaments 
under a low pressure environment, generating CF2 difluorocarbene radicals which 
polymerize to form linear PTFE chains13 as a thin film on a cold substrate.  Porosity is 
introduced by controlling the nucleation and growth of PTFE grains.  Because PTFE chains 
are known to be highly linear and rigid,14 the growth process is expected to be anisotropic, 
unlike nucleation which is isotropic.  Thus, process conditions that favor growth over 
nucleation would result in elongated grains which tend to reduce grain packing efficiency 
and create more void space.15  The poor gap fill properties during deposition is a result of 
the isotropic nature of adsorption of polymerizing species, without the directionality 
afforded in a typical ion-assisted deposition process,16 which additionally minimizes film 
densification and permits pore formation.  Fundamental understanding of structure–
property–processing relationships enables design of material architecture on a molecular 
level,17,18 aided by unique thin film characterization tools such as solid-state nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.19,20   
Our process therefore has potential in prescribing a solution to the interconnect 
delay problem.  Being a dry process with no use of aqueous or organic solvents, it is a
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Figure 9.1 Scanning electron micrograph of a cross section of the solid PTFE bridge and 
air gap dielectric scheme.  The metal comb structure has a 0.3 µm pitch.  The PTFE film was 
directly deposited by HFCVD at 0.5 Torr pressure and 15 sccm flowrate of HFPO.  Filament 
and substrate temperature were 500 and 21 ºC, respectively.  Spacing between the 
filaments and substrate as 15 mm.  Cross section was made by cleaving along a scribed 
line.  Cross section was sputter-coated with 150 Å of gold to prevent charging.  Image was 
taken on a JEOL 6320FV. 
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Figure 9.2 Scanning electron micrograph of a cross section of a porous PTFE bridge and 
air gap dielectric scheme.  The metal comb structure has a 0.3 µm pitch.  The PTFE film was 
directly deposited by HFCVD at 4.5 Torr pressure and 30 sccm flowrate of HFPO.  All other 
experimental details were unchanged. 
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greener process, incurring substantially less penalties on the environment, safety and 
health, compared with other film deposition techniques e.g., spin coating.  There are 
reports of novel PTFE film forming methods,21,22 but our process is believed to be one of 
the first on depositing porous PTFE films via a CVD process.  We envision the process and 
material to be valuable not only in semiconductor manufacturing but also in numerous 
other applications where the unique properties of PTFE coupled with the need for facile thin 
film formation are required, such as passivation coatings on clinical implants, chemically 
inert liners for fouling prevention, gas permeation membranes, low energy surfaces, and 
polymer electret films. 
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Thermochemistry of 
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Abstract 
Enthalpies of formation and enthalpies of reaction at 298 K for a set of fluorocarbon species derived from the 
pyrolysis of hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO) were computed using the B3LYP density functional theory.  Total 
energies were calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level.  Zero point energies and thermal 
corrections were calculated using B3LYP/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) vibrational frequencies scaled by a factor of 
0.96.  The average absolute deviation of enthalpies of formation and reaction were 2.33 and 1.42 kcal/mol, 
respectively.  The pyrolysis of HFPO to produce difluorocarbene, CF2, and trifluoroacetyl fluoride, CF3CFO, was 
predicted to be endothermic at 23.6 kcal/mol.  The singlet state of CF2 was predicted to be more stable than its 
triplet state by 52.5 kcal/mol.  CF2 polymerization through the addition of a CF2 unit to an existing chain was 
calculated to be more favorable than through the addition of a CF2 unit to an existing perfluoroalkene molecule.  
For the former pathway, a linear relationship was found between the enthalpy of formation of the CF2 chains and 
the number of chain carbons (n) for n ≥ 2.  The reaction enthalpy for each successive CF2 extension was found to 
be -48.7 kcal/mol, and the carbon-carbon bond dissociation energy was found to be 75.5 kcal/mol.  For the latter 
pathway, the stability of CF2=CF2 hindered chain polymerization but provided theoretical support to CF2=CF2 as a 
primary product in HFPO pyrolysis experiments. 
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10.1 Introduction _____________________________________________ 
The pyrolysis of hexafluoropropylene oxide (HFPO; CF3CF(O)CF2) offers an 
interesting starting point for CF2 reaction chemistries in the gas phase.  HFPO is known to 
decompose thermally above 150 ºC to form the difluorocarbene, CF2, radical and the stable 
trifluoroacetyl fluoride gas, CF3CFO (Equation 10.1).1-3  In the absence of other reacting 
agents, the carbenes react with each other to produce linear CF2 chains, much like a radical 
polymerization process to form poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) (Equation 10.2).1-3  The 
only other major reaction product is tetrafluoroethylene, CF2=CF2, which is a result of the 
recombination of two carbene radicals (Equation 10.3).1-3 
CFOCFCFCF(O)CFCF 32∆23 +→   (10.1) 
( )nn 222 CFCFCF 2 →   (10.2) 
222 CFCFCF 2 =→   (10.3) 
The CF2 radical has been found, through both experiment4-6 and theoretical 
predictions,6-11 to be substantially more stable in its singlet state compared to its triplet 
state.  Although this increased stability may limit its reactivity, nevertheless, the above 
reactions suggest two major pathways to CF2 chain extension.  One is through single bond 
reactions involving the addition of a CF2 unit to an existing CF2 chain that has unterminated 
radicals on each of its end (Equation 10.4).  Another is through double bond reactions 
involving the addition of a CF2 unit to an existing double-bonded perfluoroalkene molecule, 
creating a new CF2 chain (Equation 10.5).  The superscript in ( )=n2CF   is used to denote that 
the species is double-bonded e.g., CF2=CF2 for n = 2 and CF3CF=CF2 for n = 3.  To evaluate 
the possibility of these reaction pathways, it would be necessary to derive the 
thermochemistry of such CF2 polymerization processes. 
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( ) ( ) 1n2n22 CFCFCF +→+  (10.4) 
( ) ( ) 1n2n22 CFCFCF += →+  (10.5) 
Experimental determination of thermochemical parameters remains a challenge, 
especially for heavier gaseous species, since spectroscopic methods such as mass 
spectrometry run into a mass limitation at around 200 to 300 amu, while light absorption 
techniques such as infrared or ultraviolet spectroscopies run into a lack of sensitivity in 
distinguishing species of different chain lengths.  As a way to circumvent experimental 
difficulties and uncertainties, together with the increasing utility and facility of 
computational power, theoretical quantum mechanical studies have become extremely 
attractive and prevalent. 
Density functional theory (DFT) is a theoretical method that has been applied to 
many calculations involving fluorocarbon species, predicting structural geometries, 
vibrational frequencies, bond energies, heats of formation, and transition states and 
energetics of reactions.  One particular method, the B3LYP functional yielded the best 
agreement with experiment, among many other DFT methods, for enthalpies of formation 
on the enlarged G2 test set studied extensively by Pople and co-workers.12  The B3LYP 
method employs a three-parameter linear combination of Hartree–Fock (HF) exchange, 
1988 Becke density gradient correction to exchange13 and LYP correction to correlation of 
Lee, Yang and Parr.14  The three parameters were determined by a least squares fit to a set 
of experimental data on atomization energies, ionization potentials and electron 
affinities.15 
Although other quantum mechanical methods involving higher levels of theory are 
available, such as the Møller–Plesset (MP) perturbation theory, the complete basis set (CBS) 
theory or the composite Gaussian-2 (G2) theory, they are computationally more expensive 
and in some instances have not provided more accurate predictions.16-18  For example, 
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looking at fluorocarbon molecules within the expanded G2 test set, the G2 theory gave 
errors of -0.3, 5.5 and 8.2 kcal/mol on enthalpies of formation of F2, CF4 and C2F4, while 
the B3LYP functional gave errors of -2.6, -4.5 and 3.2 kcal/mol.12  Recently, the 
Gaussian-3 (G3) theory was presented as a way to reduce the larger errors from the G2 
approach in non-hydrogen systems.19 
This paper specifically makes use of energies calculated from B3LYP/6-
311+G(3df)//B3LYP/6-31G(d), and zero point energies and thermal corrections 
incorporating scaled vibrational frequencies from B3LYP/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) with a 
scaling factor of 0.96.  The 0.96 scaling factor has been recommended for use with 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) frequency calculations since it gave best agreement with experimental 
frequencies from numerous studies.20-24  Previous calculations found B3LYP/6-31G(d) 
geometries to be more economical than MP2/6-31G(d) geometries without compromising 
accuracy.24  The average absolute deviation of enthalpies of formation on the enlarged G2 
test set was 3.08 kcal/mol for B3LYP/6-311+G(3df,2p) energies from both B3LYP/6-31G(d) 
and MP2/6-31G(d) geometries (using scaled (0.893) HF/6-31G(d) frequencies).24 
Although the primary objective of this paper is to derive thermochemical data in the 
gas phase breakdown of HFPO and its subsequent reactions, the broader perspective is to 
understand reactions during chemical vapor deposition (CVD) using HFPO as the precursor 
gas.  Hot filament CVD (HFCVD) from HFPO, using an array of resistively heated wires to 
initiate HFPO decomposition, has been shown to produce optically transparent PTFE thin 
films.25-27  In certain circumstances, powder formation has been observed instead.  Powder 
formation is indicative of nucleation, polymerization and solidification in the gas phase 
rather than on a substrate surface.  Therefore, it would be important to gauge the type of 
reactions in the gas phase chemistry of HFPO pyrolysis that may contribute to powder 
formation i.e., gas phase CF2 polymerization. 
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10.2 Computational Methods __________________________________ 
All calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN94 program28 on Silicon Graphics 
O2 machines with a 300 MHz MIPS R5000 processor and 128 MB RAM.  Geometries were 
initially optimized at the HF/3-21G level and refined using the B3LYP DFT method with the 
same basis set.  Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were then made using 
an expanded basis set at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level.  Finally, single point energies of the 
optimized geometries were calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(3df) level.  Species in the 
singlet and non-singlet states were computed with and without spin restriction, 
respectively.  Spin contamination from the latter was insignificant.  Relativistic effects have 
been omitted.  The relative computational CPU time (in seconds) for each successive 
calculation on various computed gaseous CxFyOz species is shown in Figure 10.1. 
To assess the accuracy of the methodology employed, enthalpies of formation were 
calculated following the approach of Curtiss et al.12,29 and compared with experimental 
 
Figure 10.1 The computational expenditure, in seconds, for each step of calculation and 
for representative species. 
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data where available in literature.  The approach is summarized in Figures 10.2 and 10.3.  
As noted by Curtiss et al., although the calculated values are treated as theoretical 
numbers, they nevertheless were based on some experimental data of elemental and atomic 
species, as will be evident in the following discussion. 
Enthalpy of formation at 0 K [ )K0(H∆ 0 OFC,f zyx ] was first derived as shown in Equation 
10.6.  The atomization energy of each CxFyOz species, 0 OFC,at zyxH∆ , was a stoichiometric 
summation of component B3LYP/6-311+G(3df) single point energies corrected for scaled 
zero point energies at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, where the frequency calculations were 
made.  A scaling factor of 0.96 was applied to the frequencies since it was found to give 
best agreement with experiment (see Section 10.1).  The  0 at,fH∆  term was a stoichiometric 
summation of the enthalpies of formation of gaseous atoms of C, F and O.  These 
enthalpies at 0 K were taken from experimental JANAF tables (C=169.98; F=18.47; 
O=58.99 kcal/mol).30 
{ }
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−++
−++=
−= 
  (10.6) 
Enthalpy of formation at 298 K [ )K298(H∆ 0 OFC,f zyx ] was then calculated following 
Equation 10.7.  Heat capacity corrections,  0 el,corrH∆ , for elemental C, F and O were taken 
from JANAF tables (C=0.25; F=1.05; O=1.04 kcal/mol).30  Thermal correction to the 
enthalpy of each CxFyOz species, 0 OFC,corr zyxH∆ , was determined as shown in Equation 10.8.  It 
incorporated the harmonic approximation for vibration, the classical approximation for 
translation and rotation ( 23 RT for nonlinear species and RT for linear species), and the PV 
term.  The vibrational energy summed all the fundamental frequencies scaled by 0.96 (see 
Section 10.1) and derived at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. 
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Figure 10.2 Methodology in the calculation of enthalpy of formation at 0 K and 1 atm.  
Atomization energy of the species is derived from theoretical computation.  Atomization 
energy of the atoms are obtained from experimental data. 
 
 
Figure 10.3 Methodology in the calculation of enthalpy of formation at 298 K and 1 atm.  
Thermal correction to the species is derived from scaled theoretical frequency calculations.  
Thermal correction to the atoms are obtained from published experimental data. 
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Once enthalpies of formation were determined, enthalpies of reaction at 298 K 
between the various CxFyOz gas species were then calculated based on the stoichiometric 
summation of component enthalpies of formation, as given generically in Equation 10.9.  
Where possible, these reaction enthalpies have also been compared with published data. 
)K298(H∆b)K298(H∆a
)K298(H∆d)K298(H∆c)K298(H∆
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0
B,f
0
A,f
0
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0
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0
rxn
−−
+=
+→+
  (10.9) 
 
 
 
10.3 Results and Discussion ___________________________________ 
Table 10.1 summarizes the total energies, zero point energies, thermal corrections 
and standard enthalpies of formation at 298 K.  The experimental enthalpies of formation at 
298 K, where available in literature,30,31 and the corresponding deviations of the theoretical 
values from experiment are also listed in Table 10.1.  The average absolute deviation, 
calculated to be 2.33 kcal/mol, is comparable to the 3.08 kcal/mol from the enlarged G2
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test set using a similar calculation methodology based on the B3LYP method.24  This 
similarity together with the reasonably small errors and the randomness in errors indicate 
the calculation methodology provides a realistic description of the energetics of the present 
system of fluorocarbon species. 
Table 10.2 presents the set of CF2 gas phase reactions and their standard enthalpies 
of reaction at 298 K.  Further support to the validity of the methodology comes from 
comparing the enthalpies of some of the reactions with available experimental data,6,32 as 
also shown in Table 10.2.  In this case, the average absolute deviation of reaction enthalpies 
is 1.42 kcal/mol.  Albeit with only two values to compute the average, this much lower value 
compared with the average deviation of enthalpies of formation may be a result of a 
cancellation of errors in the enthalpies of formation when computing the enthalpies of 
reaction. 
From Table 10.2, the pyrolysis of HFPO is predicted to be an endothermic process 
with an enthalpy of reaction at 298 K of 23.6 kcal/mol.  This is much smaller compared to 
an analogous pyrolysis reaction involving CF2=CF2 to form two CF2 radicals, with a 
calculated value of 69.7 kcal/mol.  This difference is reflected in the relative ease of thermal 
decomposition of each gas.  HFPO is known to be a facile CF2 former, with decomposition 
occurring at as low a temperature as 150 ºC.2,33  In contrast, significant decomposition of 
CF2=CF2 reportedly occurs at much higher temperatures, above 800 to 1000 ºC.32,34-36 
A calculation on the transition between the singlet state and triplet state of the 
difluorocarbene, CF2, confirms the enhanced stability of the singlet structure, predicted to 
be more stable by 52.5 kcal/mol, as seen in Table 10.2.  This is unlike its hydrogen 
counterpart, CH2, in which the triplet state is more stable by about 9 kcal/mol.37,38  The 
more stable CF2 singlet state has also been reported through previous theoretical 
calculations, and is quite similar to the 52.1 kcal/mol calculated using a B3LYP/6-31G(d) 
level of theory.39  The greater stability of the singlet has been attributed to the significant p
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orbital overlap between the C and F atoms that promotes resonance structures, with the two 
unbonded electrons on the C atom preferentially pairing in the σ orbital and in turn allowing 
the possibility of vacant π orbitals on the C atom to form a partial double bond with one of 
the F atoms through their overlapping p orbitals.6 
The remaining set of reactions in Table 10.2 represents possible CF2 chain extension 
reactions, as discussed earlier in Section 10.1.  Equations 10.4 and 10.5 show the two 
proposed pathways for CF2 polymerization, either through single bond reactions by the 
addition of a CF2 to an existing CF2 chain or through double bond reactions by the addition 
of a CF2 to a perfluoroalkene molecule to create the CF2 chain.  Figure 10.4 plots more 
clearly the progress in the enthalpies of reaction through these two pathways as the chain is 
extended with each added CF2 unit.  There is no distinction between the two routes in 
forming the two-carbon chain since there is no double-bonded perfluoroalkene reactant 
 
Figure 10.4 Plot of enthalpy at 298 K and 1 atm against the number of product chain 
carbons.  Reactions are for CF2 chain extension either by single bond reactions through the 
addition of a CF2 unit to an existing CF2 chain or by double bond reactions through the 
addition of a CF2 unit to an existing perfluoroalkene molecule to create a new CF2 chain.  
Chain extension is more favorable through the former compared to the latter. 
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molecule to speak of. 
It is clear that the pathway involving simple CF2 addition to an existing chain 
(Equation 10.4) is more favorable than the pathway involving the breaking of a double bond 
to create the chain (Equation 10.5), especially as the chain length is incremented.  The latter 
pathway shows only slight thermodynamic tendency in producing a three-carbon chain and 
forming a four-carbon chain becomes highly unfavorable.  The stability of CF2=CF2, with a 
highly negative enthalpy of formation of -161.1 kcal/mol, most likely diminishes its 
participation in any further reaction.  This suggests that any formation of CF2=CF2 would 
represent a dead end to chain polymerization and that CF2=CF2 would be a primary end 
product.  Indeed, studies on batch pyrolysis of HFPO have found C2F4 to be the major 
product gas.3   Recently, gas phase FTIR elucidation of chamber effluent during HFPO 
HFCVD also revealed C2F4 to be the only gas species besides CF3CFO, the native product gas 
from HFPO decomposition (Equation 10.1).26 
Thus, CF2 polymerization seems to be confined to simple CF2 addition to existing 
unterminated chains.  Further, from Figure 10.4, the enthalpy of reaction for producing 
chains of three carbons and longer seems to level off at approximately -49.0 kcal/mol.  The 
lack of any dependence of the energetics of reaction on the length of the reactant chain is 
reasonable since the joining of a CF2 radical to one end of the chain to create a carbon-
carbon bond would hardly be influenced by the length of that chain.  This is especially true 
for CF2 chains since they are known to be rigid and extend in a highly linear fashion by 
adapting a helical chain configuration,40 thereby precluding even through-space 
interactions of the chain on the bonding mechanism that occurs at the chain end.  The lack 
of dependency is at least true for reactant chain lengths of two carbons or greater.  The 
relatively less favorable addition of a CF2 to a one-carbon chain i.e., another CF2, at -21.6 
kcal/mol, is probably due to the need to break up two singlet states compared to the break 
up of only one singlet state in higher order chain extensions. 
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This can further be illustrated by considering the enthalpies of formation of the 
product CF2 chains, as plotted in Figure 10.5 as a function of the number of product chain 
carbons.  The B3LYP theory predicts that the enthalpy in forming product chains with two 
carbons or more would follow a linear relationship, as given in Equation 5.10 for a chain of 
length n, denoting the gradient as an incremental enthalpy, 0incrH∆ , and the ordinate axis 
intercept as a carbon-carbon bond dissociation enthalpy, 0 CCH∆ − , as will become clear. 
...4,3,2n)n()4.94(5.75
)n(H∆H∆H∆ 0incr0 CC0n,f
=−+=
+=
−  (10.10) 
This function predicts the stabilization of reaction enthalpy in CF2 chain extension at 
-48.7 kcal/mol [ 2n;)H∆H∆(H∆H∆ 0CF,f0n,f0 1n,f0rxn 2 ≥+−= + ], as suggested from the 
leveling off in the calculated values for the three- and four-carbon chains in Figure 10.4.  
 
Figure 10.5 Plot of enthalpy at 298 K and 1 atm of CF2 chains against the number of chain 
carbons.  A linear relationship exists for chains of two carbons or greater.  The gradient 
predicts a reaction enthalpy of adding a CF2 unit to an existing CF2 chain to be constant at 
-48.7 kcal/mol.  The vertical intercept predicts a C-C bond dissociation enthalpy of 75.5 
kcal/mol. 
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This function further predicts the carbon-carbon bond dissociation energy in CF2 chains to 
be approximately 75.5 kcal/mol [ 2m,n;H∆)H∆H∆(H∆ 0 mn,f0m,f0n,f0 CC ≥−+= +− ].  This 
value is close to the experimental value of 81.5 kcal/mol reported for the carbon-carbon 
dissociation of fluorocarbon molecules.41  The deviation of -6.0 kcal/mol may reflect the 
difference between the singlet state of the fluorocarbon chains used in experiment and the 
triplet state of the unterminated chains used in the calculations. 
In light of the results and considering its implications on HFPO HFCVD, powder 
formation in the gas phase would therefore most likely occur through simple chain 
extension by adding CF2 units to existing chains.  When the chains become sufficiently long, 
they eventually nucleate, solidify and agglomerate to form powder particles.  It is also 
imaginable that this process may include chain extensions that involve the joining of 
existing chains of varying lengths.  However, the facile generation of CF2 radicals by thermal 
decomposition of HFPO ensures a high CF2 concentration so that the primary pathway to CF2 
polymerization would still be through incremental addition of each CF2 unit. 
 
 
 
10.4 Summary ________________________________________________ 
The B3LYP DFT has been applied to compute the thermochemistry of gas phase CF2 
reactions from the pyrolysis of HFPO.  Total energies were calculated at the B3LYP/6-
311+G(3df) level using B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries.  Thermal corrections made use of zero 
point energies and enthalpic corrections to 298K that included scaled (0.96) vibrational 
frequencies calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level using the same optimized geometries.  
The average absolute deviation of computed enthalpies of formation at 298 K was 2.33 
kcal/mol and the average absolute deviation of computed enthalpies of reaction at 298 K 
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was 1.42 kcal/mol. 
The )K298(H∆ 0rxn  of the pyrolysis of HFPO to produce CF2 and CF3CFO was predicted 
to be 23.6 kcal/mol.  For CF2, the singlet state was found to be more stable than its triplet 
state by 52.5 kcal/mol.  For CF2 polymerization involving the addition of a CF2 unit to a 
double-bonded perfluoroalkene molecule to create a new CF2 chain, a dead end was 
encountered with the excessive stability of CF2=CF2.  This however gave a theoretical basis 
to CF2=CF2 being a primary gas product observed in HFPO pyrolysis experiments.  For CF2 
polymerization involving the addition of a CF2 unit to an unterminated CF2 chain, the 
reaction enthalpy was found to be independent of reactant chain length (for n ≥ 2).  A linear 
function, derived from the )K298(H∆ 0f  of CF2 chains versus the number of chain carbons, 
confirmed this enthalpy to be constant at -48.7 kcal/mol and was attributed to a lack of any 
interaction of the rigid linear chain with bond formation that occurs at the chain end.  The 
function also predicted a carbon-carbon bond dissociation energy in these chains to be 
75.5 kcal/mol, close to the 81.5 kcal/mol reported experimentally. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
Conclusion 
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This thesis has presented a potential low κ dielectric material solution to address the 
interconnect delay problem stemming from microelectronic device miniaturization.  
Fluorocarbon films produced by chemical vapor deposition showed promise as low κ 
dielectrics, with dielectric constants potentially reaching below 1.5, thus offering material 
options well beyond the 0.1 µm technology node.  The evolutionary pathway of this thesis 
was driven primarily by understanding structure-property-processing fundamentals, with 
thermal stability identified as a key issue in low κ integration. 
Solid-state NMR spectroscopy was demonstrated as a highly valuable tool in 
characterizing fluorocarbon films and developing the necessary structure-property-
processing relationships.  To improve the inherent lack of spectral resolution in the solid-
state, two-dimensional and fast magic angle spinning techniques were employed.  Applied 
to the study of PPECVD fluorocarbon films, NMR quantitation showed remarkable agreement 
with independent XPS results, indicating that the bulk and surface composition of these 
films were equivalent.  However, NMR provided by far the richer picture of film structure, 
revealing a whole range of network building blocks and junctions, differentiating between 
next nearest neighbor attachment, and distinguishing between different carbon bond 
hybridizations.  NMR additionally identified thermal decomposition mechanisms in PPECVD 
fluorocarbon films, branding terminal groups and low molecular weight species as thermally 
labile culprits.  These sources of instability motivated the need to deposit structures more 
approaching that of PTFE, with high molecular weight chains and low end group 
concentration. 
HFCVD, in particular using HFPO precursor, produced fluorocarbon films that were 
spectroscopically indistinguishable from bulk PTFE, which has one of the lowest κ for a bulk 
material at 2.1.  HFCVD, unlike PPECVD, confined precursor fragmentation to well-defined 
thermally-activated pathways, which in the case of HFPO generated difluorocarbene radicals 
which then polymerized into PTFE chains.  Film thermal stability, as expected, depended on 
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end group concentration, with films containing negligible amounts achieving thermal 
stability up to 400 ºC for an hour, showing no thickness loss nor structural degradation.  
Surprisingly, film porosity could be introduced and controlled by affecting nucleation and 
growth of film grains, the latter being found to be highly anisotropic and contributed to a 
decrease in grain packing density.  Films with over 30% porosity, yielding a lower bound on 
κ of approximately 1.74, were attainable.  Most significantly, porous HFCVD fluorocarbon 
films were directly deposited over metal trench structures, without introducing extra 
processing steps, to form the first demonstration of a porous low κ bridge and air gap 
dielectric scheme, with a predicted effective κ of less than 1.5. 
This thesis hopefully highlighted the impetus for lower κ materials and the potential 
of CVD fluorocarbon films as a possible low κ candidate.  A proper understanding of the 
intricacies of structure-property-processing relationships proffered greater tunability and 
versatility to material design.  An intuitive balance between experimental and theoretical 
design would ultimately minimize resource allocation in the search for a fitting low κ 
material. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
Future Directions 
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This thesis has broken ground in the development of a suitable material technology 
option for low κ dielectrics.  However, the eventual and successful integration of low κ CVD 
fluorocarbon dielectrics into semiconductor processing as a commercially viable material 
requires further effort in investigating other property requirements for low κ dielectrics.  
Notably, for materials approaching PTFE, surface adhesion and mechanical strength are two 
primary areas where research is required.  Adhesion to metal and barrier materials, such as 
metal nitrides, needs to be evaluated.  Novel adhesion promoting methods, such as plasma 
pretreatment of surfaces or the use of adhesion promoting layers, may be required.  
Further, mechanical stability, especially with the more porous structures, needs to be 
investigated.  Structural stabilization or reinforcement may require the need to look into 
combining the fluorocarbon organic dielectrics with silicon-based inorganic dielectrics, 
either as an interpenetrating network or as an integral part of the whole dielectric material 
composition. 
As mentioned, optimizing the effort made into experiment and theoretical 
computations would ideally minimize the time and resources in developing a fundamentally 
and scientifically challenging new material which possesses such great economic and 
societal benefits.  As such, theoretical methods should also be applied to investigate further 
the CVD reactions that lead to film formation and suitably shed light especially on the 
competition between nucleation and growth.  Transition state calculations would be 
particularly useful in identifying rate limiting pathways and the activation barriers involved. 
It is of great hope that this thesis be a baton that would be passed on, reaching 
towards the intended overall goal of obtaining an ideal low κ dielectric material. 
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APPENDIX 
Solid-State NMR Characterization 
of Fluorocarbon Films: Operating Procedure 
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A.1 Hardware Setup __________________________________________ 
The solid-state NMR system consists of custom hardware built around a heterodyne 
configuration to allow greater flexibility in switching between different nuclei Larmor 
frequencies.  The intermediate or mixing frequency is 30 MHz.  In a nutshell, the Larmor 
frequency of the nucleus of detection is generated using a frequency synthesizer and mixed 
with the intermediate frequency which has been phase-encoded with the option of four 
phases 90º apart.  This is then cleaned through a series of RF filters and amplified to the 
correct power level before entering the desired probe channel.  The signal response from 
the sample then returns through the receiver to be amplified, and to be subtracted from the 
fundamental Larmor and intermediate frequencies to yield the audio signal shifts, which are 
cleaned through an audio filter,  The data is acquired using a commercial Libra hardware 
and MacNMR software system from Tecmag, Inc.  This system also provides the necessary 
NMR pulse sequence instructions and the 100 MHz clock synchronization.  The acquisition 
rate limit is 100 ns, representing a sweep width of ±5 MHz.  The static magnetic field is 
generated by a 6.3 Tesla (270 MHz) Oxford Instruments cryogenic superconducting magnet.  
A hands-on approach to solid-state NMR is provided in an excellent write up by Fukushima 
and Roeder.1 
 
 
 
A.2 Sample Setup ____________________________________________ 
The sample for magic angle spinning is packed into a rotor specially designed for 
spinning in an MAS probe.  Figure A.1 shows the rotor components for the 3.2 mm 
Chemagnetics MAS probe.  It consists of a zirconium sleeve, to which one end is attached 
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the drive tip, followed by the bottom spacer.  The sample is then packed into the sample 
volume and finally closed with the end cap.  The sample volume is 11 mm3 and typical 
sample weights range from 10-20 mg.  Sample packing requires the use of a special 
packing tool which has a marking to indicate the maximum fill level that can be 
accommodated.  Powdered samples are packed directly while film samples need to be 
scraped off the wafer and crushed before packing.  Several sequential steps of filling and 
compressing ensures tight packing and maximizes the amount of material inserted.  For 
safety and cleanliness, powder-free gloves and disposable face masks are worn, the latter 
being especially important in handling powder samples that generate significant airborne 
particulates. 
 
 
 
A.3 Magic Angle Setting ______________________________________ 
Figure A.2 shows a simplified diagram of the rotor orientation during MAS.  Sample 
spinning is achieved by passing drive and bearing nitrogen gas around the rotor, which is 
place inside the spinner module of the MAS probe.  The drive gas induces rotational motion 
 
Figure A.1 Components of a spinning rotor for magic angle sample spinning. 
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via contact with the fluted drive tip while the bearing gas stabilizes the rotor during 
spinning.  A Chemagnetics speed controller maintains speed to within ±5 Hz of the 
setpoint.  Special precautions are made since high pressure gas (up to 120 psig) and 
supersonic speeds (up to 25 kHz) are used.  Braided high pressure tubing is used to prevent 
tube blowout in the event of a spinning shutdown by the controller.  Gas regulators at 
source and within the controller also allow safer operation.  The MAS probe has a protective 
outer shield to prevent in jury in the rare case when the rotor pops out of the spinner 
module.  It is necessary that the rotor becomes stationary before making any rotor changes. 
Figure A.3 shows the basic spectrometer setup tuned to the 79Br nucleus for setting 
the magic angle using a rotor packed with KBr powder.2  Spinning frequency is usually 
within 2.0-2.5 kHz to allow the single 90º pulse time-resolved Fourier induction decay (FID) 
to refocus for a sufficient number of times.  The angle of the spinner module is adjusted 
until the refocused peaks in the FID are maximized in intensity – this is then the magic 
angle.  The Fourier transform (FT) of the FID should show significant spinning sidebands 
flanking the isotropic resonance at integral multiples of the spinning frequency.  The 
sidebands should show maximum intensity and symmetry at the magic angle.  An example 
FID and its FT at the magic angle are given in Figure A.4. 
 
Figure A.2 Orientation of the spinning rotor at the magic angle. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure A.4 79Br MAS NMR (a) FID and (b) FT of KBr.  Acquisition parameters are displayed 
in the parameter window. 
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A.4 19F and 13C NMR Acquisition ______________________________ 
Figure A.5 shows the basic spectrometer setup for 19F NMR detection.  On a 6.3 
Tesla magnet, the Larmor frequency is 254 MHz.  The 100% natural abundance and high 
nuclear magnetic sensitivity of 19F nuclei facilitate NMR acquisition, requiring on average 
only 16-128 signal averages and an acquisition time of around 10-30 min for 1D spectra.  
Table A.1 summarizes typical acquisition parameters.  Figure A.6 gives a sample FID and FT 
of a 19F spectrum. 
Figures A.7 and A.8 show the basic spectrometer setup for 13C NMR detection with 
simultaneous 19F decoupling.  Due to the low 1.1% natural abundance and the low nuclear 
magnetic sensitivity of 13C nuclei, NMR acquisition requires significantly more signal 
averages and the signal-to-noise ratio is often inferior to 19F detection.  Table A.2 
summarizes typical acquisition parameters.  Figure A.9 gives a sample FID and FT of a 13C 
spectrum. 
Finally, Table A.3 details the components to the solid-state NMR system and specific 
characteristics of each component.  In particular, variable temperature (VT) capabilities are 
useful in performing experiments where sample sensitivity to temperature is significant.  
Higher temperature acquisition provides further spectral resolution than is afforded by MAS 
alone.  Sample heating is done by introducing a separate nitrogen VT gas into the VT stack 
which then channels the gas into the spinner module of the MAS probe.  The gas is heated 
by resistive heaters in two stages, one heater being outside and the other inside the stack.  
An RTD thermocouple and a feedback loop control to the second stage heater ensures good 
temperature control.  Gas pressure is set at around 5 psig. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure A.6 19F MAS NMR (a) FID and (b) FT of PTFE.  Acquisition parameters are displayed 
in the parameter window. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure A.9 13C CPMAS NMR (a) FID and (b) FT of PTFE.  Acquisition parameters are 
displayed in the parameter window. 
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Table A.1 Typical acquisition parameters for 19F NMR. 
parameter  
pulse length (90º) (µs) 1.25 
pulse power (W) 100 
spinning frequency (kHz) 25 
spectral filter window (kHz) ±100 
digitization rate (µs) 5 
no. of signal averages 128 
no. of acquisition points 4096 
no. of zero fills 1 
line broadening (Hz) none 
 
Table A.2 Typical acquisition parameters for 13C NMR. 
parameter  
pulse length (90º) (µs) 1.25 
pulse power (W) 200 
spinning frequency (kHz) 10 
spectral filter window (kHz) ±25 
digitization rate (µs) 20 
no. of signal averages 10000 
no. of acquisition points 256 
no. of zero fills 1 
line broadening (Hz) 50 
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Table A.3 Solid-state NMR system specifications. 
equipment additional notes 
6.3 Tesla (270 MHz) Oxford superconducting magnet 89 mm φ bore 
JEOL room temperature shim unit  
Tecmag Libra F-12 data acquisition unit  
2-channel A/D board 100 ns digitization limit 
MacNMR PowerPC software remote acquisition 
Chemagnetics 270 MHz double resonance probe  
3.2 mm MAS spinner module made of Vespel 
H channel 19F or 1H 
X channel multinuclear e.g., 13C, 29Si 
operating temperature -150 to 250 ºC 
fiberoptic spin sensor  
Chemagnetics 3.2 mm rotor  
sleeve made of zirconia 
drive tip made of Torlon 
bottom spacer made of Vespel 
end cap made of Vespel 
Chemagnetics smart speed controller  
Chemagnetics VT stack  
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